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Abstract

This research study explored state mandated local collaboration in the Healthy

Babies/Healthy Children (HBHC) Program in Ontario. A conceptual framework was

developed from the theoretical and empirical literature on interorganizational relations,

collaboration and community social work practice. Qualitative content analysis was used to

examine managers' pen:eptions of the environmental pre<onditions and interactional

processes that influenced local collaboration in HBHC networks, ""thin the context offederal

funding reductions and the province of Ontario's downloading of fmanciaJ responsibility to

municipalities

.Analysis resuJted in the reconceptualization of the conceptual framework into six

themes ofcollaboration. Three environmental pre-conditions ",'ere: I) Historica.l Conditions,

2) Institutional Conditions, and 3) Financial Conditions while three collaborative processes

were: 4) Operational Processes, 5) Organizational Processes and 6) Relational Processes.

This study confirmed that a history of working together locally was an important

influence on collaboration, suggesting that collaboration may be a learned practice skill

requiring commitment, loyalty and time. This study also confurned that central government

mandates for collaboration are not as important as local autonomy and decision maJcing. The

data suggested that central govenunents should resist a "cookie cuner" approach. The

province did not recognize the need for administrative resources. This lack of administrative

funding for the HBHC program drained the resources of public health units/departments and



the HBHC managers. In addition, the exclusive funding through public health

units/departments Crealed some local resistance. The findings confirmed that the rewards of

membership in a collaborative network can outv.'eigh associated demands. lbis study mirrors

the variation in fonna1ization reported in the collaboration literature. Most HBHC manager.;

believed that collaboration is facilitated when netWOrk members all have similar decision

making power for their organizations. Two new collaborative process themes (Organizational

and Relational) emerged. The organization ofHBHC networks was not top down. Local

sites decided how to structure their HBHC network. The organizing process increased

stakeholder representativeness, conunwrication and decision-making. Existing interpersonal

relationships were important in the development of HBHC networks. Most had established

panems of working together and shaped the HBHC network to fit the existing local culture of

inforrnaJityorforrnaJity.

The management skills needed to facilitale interorganizational collaboration are not

exclusive to any group be they public health nurses or social workers. As governments

increasingly mandate collaboration as a mechanism for integrating health and social .services,

social workers will need managerial competencies in collaborative practice at institutional and

conununity levels. While it appears that public health manager.; were unaware of social ","-ork

conununity practice models, this study illustrates the need for a renewed commitment among

social work: practitioners and educators to rebuild commwrity social work practice.
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Chapter I Theoretical Framework

l.0 Introduction to the Research Study

The deficit reduction policies of federal and provincial govenunents have led to a

resurgence of interest in collaboration for service integration to meet the needs of

children and families (Bailey & McNally·Koney, 1996; Weil, 1996). This dissertation

research explored state mandated local collaboration for service integration in the

Healthy BabieslHealthy Children (HBHC) Program in Ontario. A conceptual

framework., developed from interorganizational, collaboration and community social

work theories, identified pre-conditions and processes shown in the literarure to influence

collaboration. This conceptual framework was the basis for questions which addressed

public health managers' perceptions of what environmental pre-conditions and

collaborative processes facilitated andlor constrained local coUaboration in their

implementation of the HBHC Program.

Increasingly, state mandates for collaboration are coupled with downloading of

financial responsibility for services to local communities. Many recent government

initiatives have mandated local collaboration as a condition of funding new programs.

The lack of conceptualization of how interorganizational collaboration is implemented

among community partners is an emerging research problem in social work (Grnbam &

Barter, 1999; Bailey & McNally-Koney, 1996; Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 1993). Although

social workers have the historical backgroWld and conceptual models to lead

collaborative efforts, they are not at the forefront of collaboration for service integration.



Social workers may work in interorganizational arenas where there appears to he

little recognition (by other disciplines) of their conununity practice skills. Community

intervention has not been given much attemion by social work education in Canada since

the mid-1970's and consequently is not well known either inside or outside the

profession. On the other hand, nursing education in Canada and the United States has

moved toward community organization. In Ontario (the province of this study) the focus

of social work is on regulatory practice in child protection while public health nurses

carry out prevention and family support programs. However, social workers should

contribute to service refonn for children and families by using their community practice

skills (Bailey & Koney, 1996; Weil, 1996). For social workers to find their occupational

niche in the current era of resource reductions and downloading, they also need to

increase their knowledge and skills in collaborative practice. Empirical research, such as

this study of the pre-conditions and processes of collaboration in the HBHC Program, is

needed to prepare social workers for multidisciplinary practice in collaborative networks.

This exploratory study, using qualitative content analysis, examined managers'

perceptions of environmental pre-conditions and collaborative processes that influenced

collaboration in the HBHC Program. The data were collected using semi-structured

telephone interviews with public health managers responsible for the HBHC Program in

Ontario. Respondents included twenty-two managers from the public health

units/departments in the seven Public Health Planning Regions across Ontario. The

conceptual framework, developed for this srudy from the interorganizational, collaboration



and conununity social work practice literature, provided the fO\Uldation for the interview

guide used to explore public health managers perceptions of local collaboration.

The context for this study of local collaboration in the HBHC networks is situated

'Nithin the wider perspective of an ern of downloading in Canada that has influenced child and

family policy in Ontario. The Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST, 1996) reduced

federal funds for health, post-secondaIy education and social assistance. In rum, the

provincial govenunent of Ontario cut social programs through downloading of financial

responsibility to the municipal level. lllis study includes an outline offederal and provincial

influences on child and family policy in Ontario and a description of the HBHC Program

which further contexrualizes this exploration of local collaboration in Ontario.

A thematic analysis of the data gathered from public health managers led to the

reconceptualiwion of the pre<anditions and processes found in the original conceptual

framework.. Six themes were found to influence collaboration in the HBHC networks:

I) Historical Conditions; 2) Institutional Conditions, 3) Financial Conditions, 4) Operational

Processes,S) Organizational Processes and 6) Relational Processes. Conclusions are drawn

regarding the contributions of this research to knowledge about the pre-conditions and

processes that influence local collaboration. The implications of this study are suggested for:

I) knowledge development in collaboration theory, 2) further research on collaboration and 3)

social wod. practice at policy and conununity levels.

Chapter I synthesizes the theoretical and empirical literature on interorganizational



theory, oollaboration theory, and oommunity social work practice and presents the oonceptual

frame....,ork for the study. The conceptual framework, based on the research literature

identified: 1) pre-<:onditions that motivate agencies to work together oollaboratively and

2) inreractional processes that facilitate or constrain collaborative relationships.

Chapter I also addresses the need for social work leadership in managing

collaborative networks. Historical and contemporary social work practice with communities

and the importance of community intenrention in an era of downloading and state mandated

collaboration are considered. By capitalizing on their professional knowledge and skill in

community practice, social workers can playa major role in the complex challenges of

meeting the needs of children and families. The social work profession should be recognized

for its contribution of community practice theory to knowledge development in collaboration

research. Since there is little research on the contributions of community social work practice

models to collaboration theory, this study is one attempt to find a niche for social work in an

era of downloading and devolutioIL

1.1 Interorganizational Theory and Collaboration

In this chapter, theoretical and empirical research literature on interorganizational and

collaboration theory is reviewed.. This study is based on the literature that

identified: I) pre-conditions that motivate agencies to work together collaboratively and

2) interactional processes that facilitate or oonst!"ain collaborative relationships. 1be

conceptual framework for this study (see Table C.I.I) identifies: 1) environmental pre-



conditions and 2) collaborative processes that were the basis for the questions in the HBHC

Interview Guide (Appendix C.3A.7).

While no one theory provides a foundation for Wlderstanding collaboration, resource

exchange and institutional theory were used in this study of the HBHC Program (Alter &

Hage, 1993; Meyers, 1993; Gray & Wood, 1991; Provan& Mil.....-ard, 1991) to develop the

conceptual framework Institutional theory (organizations engage in interorganizational

relations to increase their legitimacy and influence) was used to develop the pre-oonditions of

mandatory/voluntary context and legitimacy ofconvening organiz01ion.

Second, resource exchange theory (exchanges berv.·een organizations as they seek to

secure or maintain resources) was used to develop the collaborative processes ofsufficient

resources (see Table C.J.1 • Collaborative Processes). lbird, collaboration theory was used

to develop one of the pre-eonditions in the conceptual framev.'Ork, history ofprevious

collaboration (see Table C.1.1 - Envirorunental Pre..conditions). Finally, collaboration theory

was used to develop seven collaborative processes: 1) membership participation,

}) tkcision-making levels, 3) communicotion style, 4) formality/iriformality oflinks,

5) common purpose, 6) costs and benefits ofmembership and 7) stakeholder

representativeness (see Table C.Ll - Collaborative Processes).



Table C.l.!

Conceptual Framework For Study Of Local Collaboration: The Healthy Babies! Healthy Children Program

Contelt of Downloading

~
• (Canada)

Provlnelal

• Historical
• Contemporary

Provincial Government
• Devolution of Public Health
• State-mandated HBHC networks

Publle Health Planniu Resdons
• Geographic l<lcation of Health

UnitslDepartments

Stakebolden ha tbls Shady
• Local HBHC Managers

EDvlronmeDtal
Pre-Conditions

History of Previous
Collaboration
MandatoryNoluntary
Context
Legitimacy ofConvening
Organization

CoDabor.llve Processes

Stakeholder Representation
Membership Participation
Costs & Benefits of
Membership
Decision-making Levels
Communication Style
Formalityl Infonnality of
Linkages
Common Purpose
Development
Sufficient Resources



1.1.1 Resource Exchange Theory

Resource exchange theory looks at the environmental pre.conditions under which

organizations are willing to collaborate. It is based on assumptions of organizational

environments as resource pools and has infonnerl much of the empirical and theoretical

work on interorganizational relations since the 1960's (Alter & Hage, 1993; Gray, 1989;

Mulford, 1984; Van De Ven & Ferry, 1980; Aldrich. 1979; Paulson, 1976; Warren, 1973,

Levine & White, 1961). Initially. resource exchange theory looked at dyadic relationships

between a main (focal) organization and one other organization (Aldrich, 1979; Gans &

Horton, 1975; Warren, 1967; Levine & White, 1961). Later, multiple interorganizational

relationships became the focus of theory development (Schopler, 1987; Galaskiewicz, 1985;

Prevan, 1983; Scott & Meyer, 1983; WhetteD, 1981; Meyer & Rowan, 1977).

Resource exchange suggests that even though there are benefits to resource exchange

relationships, organizations try to maximize their autonomy (Ring & Van De Yen, 1994;

Mizruchi & Galaskiewicz, 1993; Oliver, 1990, 1991). First, they try to maintain control

over their resources. Second, they may co-operate with only one other organization to share

resources. Finally, ami only ifnecessary, will they enter voluntarily into resource exchanges

with multiple organizations (Thompson, 1967).

In the past, collaborative groups emerged from resource exchange needs that

compelled organizations to search for others with resources in their interorganizationai

environment (Ring & Van Dc Ven, 1994; Mi.ttuchi & Galaskiewicz, 1993; Oliver, 1990,

1991). As resource scarcity increases in the early 21- century, organizations must now try to



increase and/or maintain their power in an increasingly competitive service environment.

1.1.2 Institutional Theory

Institutional theory addresses the adaptations made by organizations as they attempt to

gain legitimacy in the extemal environment (Gray & Wood, 1991). When organizations are

vulnerable, they try to affiliate with more powerful partners or modifY their organizational

characteristics to increase their compatibility within the institutional environment (Provan &

Milward, 1991; Oliver, 1990; DiMaggio, 1988; Scon, 1987; Galaskiewicz, 1985). When

organizations enter into collaborative relationships (conunitting their time, resources and

personnel), they give up some of their power to extemal constiruents. When govenunents

impose mandates on organizations, (such as the HBHC Program), they reduce their autonomy

with directives designed to: I) legally require service CQoOrdination, 2) prescribe conditions

for funding, 3) force interorganizational relationships and, 4) enforce standards of service.

Mandates change interorganizationai behaviour as less powerful organizations attempt

to join ",'ith those they perceive as more powerful, to increase their legitimacy and secure

future resources. The position of the lead agency within the interorganizational environment

may be altered by the government mandate and dedication offunding for collaboration. First,

the lead organization is accowltable 10 an external instittltion thal may not be well regarded by

stakeholders in the local conununity network. Second, the exclusive dedication of resources

may force alliances between local organizations and the lead agency that result in conflict.

Finally, although the lead organization's legitimacy may be enhanced by extemal mandates



and financial resources, local stakeholders may resent the lack of oontrol over oollaboration

and obstruct planning for system refonn.

As financial responsibility for health and social services is downloaded to local levels,

mandatory collaboration is increasingly used by govenunent to reform the service system.

The legal mandates imposed by government pre-deterrnine what organizations will have

resources and JXlwer and those thai will be subordinated. This study used institutional theory

to explore state mandated collaboration that besto....-ed po"ver and resources on onc local

convening organization (public health units/departments).

1.2 In Search of a Theory of Collaboration

Interorganizational relations OOR) theory spans three decades and multiple approaches

including: 1) resource exchange theory (lOR are motivated by the need to acqttire re50UlCes

thus producing interdependency) (Aldrich, 1979; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978; Levine & White,

1961),2) contingency theory (lOR are contingent on changes in an organization's life cycle)

(Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967), 3) transattion cost theory (lOR dependencies based on costs and

benefits of relationships) (Williamson, 1986) and 4) institutional theory (prevailing norms

determine lOR) (Oliver, 1991; Scon, 1987).

This diversity of interorganizational theories is problematic to understanding

collaboration. InterorganizAtionai theory has JXItentiai to provide a framework for

understanding how collaboIative relationships are formed, how they change over time and

how they are influenced by interorganizational sttuetures (Ring & Van De Ven, 1994;



Alter & Hage, 1993; Gray & Wood, 1991; Gray, 1989; Tjosvold, 1986). Numerous studies

have addressed process oriented elements of collaboration (Lasker. Weiss & Miller, 2001;

Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Mitchell & Shonell, 2000; Harben, Finnegan & Tyler, 1997; Lasker.

1997; Gray & Wood, 1991). But few studies link the interorganizationalliterature with

research on collaboration. Hov.'ever, in the early 1990's, one of the leading scholars in the

collaboration field proposed an integrative framework for interorganizational theory and

research on collaboration (Gray & Wood, 1991).

Several other studies have used interorganizational theories to explore collaboration,

but these have resulted in diverse explanations for interorganizational collaboration (Reitan,

1998; Gray & Wood, 1991; Oliver, 1990). Despite past and current interest in organizational

interactions, no comprehensive theory ofcollaboration has yet been developed. Collaboration

theory is embryonic but scholars do agree that dimensions such as: 1) pre-conditions,

2) processes, 3) developmental stages, 4) structures and 5) outcomes all need to be explored

(Reilly, 2001; Reitan, 1998; Gray & Wood, 1991; Sofaer & MrytIe, 1991). Recently,

collaboration research has addressed concepts such as synergy and leadership (Lasker, Weiss,

& Miller, 2001; Mitchell & Sbonell, 2000). Consequently, although collaboration is

emerging to address system refonn efforts, theory development is lagging behind practice.

The need for practice-oriented theory OD collaboration that is derived from data and informs

practice has been identified in the litennure (Huxham & Vangen, 2000, Mitchell & Shonell,

2000).

10



1.3 Research on Collaboration: Need for a Consistent Framework

Social welfare policy in the 21" century is increasingly linked to collaborative

mechanisms as human services are restrucrured. There is renewed interest in getting

organizations to work together on system refonn to address social problems too complex to

be resolved by one organization acting alone. Although collaboration is promoted by

government, there is considerable confusion about its definition. First, as previously

discussed, few studies apply interorganizational theory to collaboration. Second, the lack of

empirical evidence on collaboration has limited scholarly contributions to theory and

practice development (Graham & Barter, 1999; Rivard, 1999; Provan & Sebastian, 1998;

Reilly, 1998;O'Looney, 1994; Gray & Wood, 1991). Third, scholars from diverse

disciplines such as public policy, social work, nursing, medicine, sociology, psychology,

political science, education and business use the term differently (e.g., public health

literature defines collaboration as the process of structurally integrating organizations in

health alliances while business literature defines coUaboration as the process of building

work. teams). This does little to advance the development ofa unified theory of

collaboration. Lastly, for social workers, collaboration requires negotiating in cross-

disciplinary territory. There is little research to suppon social work's claim ofcompetency

in organizing conununity col1aboratives. Some social work: research has addressed

theoretical and practical questions on the factors that facilitate collaborative processes at the

local level (Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 2001; Mulroy & Shay, 1998; Mulroy, 1997; Mulroy &

Cragin, 1994). This research identified the need to apply community social work methods to
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collaboration by pointing out critical areas for social work research and intervention.

1.4 Collaboration - Pre-Conditions and Processes

A meta analysis by Mattesich and Monsey of the research literature on collaboration

produced a categorization of nineteen factors that influenced the success of human services

collaboration (1992). This meta-analysis, grouped these nineteen factors into six categories:

I) environmental (the geographic location and social context of collaboration);

2 ) membership characteristics ( skills, attitudes and opinions of individuals involved in

collaborative group; 3) process/strUCtUre (management, decision-making and operational

systems of a collaborative effort; 4 ) communication (channels used by collaborative partnerS

to send and receive information and fonnalityrmfonnality of communication) 5) purpose

(collaborative vision and specific tasks); and 6) resources (financial and human resources

necessary 10 develop and sustain collaboration) (Table C.12.)

Drawing on the meta-analysis research ofManessich and Monsey (1992), a

conceptual framework (see Table C.Ll) was developed for this study that contained three

environmental pre-conditions and eigh! collaborative processes used to explore public health

managers perceptions of local collaboration in the HBHC Program in Ontario.
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Table C. 1.2

Six Categories Of Factors That Influence The Success Of Collaboration

Environment Membership Process/Structure Communications

History of Member trust Member slake in OpenlFrequenl
Collaboration in the process and Member
communit outcomes Communication
Collaborative seen Representative Group Flexibility InformallFormal
as leader group links

PoliticaVsoeial Member Benefit Multiple decision-
climate favorable making levels

Member Clear roles and
ComorOnUse oolicv lluidelines

Member
I I adaptability

Mattessich & Monsey (1992)

c

Purpose

Attainable
Goals

Shared vision

Mission
different from
participating

Orllanizations

Resources

Sufficient
Funds

Legitimacy
of
Convenor



1.4.1 Enviromnental Faclors Influencing Collaboration

Environmental pre-conditions determine if, how, when and under what

circwnstances stakeholders will come together and (in the case of mandatory collaboration)

who will have the leadership role. Envirorunental pre-conditions are defined in this study as

factors in the enviromnent that act as incentives and disincentives for organizations to work

together. Collaboration is influenced by conditions in the environment such as: I) a history

of previous collaboration, 2) the mandatory/voluntary context and 3) the legitimacy of Ihe

convening organization.

lA.l.l History ofPrevious Collaboration

In this study, the history of previous collaboration was defmed as the nature and

type of past interpersonal and professional relationships and their influence on collaboration.

Collaboration theory suggests that working collaboratively in the past leads to interpersonal

relationships between members of the interacting organizations that facilitate collaboration

(DunJop & Angell., 2001; Gray, Duran, & Segal, 1997; Harbert, Finnegan. & Tyler, 1997;

Mattessich & Monsey. 1992). In times ofenvironmental turbulence, collaborative leaders

will target their networking efforts to those they know personally and who share their

loyalties and personal values. Relationships based on a history of respect and trust are

incentives that encourage collaboration among autonomous organizations. A history of

collaboration (in the fonnative phase) appears to be an important pre-condition that

facilitates common goals. However, this history will not insure collaboration over the long

term. Positive interpersonal relationships that develop bet\veen network partners facilitate
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future collaboration. When past interactions have been characterized by conflict,

collaboration is constrained. Many collaborative efforts fail (some estimates suggest up to

fifty per cent do not survive their first year) (Kreuter, Lezin, & Young, 2000; Wandersman,

Goodman, & Butterfoss, 1997). Unless managed well, conflict between collaborative

partners can undennine local implementation of networks (Mitchell & Shortell, 2000;

Kegler, Steckler, McLeroy & Malek, 1998).

This research asked questions about the previous collaboration history oflocal

HBHC networks. How did collaboration happen before HBHC? Were there previous local

initiatives (e.g., Community Action Programs andlor Better Beginnings, Better Futures

Programs) that mandated collaboration? Was there a history of Children Services Advisory

Groups (CSAG) prior to the implementation of the HBHC network? Did the community

have its own previously established organizational structures and processes for planning

local children's services before HBHC?

1.4.1.2 Mandatory vs Voluntary Context

In this study, mandatory collaboration was defined as the nature and degree ofa

fonnal government mandate and how the mandate influenced local collaboration in the

HBHC networks. Voluntary collaboration was defined as the nature of and degree to which

infonnal agreements, operations and relationships characterized collaboration in the HBHC

networks.

Opinions differ about whether collaboration should be based on voluntary or

mandatory participation. Proponents of voluntary approaches argue that collaborative
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mechanisms should be organized by local conununities as a "bonom-up" approach to system

refonn based on agreementS berween stakeholders (Melaville & Blank, 1993; Kretzmann &

McKnight, 1993; MelaviJIe, 1992; Bruner, 1991). Conversely, others propose that the CWTel1t

political environment necessitates mandatory collaboration as "top down" control by central

government to ensure system refonn as financial supports diminish (Poole, 1997; Bailey &

McNally.Koney, 1996; Woodard, 1995).

In this study, instimtionaJ theory was used to define the mandatory context for local

HBHC networks. A fonnal govenunent mandate was defined as a legal requirement that

forced organizations to work together. These mandates can be used as a condition of funding

and/or to force interorganizationai relationships. Mandatory collaboration has been

associated with improvementS in service delivery for children and families. The legal

mandate for collaboration gives stakeholders more "clout" in advocating for a refonned

service system (Sarbaugh-Thompson, 1999; Melaville, 1992, 17). Nonetheless, mandatOry

ooUaboration puts pressures on organizations in the local community who may resist or

obstruct its implementation by non-participation and/or non..eompliance (MacNair, Gross, &

Daniels, 1995; MacDonaJd, 1994; Melaville, 1992)

The voluntary oon1ext was defined as the degree of infonnal agreements, operations

and relationships that characterized HBHC networks. Written, fonnal agreements among

organizations may have contractual authority but this does not suggest that they are

synonymous with mandates. This type of agreement signifies that organizations have given
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their official sanction but that participation is voluntary (Woodard, 1994; Alter & Hage,

1993; MacNair, 1993).

This study asked questions about how the government mandate and voluntary

agreements affected local collaboration. Did a government mandate facilitate or constrain

the development of collaborative inter-organizational relationships at the local level? Were

there voluntary agreements between HBHC network members and if so, how did these

agreements affect local collaboration?

1.4.1.3 Legitimacy of Convening Organization

In the meta·ana1ysis research carried out by Mattessicb and Monsey (1992) shown in

Table C.1.2, the legitimacy of the convener is not designated as an environmental pre

condition. Rather, it is one of the resource factors influencing collaboration. In this study,

the legitimacy ofthe convening organization designated by state mandate is considered an

environmental pre-condition (see ConceptUal Framework for HBHC Program, Table C.I.I).

The legitimacy ofconvening organization was changed from a resource factor to a pre

condition in this study to reflect institutional theory. Institutional theory defines legitimacy

as the consensus that exists in the local environment when an organization has a legitimate

right to exist and deliver specific programs. In this study, the legitimacy was defined as the

extent that individuals and organizations agreed that public health units/departments bad the

support from other organizations to lead the implementation ofHBHC. This research used

the government mandate and its effect on the legitimacy oflhe convening organization as a

pre-condition that could be asswned to facilitate or constrain local collaboration.
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Research suggests thai the legitimacy of leadership for convening organizations is

enhanced by govenunent supJXln (Reilly, 1998; Fleishman, Mor, Piene, & Allen, 1992).

Hov,'ever the designation of a lead organization by govenunent does nOI ensure a smooth

trajectory from mandale 10 local consensus: rather, local collaboration is highly dependenl on

state and local leadership negotiations, context and stage of development (Ledwith, 1999;

O'Looney,I994).

Institutional theQry research proposes that convening organizations can exercise their

influence in the interorganizational domain by: I) fonnal authority, 2) negative sanctions for

non-participation, 3) having expertise and credibility and 4) persuasion (Wood and Gray,

1991). \Vhether collaboration is mandatory or voluntary, other stakeholders may refuse to

participate if they reject the legitimacy claims ofthe convening organization.

This suggested a nwnber of questions which are relevant to stale mandaled

collaboration in the HBHC networks. Did the institutional mandate affect the ability of the

convening organization (public health writs/departments) to implement the HBHC Program?

Did the past reputation (legitimacy) of the convening organization affect local collaboration?

Whal effect did the institutional mandate have on previously established local relationships?

1.4.2 Interactional Processes Influencing Collaboration

A number of interactional processes were imJXlrtant to this research on collaboration

as shown in the conceptual framework for the study (fable eLl). The collaborative

processes in this study were conceptualized as: I) stakeholder representation, 2) membership
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participation, 3) costs and benefits of membership, 4) decision-making levels,

5) communication style, 6)forrnality/informality of linkages, 7) common purpose

development, and 8) sufficient resources

1.4.2.1 Stakeholder Representation

The collaborative group should be constructed of represematives from each segment

of the community. Stakeholders are defined as "any person, individual, organization,

community or government that is affected or can affect the deliberations about [sic] and

potential solution to the issue that requires the collaborative process " (Finn, 1996, p. 156).

Each stakeholder brings an interpretation of the problem and the solution (based on individual

assumptions, beliefs and values) to the collaboration table. Stakeholder representation may

include: 1) individuals (acting in their Om! interests) 2) community representatives

(individuals who represent the interests of conununity groups) and 3) organizational

representatives (individuals who represent their organization's interest). Stakeholders agree to

become involved in collaboration to gain infonnation, negotiate for resources, act as

advocates or to position themselves favourably in the community.

Organizations may be mandated to collaborate or may perceive that there are risks for

nonparticipation. Organizational representatives may focus on collaboration as a cost

effective way 10 provide services. In contrast, individuals and community representatives

may view collaboration as a way to provide more comprehensive services to children and

families with complex needs (Hassett & Austin., 1997; Meyers., 1993).
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Research questions in this study addressed how stakeholder representation influenced

collaboration. Did the comJXlsition of stakeholders in the collaborative group influence

collaboration? Were specific sectors represented equally in the C{)llaborative network? Were

these stakeholders mandated by the state or recruited by the convening organization (public

health Wlits/departments)? How did the convening organization (public health/departments)

recnt.itstakeholders?

1.4.2.2 Membership Participation

The issue of membership participation C{)ncerns the actual individual participation in

the collaborative process. As previously noted, the tenns stakeholder and member \\,-eIe used

interchangeably in this study. In contrast 10 stakeholder representation, which addressed the

representation of sectors in the net\\urk, membership participation concerns itself\Vith the

nature and type of participation of members (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 1995). In this study,

managers were asked whether members participated in the network as consumers, advocates,

corrummity members or organizational representatives.

Collaboration research has addressed the differential participation of members

(Mattessich, Murray-Close, & Monsey, 2001; Castelloe & Prokopy, 2001; Pravan &

Sebastian, 1998). Some studies suggest that organizations will participate as core members if

they have strong ties to a network. related to their service needs (Provan & Milward, 1991).
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In this study, three dimensions of mcmbership were considered: I) how and when

members were recruited to the network, 2) their differential participation and 3) bow they

perceived their role. Researcb questions explored membership participation in HBHC

net\vorks. Did members participate as parents and/or consumers? Did members participate

as advocates? How did organizational members identify their participation? Did members

identitY dual roles (e.g. service provider and advocate)? Did the network have members who

identified themselves as commtmity representatives?

1.4.2.3 Costs and Benefits of Membership

In this study, COStS a/membership were defined as the real or perceived negative

effects of participation in HBHC netWOrks that may accrue to individual members or their

organizations/groups. Benefits 0/membership were defined as the real or perceived positive

advantages of participation in HBHC networks that may accrue to individual members or

their organizations/ groups. The benefits of participation in collaboration (sucb as increased

knowledge and facilitation ofreferra1s) have been found to outweigh the costs for participants

(Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Manessich, Murray-Close, & Monsey, 2001; Wandersman,

Goodman, & Buttetfoss. 1997). Costs to members participating in collaborative networks

include: I) the amount of time and resources that must be <livened to network activities and

a\\,ay from their own priorities and 2) the loss of autonomy of decision making over their own

activities (Kegler, Steckler, Mcleroy, & Malek, 1998; Wandersman, Goodman, & Buuerfoss,

1997; Alter&Hage, 1993, Alter, 1990).
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Questions in this study addressed the costs and benefits of membership participation

in the HBHC nerwcrlcs. Was the promise of increased co-<lrdination considered a benefit by

organizational members? What were the benefits and costs for the convening organization

(public heahh unitsldepanmenlS) for providing leadership to the collaborative network? Did

members consider the time required for participation one ofthe costs of collaboration?

Were members willing to devote their time and resources to network development?

1.4.2.4 Decision Making Levels

In this soody, decision making was defined as the type,level and influence of

decision making power that characterized the HBHC network. This study considered: I) the

type of decisions network members made (advisory, planning, infonnation sharing, joint

resources), 2) the level of decision making power of organizational members, and 3) the

influence of the level of decision making power on HBHC network development

Decision-making authority is defined in the literature as the number of levels through

which a decision must pass and the type of control systems that are employed across

institutional environments (powell, 1988). Organizations protect their interests by

centralizing decision-making within their boundaries but they constrain collaborative

development by limiting the authority of members participating in the netWork.

Decentralized decision-making promotes negotiation and communication among network

members and increases member participation (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Mattessich, Murray

Close, & Monsey, 2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000).

In this study, research questions explored decision-making levels and their influence
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on mandacory collaooration in the HBHC networks. How many levels of decision-making

authority were represented in the collaoorative network? Did organizational members have

the authority to make decisions for their organizations? Did the convening organization

have some fmal decision-making authority for network decisions? Did the provincial

government make decisions for local networks through their accownability procedlU"eS?

1.42.5 Communication Style

In this study communication style was defined as the open or filtered nature of

communication between local managers, the provincial consultants and local HBHC

network members. Open communication is defined as infonnation that is given in its

original state without adaptation Filtered communication is defined as infonnation that is

summarized, interpreted, consolidated, delayed or sent only to specific organizational

members (Rogers, Howard-Pitney, Feigbery, Altman, Endres, & Roeseler, 1993; Aldrich &

Herker, 1977). Communication style (open or filtered) is an operational process that builds

collaborative relationships by allowing members to reduce misunderstandings, develop a

common language and reduce conflict.

This research study addressed the open and filtered nature ofcommunication and

bow these communication styles influenced local collaboration. Questions in the interview

guide addressed conununication between: 1) the HBHC managers and the provincial HBHC

consultants; 2) the HBHC mana~ and members of the local network and 3) the members

of the HBHC network themselves. How did local HBHC managers make decisions about

what, when and bow provincial level information would be transmitted to local networks?
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Did managers communicate openly with the provincial HBHC consultants and did they

perceive that provincial consultants were open with them? Did managers perceive that

network members conununicated openly with each other at HBHC meetings or was

conununication filtered during network meetings?

1.4.2.6 FonnalitylInformality of Linkages

In this study, fonna1ity of linkages was defmed as the degree of formalization of the

operational processes (e.g. terms ofreference, minutes, agendas, service agreements and

bylaws) and organizational structures (e.g. umbrella committees, sub-conunittees, working

groups, multi·site networks) ofHBHC networks. This study defined informality oflinkages

as the degree ofinfonna1ity of the operations (e.g. informal service co-ordination, no wrinen

agreements) and organizational structures (infonnal networks) that characterized local

HBHC collaboration.

Research has produced conflicting findings on the influence offonna1ization of

operational processes on collaboration. Some studies suggest that standardizing the basis of

exchange through formal procedures, agreements and structures facilitates collaborative

efforts (Bailey & McNa1ly·Koney, 1995; Meyers, 1993; Manessicb & Monsey, 1992; Gans

& Holton, 1975). Other scholars argue that wmecessary fonnalization and structure are

counter·productive and propose that inrerorganizational groups (such as collaborative

networks) should remain flexible in order to adapt to the changes in the environment

(MacNair, Gross, & Daniels, 1995; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994).
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Formal collaborative structures are characterized by the organizational integration of

previously separate administrative and service delivery systems (service integration, network

structures, coadunation) (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 2000; Holosko & Dunlop, 1992;

Zuckennan & Kaluzny, 1991). In contrast, infonnal collaborative structures are based on

informal agreements to work together with no structural integration of separate organizations

(alliances, collaborative networks coalitions, pannerships and consortia) (Bailey & McNally

Koney, 2000; Mandell, 1999; Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 1993; Dhuly, 1990; Roberts-De

Gennaro, 1987). These informal interorganizational arrangements accomplish their goals

through formal or informal agreements and interpersOnal relationships.

Questions in this study explored the influence offormal and informal operational

processes on local collaboration in the HBHC nemurks. How did the level of formality or

informality affect local collaboration? Were formaJ agreements mandated by the provincial

govenunent? Were there differences betv.'ten local communities in the level of formality and

informality of the HBHC network operations?

1.4.2.7 Common Purpose Development

In this study common purpose was defined as the extent to which individual members

of the collaborative developed: I) a VOhUltary consensus on their common goals and 2) how

the state mandated goals influenced the development of COmmQn goals in the HBHC netWOrk.
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Collaboration studies demonstrate a wide range of goals for common purpose

development. Some goals identify a long-tenn approach (e.g. integrated services) while

others are more short-tenn and specific (e.g., economies of scale for cost-effective joint

purchasing). Primarily, research studies address voluntary collaboration where there is

agreement that previously separated organizations necd to come together and identify

their common purpose (Graham & Baner, 1999; Bailey & McNally-Kaney, 1996;

Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 1993; Zuckcnnan & Kaluzny, 1991; Roberts-DeGennaro, 1987)

In voluntary collaboration, groups may not begin with common goals, but eventually they

must find common purpose or collaboration will faiL There is little research concerned

with the influence of state mandates (with centrally detennined goals) on local

collaboration. It is recognized, however, that local collaboratives must align their

purpose with the external community in order to secure resources and accomplish

collaboration (Kreuter, lozin, & Young, 2000).

This research study explored how the development of common purpose

influenced mandatory collaboration in the HBHC networks. Did the convening

organization attempt to align the common purpose of the local HBHC networks with

state-mandated goals? Did local collaborative networks have previously established

goals for child and family service refonn? Was there conflict bctween program managers

and network members over the dctennination of goals for the HBHC network? Was

there conflict between the provincial consultants and local networks about the goals for

HBHC collaborative networks?
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1.4.2.8 Sufficient Resources

In this sbJdy, "sufficient resources" was defined as the nature and extent ofresources

provided by the provincial government for the HBHC Program and the influence of these

allocations on the HBHC networks. When mandates ro-exist with the provision of fimds,

they act as a powerful incentive for providers to collaborate for service system improvement

(Gray, Duran, & segal, 1997, MacDonald, 1994). Specifically, research identifies the

positive influence on collaboration when a paid administrator is responsible for network

development and maintenance (Mulroy & Shay, 1998; Mulroy, 1997; Mulroy & Cragin,

1994). The author's planning experience with collaborative networks in North Carolina and

Ontario suppons the dedication of resources as a positive influence on local collaboration

(Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Wei! & Dunlop, 19%; Dunlop & Holosko, 1995).

This study of the HBHC networks addressed how the provision of resources

influenced collaboration. Was the state mandate for collaboration tied to funding for the

development of the HBHC network? Did the exclusive dedication of resources to the public

health units/departments for the HBHC Program influence local collaboration? Did other

organizations in the local comnumity contribute resources (financial, in-kind, pet5Onnel) to

the development of the HBHC network?

1.4.3 Summary of Pre-Conditions and Processes ofCollaboration

In this study, environmental pre-conditions were used to explore the motivations of

individuals, corrununity groups and organizations in the HBHC networks in Ontario. While

resource exchange and institutional theory offered insight into the motivation for
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collaboration, they did not address how members ofa network worked together once they

have decided to collaborate. The interactional (collaborative) processes of collaboration

were developed from institutional and collaboration theory. The enviromnental pre

conditions and collaborative processes identified in the conceptual framework (Table C.1.l)

were then used to explore mandatory local collaboration in the HBHC Program in Ontario.

1.5 Local Collaboration: Social Work for the 21" century

1.5.1 Introduction

With cuts in transfer payments, a focus on privatization ofhealth and social services

and downloading, the current climate bas been characterized by some as the "devolution

revolution" (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 1996; Nathan, 1996). Social workers and other

human service professionals have been forced to respond to the deficit reduction agendas of

national and regional governments who have downloaded financial responsibility for bealth

and social services to local communities (Segal & Brzuzy, 1998; Fisher & Karger, 1997;

Weil, 1996). Increasingly, governments have mandated local collaboration in an attempt to

reduce duplication and increase efficiency in sovice systemS (Kenny, 1998; Pulkingharn &

Ternowetsky, 1997; Panet-Raymond & Mayer, 1997; Cairns, 1996; Teeple, 1995). This

transfer of financial responsibility from federal to provincial and local levels has created an

opporttmity for social workers to use their expertise in community organization and

planning. Social workers need empirical research, such as this study of tile HBHC Program,

to increase their Wlderstanding of collaboration, improve their reputation with other

disciplines and find their occupational niche in the collaboration arena.
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In this study, there were no social workers in the sample who were managers of

the HBHC program. Since the HBHC Program was designed as a joint responsibility

between the Ministry of Health and Long Tenn Care and the Ministry of Community and

Social Services, the lack of social work managers was an unexpected finding. Social

workers, invested in community practice, should be concerned that there was no place for

their expertise in this example of state mandated collaboration in Ontario.

1.5.2 Community Organization Practice in Social Work

Social work=s history of planning with communities for social change spans over

one hundred years (1869-1999) and a variety of goals and strategies for community

intervention (Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 2001; Weil, 1996; Garvin &Cox, 1995; Tester, 1991;

Betten & Austin, 1990; Lees & Mayo, 1984; Thomas, 1983; Alinsky, 1971; Rothman,

1964; Ross, 1955).

In the late 1800's and early 1900's, the development of local social welfare

services reflected the emerging social, political, and economic liberalism of the era.

Increasingly, voluntary organizations were unable to respond to the needs of the poor in

their communities and local authorities were required to provide assistance (Gladstone,

1995). The Charity Organization Society and the Settlement House Movement were

actively involved in their own versions of local social welfare provision. In the late 19th

century, workers associated with the Charity Organization Society, directed their

charitable efforts to the unemployed and the poor.

In contrast, workers in the Settlement House Movement established themselves in
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neighbourhoods and provided leadership so local residents could learn bow to address their

own problems. Unlike the Charity Organization Society that focused its attention on

individual indigents and co.ordination of poor relief, the Settlement House Movement

directed its resources to neighbourhoods. Settlement House leaders organized small groups

who targeted neighbourhoods for collective action on social problems.

In the 1920's, social workers became preoccupied with professionalization. This led to

an emphasis on casev.'Ork. especially psychiatric casework.. Settlement houses gradually

became institutionalized and turned their attention away from advocacy effons to engage in

educational and recreational programs (Trattner, 1999). in the 1930's, a theoretical model of

commWlity organization was developed for co-<lrdination among social welfare agencies. In

1939, this co-<lrdination model was institutionalized in the social work profession as a method

of commWlity organization practice.

In the 1940's and 50's, community organization expanded. By the mid-1950's, a

social planning model was introduced with three approaches: 1) reform, 2) planning and

3) process (Ross. 1955). By the late 1950's, the Alinsky model of commWlity organization

(social action), translated labour organizing to neighbourhood organiling (Alinsky, 1971).

Since the 1960's, community organization theory and practice bas included two

approaches: I) the pluralist social planning model (Netting, Kettner, & McMurtry, 1998;

Rothman, 1996; 1979; 1964; Rothman & Zald, 1985; Taylor & Roberts, 1985; lauffer, 1981;

Gilben & Specht, 1977; Warren. 1973, 1%7;) and 2) the radical social action model
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(Mullaly, 1997; Mondros & Wilson, 1993; 1994; Reisch & Wenocur, 1986; Craig,

Derricowt, & Loney, 1982; Mayo, 1975; Alinsky, 1971). Social planning models within the

pluralist tradition propose that no one group has more power than another to influence the

development of social policy. Thus, the rational technical model of social planning is based

on incremental change and consensus politics. Radical social work models emphasize social

action and advocacy planning that utilize conflict strategies to redistribute power from

institutions to communities for social justice.

Rothman (1964), building on community practice models of the 1950's, developed a

social planning model that emphasized fact gathering and rational decision-making and an

expert role for social workers with technical skills of research, analysis and program

development (Rothman, 1964; Ross, 1955). Rothman's original conceptualization consisted

of three models of community organization: I) locality development, 2) social

planninglpolicy and 3) social action. This framework has been the cornerstone for exploring

conununity practice since the 1960's.

The first model, locality development, builds community capacity by recruiting a

broad base ofconununity stakeholders who engage in an interactional process of identifying

and solving their own problems. The second, model, social planning/policy, uses fact

gathering, technical experts and rational decision making to solve community problems.

The third and final model, social action, advocates for changes to unequal power

relationships between disadvantaged groups and institutions.

In the 1960's and 1970's, the development of advocacy planning advanced social
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action in community organization practice (Rothman, 1979; Mayo, 1975; Aiinsky, 1971).

The social and political changes in the 1960's encouraged the development of conflict models

of practice thai promoted fundamental changes in the political, economic and social structures

of society. Radical or struenual social work models challenged the top-dov.n policy making

of government. lbese advocacy models emphasized critical thinking, conflict strategies and

soucturai change as the goal of commWlity social work practice.

During the 1980's, radical community organization and feminist approaches offered

action groups an opportunity to advocate against the oppressive structures of the state (panet

Raymond, 1989, Adamson, Briskin, & McPhail, 1988; Friedmann, 1987; Van Den Bergh &

Cooper, 1986; Lees & Mayo, 1984). In addition, pluralist approaches to community

organization continued to be revised and developed (Rotlunan & Tropman, 1987; Taylor &

Roberts, 1985).

In the 1990's, as interorganizational collaboration became more prevalent as an

instrument of public policy, new conceptualizations were developed based on planning for

integration of services with constituencies of community leaders and human service providers

(popple, 1996; Rothman, 1996; Weil & Gamble, 1995). In response to criticisms thal earlier

social planning models were too rigid and categorical, Rothman's model was reconstructed in

the 1990's making it more flexible and developmental. These changes blurred the rigid

categories ofplanning, development and change, thus aligning this model with the views of

others (fester, 1997; Weil, 1996; Hyde, 1996; \Vharf, 1992).
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In the late 1990's to early 21" century, social work scholars have identified a variety of

conunUIlity practice models to respond to the complex challenges of mandatory collaboration

and system refonn (Mizrahi & Rosenthal. 2001; Bailey & McNally-Kaney, 2000; Wharf &

Clague; 1997; Tester, 1997; Poole, 1997; Popple, 1996; Weil, 1996; Hyde, 1996). One

response to the challenges ofthe 1990's has been the development of new community social

work models based on feminist and constructivist principles which interpret diversity as a

strength and attend 10 gender, race, class and particular contexts of place. OQminelli (1996,

1990) identified imponant elements for collaborative corrununity social work practice as: I)

community care, 2) commWlity development, 3) community organizing, 4) community class

based organizing, 5) community race based organizing and 6) community gender based

organizing. Other scholars incorporated diversity in their conceptualizations ofpractice to

propose models of: I) community development, 2) organization of organizations, 3) self-help

and mutual aid and 4) organization of identity (Miller, Rein, & Levilt,l990).

In the early 21" century, conuDlmity social workers may use traditional social

planning models to suppa" govenunent mandates for the implementation of integrated

service delivery systems (poole, 1997; O'Looney, 1997, 1994; Wei] & Dunlop, 1997; Alter &

Hage, 1993; Zuckerman & KalU2Ily, 1991). On the other hand, they may choose to carry out

radical planning through social action projects that advocate for services for children and

families in local conununities(Tester, 1997; Mullaly, 1997; Weil & Gamble, 1995;

Kretzmann & McNight, 1993; Alexander, 1992; Friedmann, 1987).
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1.5.2.1 Social Work Expertise in Collaboration

While social work. professional.s claim expertise in interorganizational collaboration

and social planning, there is little recognition among other disciplines of social work's

contribution. A5 health and social service organizations are integrated at the localleve~

managerial roles are being filled by non·social workers from a variety of disciplines

(Bickman,1996). More specifically, the nW"Sing profession, drawing uJ'X)n health promotion

models, bas strategically J'X)sitioned itself for a predominant role in organizing local

communities for system refonn (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Poole, 1997). In spite of its long

history and expertise in organizing communities, this study of the HBHC Program affirms

that social workers have not been assertive in creating a niche for themselves in the

collaboration arena.

In this study, little recognition was found of the contributions social work has made

to community planning and organizing. Although some leading public health scholars refer

to Rothman's typology of community organization, they do not identify these concepts a

originating from social work scholarship (Mitchell & Shortel~ 2000; Minkler & Wallerstein,

1997; Lalxmte, 1997). Anecdotal evidence in this study ofHBHC suggests that public

bealth nurses interpret social work as clinical practice. While they did recognize the family

assessment skills of social workers, they did not refer to either historical or contemporary

community social work models.
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1.5.2.2 In Search of a Niche for Social Work Practice

As governments mandate local collaboration to reduce duplication and increase

efficiency in service systems, they provide fertile ground for social work approaches based

on collective action. Loca1 collaboration, as a mechanism ofsocial policy implementation,

is still an unfamiliar phenomenon for social workers. Social work's goal of socialjustice

conflicts with state goals of efficiency and deficit reduction. Social work values and ethics

that promote fairness in the distribution of societal resources are counter-productive to

agendas of downsizing and dismantling of the social welfare state. The downloading agenda

ofgovernment, while transferring power from national to provincial and local levels. has

unwittingly created an opportunity for social workers to bring their community organizing,

p1arming, inter-disciplinary and advocacy skills to the forefront. The social work profession.

despite its proud history ofcommunity practice, has remained invisible to other disciplines

as a leader in local collaboration.

1.5.3 Social Work Macro Practice in an Era of Downloading

1.5.3.1 Multi-Disciplinary Practice

LocaJ collaboration as a mechanism ofsocial policy has been identified across the

multidiscip1inary literature (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Graham & Baner, 1999; Mandell,

1999; Nutbeam & Harris, 1995; Dunlop & Holosko, 1995; Labonte, 1994; Alter & Hage,

1993; Milio, 1988). Scholars have identified a range of issues that influence inter·

professional collaboration: I) the propensity for professionals to usejoint planning to further

their own self.interest, 2) the lack ofcohesiveness between manageria1level and direct
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service level professionals, and 3) the use of experiments where initial suspicion gave way to

inter-professional collaboration (Bella, 1996; Casto, 1994; Leathard, 1994; Ovretveil, 1993;

McGrath, 1991).

Increasingly, however, the profession of social work bas attempted to clarify its

approach to interdisciplinary practice. As social work in the era ofdownloading is forced to

respond to the restructuring ofheaJth and social services, the issue ofmultiskilling practice

bas been promoted. This approach, also called cross--training, is defined as an interpersonal

process where members of different professions develop skills that are outside their original

discipline through the process of working together (Rock, 2(01).

In Canada social workers have, through their national association the Canadian

Association of Social Work (CASW), identified their support for an interdisciplinary

approach to service delivery system reform. However, they do not agree with the

implementation of multiskilling (Shera, Meredith, Bogo, McDonald, & Michelski, 2000;

CASW, 1998). Collaboration does not mean that one profession would replace another;

rather it works well when it incorporates the differential expertise of multiple professions.

Multidisciplinary collaboration requires practice methods that bring together

different disciplines at the community level and then incorporate their diverse perspectives

into a common vision. This version of social work practice in the 2111 century will draw on

the skills of community organizing, negotiation, conflict resolution, outreach, cultural

competency and boundary spanning (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Lasker, Weiss, & Miller,
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2001; Mivahi & Rosenthal, 2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000, Bailey & McNally-Koney,

2(00).

1.5.3.2 Social Planning Models: Rational & Radical

Social planning oriented to social needs is being challenged in the current era of

downloading. Community social workers are engaged in plarming under a variety of

auspices, with ideological commitments ranging from conservative to radical. Social work

practice within a rational-technical planning model asstunes that existing institutions are

capable of serving societal interests. Rational planning models use social planning and

quantitative methods (Reilly, 1998; O'Looney, 1997, 1994; Rothman, 1996; KalU2J1Y,

Zockerman, & Ricketts, 1995; MacNair, 1993). Rational plaruring maintains me status quo

by using "experts" to advise govenunent and implement public policy (Friedmann,1987).

While rational planning models provide rules for systematic choice, increasingly

planning activity is an inteJpretive process based in social, political and economic contexts

(A1exander,I992). Advocacy planning assumes that there is an unequal distribution of power

and resources. This model requires that planners advocate for the interests of those less

powerful (Mullaly, 1997; Panet-Raymond& Mayer, 1997; Poole, 1997, 1995; Hyde, 1996;

Alexander, 1992; Friedmann,1987). Social workers. as advocacy planners, challenge

institutions by working with less powerful interests. Social workers, as potential leaders of

collaboration, must understand the politics of planning. Collaborative planning among
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organizations is a critical strategy for meeting the needs of children and families in the 21$1

centwy.

1.5.3.3 Potential for Social Work Leadership

State-mandated collaboration creates new opportUnities for social workers to use

their expertise in conununity organizing within a turbulent environment that demands

competence and creativity. Collaboration in this era of downloading requires leadership that

fosters trust and respect among disparate partners. New leadership competencies for

collaboration identify the need to: 1) develop a common language to bridge gaps between

different professions, 2) synthesize different and conflicting perspectives. 3) use creativity in

creating alternatives and 4) identify ways to combine conununity resources (Dunlop &

Angell. 2001; Lasker. Weiss., & Miller. 2001).

The social work profession should be recognized for its contribution ofconununity

practice theory to knowledge development in collaboration research. The development of

social work leadership in community practice has been the subject of much debate within

social work education. Recently. educators proposed a shift away from 1960's adversarial

strategies to consensus-oriented strategies such as collective action. community building,

and community empowerment to resurrect interest in corrununity practice within social work

educational institutions (Ryan. DeMasi. Heinz, Jacobson, & Ohmer, 2000).

1.5.3.4 The Practice ofBmrndary Spanning

Boundary spanning practice is attracting increasing attention as collaboratives are

formed to respond to government strategies of decentralization and downloading (Dunlop &
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Angell, 2001; Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000). Social workers, as

boundary spanners, work on the boundaries bet\\"eetJ their organization and its environment.

Usually they are nol prepared for managing these interorganizational relationships. They

must juggle conunitments to their employm (where they have interpersonal and role

attachments) and their collaborative network (....1lere interpersonal and role attachments also

exist). BOWldary spanning roles are identified as the broker (building and maintaining a

power base) and 2) the innovator (managing change and creative thinking) (Edwards &

Yankey, 1991).

Boundary spanning is integral 10 social work practice with collaboratives.

Collaboration requires management skills (e.g., negotiation and conflict resolution) to join

diverse parOlel'S in local commWlities (Lasker, Weiss, & Mi!ler, 2001; Mi.2rahi & Rosenthal,

200 I; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Dunlop & Schopler, 1996). Collaborative mechanisms,

used to respond to govenunent strategies of do\Vt1l.oading, hand over to social workers the

opporttmity to re-engage with their historical territory as leaders in community organization.

1.5.4. Swnmary of Social Work and Local Collaboration

The resurgence of interest in community organization heralds a critical nan for

community social work practice in the 21" century. Increasingly, state mandates for

collaboration are coupled with downloading of financial responsibility for services to local

communities. Although social workers have the historical background and conceptual models

to lead collaborative efforts, they are not at the forefront of collaboration for service
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integration. By capitalizing on their professional knowledge and skill in community

practice, social workers can playa major role in the complex challenges of meeting the

needs of children and families. This study of the pre-conditions and processes of

collaboration found no social workers employed as managers in the HBHC program in

Ontario and no indication thaI public health managers in the HBHC program were aware of

current or historical social work practice with communities.

There is little research on the ways that social workers with community practice

skills can and should participate in developing the local collaborative processes associated

with the era ofdownloading. The social work profession needs to promote community

social work to respond to a rapidly changing practice environment where other disciplines

have already staked their claim of competency.

1.6 Summary

This chapter examined the environmental pre-conditions and collaborative processes

that influenced collaboration in the HBHC Program in Ontario and situated this exploration

in a current context characterized by downloading. The conceptual framework for the study

was developed from the theoretical and empirical research on intcrorganizarional and

collaboration theory (Table CLl). This study addressed the need for social work leadership

in managing collaborative networks. Since there is little research on the contributions of

community social work: practice models to collaboration theory, this study is one attempt to

find a niche for social work in an era of downloading and devolution.
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Chapter 2 The Setting: Local Collaboration in Ontario

2.0 Introduction

The implementation of local collaboration in Ontario can be seen within the

larger context of an era of downloading in Canada. The Canada Health and Social

Transfer (CHST, 1996) reduced federal funds for health, post-secondary education and

social assistance. In tum, the provincial govenunent of Ontario cut social programs

through downloading offmancial responsibility to the municipal leveL This changing

health and social service environment is the context for local collaboration within HBHC.

The HBHC Program in Ontario is a prevention/early intervention initiative for

children «()"6 years old) and families which includes: 1) universal screening, 2) public

health nursing, 3) lay home visiting, 4) case management and 5) collaborative netWork

development. The focus of the study is the mandatory collaborative netWork thai must be

constructed among local organizations that serve children in the target age group and

their families. The HBHC Program uses local collaboration as the mechanism for co

ordinating and integrating services for children and families. Mandatory local

collaboration in the HBHC Program bas been carried out in an early 21" century Ontario

characterized by a neo<onservative agenda of privatization, erosion of universal

programs and limiting of services to specific populations.

The implementation of the HBHC Program in Ontario reflects new child and

family policies that require mandatory collaboration for service integration at the

community level. In 1997, to refonn the child and family service system, the
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Conservative government ofOntario created a new Office of Integrated Services for

Children (OISC) within the Ministry ofHealtb and L<mg Tenn Care.

At a provincial level, this agency (OISC) is responsible for the integration of

children's services in the Ministry of Health and Long-TeIm Care, Ministry of

Community and Social Services, Ministry ofEducation and Ministry ofTraining,

Citizenship, Culture and Recreation. At a local level, the public health units/departments

are responsible for implementing the HBHC Program and leading the development of

local integrated service delivery systems for children and families. The Office of

Integrated Services for Children was part of the "government's long-teIm commitment to

strengthen and integrate children's services through partnerships at the community level"

(Ontario Children's Secretariat, 1998).

As collaborative planning groups are increasingly used to implement social

policy, the social work profession in Ontario can position itself to respond to system

refoIm. The enactment of social work legislation in Ontario through the Social Work and

Social Service Work Act, 1998 officially recognized the profession. Although social

workers have a long history oforganizing communities, they are not at the forefront of

leading collaborative initiatives such as the mmc Program. This lack of involvement

may reflect that the scope of social work practice (e.g. individual, family, community,

organization and policy) is not known by other disciplines or funders. Further, the

Regulated Health Professions Act ofOntario which governs regulated professions

excludes social workers thus marginalizing the profession within health system
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restructuring. Social work legislation of 1998 offers the potential for social workers to

strengthen their presence in the multidisciplinary arena of local collaboration in Ontario.

2.01 Ontario in an,Era of DO\WIlloading

Whether in response to federal reductions in transfer payments or in response to

neo-conservative agendas that attempt to stop state intenrention in the free market system,

neo-consenrative rhetoric has become reality in Ontario. For fony-three years, (1942

1985), the Conservatives reigned in Ontario, bringing to the political arena a particular

neo-consenrative ideology that responded to Ontario voters' needs for efficiency in

govemment and centrist economic and social policy (Rovinsky, 1999).

From 198510 1995, as neo-consenratism incubated, Ontario contende<! with

globalization of the economy, the Canada-United States Free Trade Agreemenl and the

recession of 1990-1992. In 1995, Ontario was ripe for the "Common Sense Revolution"

oCthe Conservatives. By moving the party to the right, the Consenratives engage<! the

business community, who opposed the NDP government, and the North American Free

Trade Act of 1994 (Ontario Progressive Conservative Party, 1995).

The Consenrative govenunent sensed a change in the culture as Ontario became

increasingly individualistic and entrepreneurial (Jeffrey, 1999). The n....enty-one per cent

(21 %) cut to social assistance in their first week ofoffice revealed the Consenrative

government's neo-<:onsenrative agenda, reminiscent oCthe Poor Laws. The subsequent

re·election of the Conservative government in 1999 showed that both neo-conservative
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agendas and public opinion in Ontario suppoJ1ed cuts to health, education and social

services.

In the late 1990's, the Conservative govemmentofOntario showed its

commitment to downloading of financial responsibility to municipal governments and

local communities. This was partly in response to the reduction of federal transfers to the

province and partly in a response to neo-conservative agendas of reducing government

support for citizens and increasing reliance on the private market. The Conservative

government justified reduction in social provision ....1th references to previous

govemments' overspending, high taxes and deficit financing

In July of 1995, the Conservative government in Ontario planned to cut $1.884

billion from govenunent expenditures, reduce taxes and deregulate to increase

employment and balance the budget in five years (Government of Ontario, 1995) The

fiscal measures were directed at low income people, with a twenty-one per cent (21 %)

reduction in social assistance rates (Moscovitch, 1997). The province cut transfers to

municipalities by twenty-two per cent (22%) in 1996-97. The total cut in provincial

transfer of funds to municipalities was almost forty-three per cent (43%) over two years

(1996-1998). The November, 1996 provincial Budget reduced provincial income tax by

thirty per cent (30%) over a three year period (Moscovitch, 1997). Despite promised tax

cuts, sixty-eight per cent (68%) of Ontarians believed that the govenunenl was moving

too fast to implement its Common Sense Revolution (Mackie, 1997).
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The Conservative government chose 10 restrocture the health care system

following the reduction in federallI'anSfers. They also decided to decrease provincial

taxes. The introduction of the Omnibus Bill (Bill 26, 1995) increased the power of the

central government and facilitated refonn of services and a neo-conservative agenda of

privatization. Bill 26 (1995) gave sweeping powers to the Minister of Health to eliminate

hospital boards and take over hospitals directly, to shut down, run, merge and detennine

services. In addition. the government reduced the number of District Health COWlcils

(responsible for identification oflocal health needs and recommendations for resource

allocations) from tbiny-three county cOWlcils to sixteen regional units that had 10

recommend allocations for multiple geographical coWlties.

The First Minister's Meeting in February, 1999 negotiated more federal funding

for health care. The 1999 Federal Budget announced a one time CHST supplement for

Health Care of$3.5 billion (Govenunent of Canada, 1999). This federal supplement may

have encouraged Ontario to increase: health spending. The 1999 Ontario Budget

increased funding for Ontario's health care by $300 million (Govenunent ofOntario,

1999).

In 1999, the HBHC Program changed from its original mandate in 1997 as a

targeted screening program for high risk newborns. There were difficulties

implementing the HBHC program as it was originally designed. Public health supported

this shift to a universal program that would allow public health nurses to contact all new

mothers and babies in Ontario. When this post-partum enhancement component was
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added it shifted HBHC to a universal program that guarantees a phone call and follow-up

visit for every new mother within 48 hours of discharge from hospital. This change in

program reflects the rhetoric of child and family policy in Ontario that focuses on the

Conservative government's promise to "provide families with greater opportunities to

raise healthy, well-adjusted children" (Ontario Children's Secretariat, 1998).

Funding for the HBHC Program was $10 million annually in the first program

year 1997-1998. In the 1998-1999 program year, funding was increased to $ZO million

annually. The allocation of this enhanced funding to public health units/departments is

shown in Table C.Z. I.

A post-partum enhancement component was added to the HBHC Program in the

1999 Ontario Budget with an additional $45 million to improve post-natal care for

mothers and their newborns. Subsequently, the ZOOO Ontario Budget increased program

funding for HBHC to $67 million annually for the fiscal year ZOO0-2001. This increased

funding for HBHC appears to reflect the Harris government's need to promote health

services in order to take advantage of the federal government's 1999 budget which

returned Canada Health and Social Transfer cuts to the provinces but specifically

earmarked those funds for health care (Government of Canada, 1999).
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Table C.2.1
Healthv Babies! Healthv Children· Allocation of Enhanced FundinR (1998·1999)
Public Healtb Unit Base 1998/99 EnMnoed 1998J99 TOTAL

AlQ:oma $128.779 $103,442 $232.221
Bcant $100,813 $93,147 $193.960
Durltarn $371,526 $235,950 $607,476
Ellain-St. Tbomas $58,935 $79.310 $138,245
Bruce·Grev $99,9115 $105085 $205.000
Haldimand-Norfolk $69,863 $86,402 S156,265
Haliburton-Kawartha-Pine Rid e SI12,890 $112,024 $224.914
Halton $212,197 $150,054 $362,251
HamiJton-Wentworth S4S4,323 $280,385 $764,709
Hastinu-Prince Edward $122.331 $104 326 $226657
Huron $33,382 $67,564 $100 946
Kent-Chatham $88.838 $89,323 5178,161
Kllt on $147,959 $110,037 $257996
Lambton $91,720 $90,276 $181,996
Leeds, Grenville, Lanark $112,877 $103,068 $215,945
Middlesex-London $360.804 $204,952 $565756
Muskoka-Parrv Sound $55,650 $78,421 $134,071
Niat:!:ara $302,127 $202,685 $504 812
NorthBav $77,075 $76,467 $153,542
Northwestern $78,1l4 $99,888 $178002
Ottawa-Carleton $621,060 $314,240 $935,301
Oxfonl 568,815 583.925 $152.739
Poel $783,265 $476,624 $1,259,888
Perth $47,546 572,198 5119.744
Peterborou2b $91.951 $86,932 $178,883
Porcuoine $88.203 $97056 $185,259
Reofrew 570,141 586,320 $156461
Eastern Ontario $153.035 $138127 $291 162
Simcoe $256,448 $186,846 $443,294

Sud""" $168,021 $142,299 $310,320
Thunder Bav $123,582 $112,495 $236,077
TimiskaminlZ 536,840 $62,882 $99,722
Waterloo 5331,133 $227,503 $558636
Waterloo-Dufl'erin S155.063 $126,927 $281990
Wmdsor·Essex $336.395 $204 059 $540454
York Remon $397,950 $293,725 $691,675
Toronto $3,160,438 $1,515031 $4,675.469

Source. Children s Secretanat (1999) 47



The government also increased the budget for Children's Aid Societies and

proposed to spend an additional $170 million for the period 1998-2001. Refotnl of child

protection included: I) a standardized risk assessment instrument, 2) training for child

protection staff, 3) a child protection database, 4) hiring ofadditional front-line protection

staff, 5) amendments to the Child and Family Services Act (CFSA, 1984) and,

6) increased rates for foster parents (Goverrunent of Ontario, 2000).

There is an apparent dissonance between neo+conservative agendas of

downloading and resource reductions on the one hand and increased budgets for

Children's Aid Societies and the HBHC program on the other. The rhetoric

accompanying the HBHC program suggests that it is a universal family support program

for all mothers with new babies, however the reality is that the program targets families at

risk and uses state pcn...er to coerce "undeserving" parents into programs for "deserving"

children. The Harris government has institutionalized a neo<onservative agenda with its

restructuring of social welfare in Ontario through policies that target poor families and

give government more control over their behaviour (Kitchen, 1997). A critical

examination ofchild and family policies in Ontario suggests that while funding has been

increased for particular childrens' services, this does not reflect a progressive goverrunent

agenda. Rather, it is a return to a punitive set of policies that target families at risk and

promote intrusive measures of social control. In addition to increased funding for

Children's Aid Societies and HBHC, the Ontario government bas also expanded
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regulatory services through the reintroduction of mandatory home visits to social

assistance recipients and a provincially sponsored loll-free welfare snitch line.

After the introduction of the Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST, 1996),

the Conservative government of Ontario used deficitism to shift costs to local

municipalities. The Omnibus Bill 26 (1995) allowed the government to sidestep standard

legislative procedures (Rovinsky, 1999; Jeffrey, 1999; Weinroth, 1997). Bill 26 has been

called the "bully bill" because it violated parliamentary practice and eroded the

democratic process (Jeffrey, 1999). This bill centralized decision-making on the reform

of public services in Ontario and gave unprecedented power to individual ministers of

government (e.g., the Minister of Health was given the right to release the confidential

medical records of patients and to unilaterally tell hospitals what services they could

provide) (Ontario Legislative Assembly, 1995).

The Conservative government agenda significantly altered the landscape of

provincial and municipal relationships in funding, management and delivery of Ontario's

social, community and health services. The Social Contract Act of the NDP government

had attempted to rein in the so-called MUSH sector (municipalities, universities, school

boards and hospitals). These agencies were the recipients of provincial grants and

transfers, amounting to over thirty per cent of provincial expenditures over which the

province had little control (Melchers. 1999). When the Conservatives defeated the NDP,

they cut transfers and restructured municipalities, school boards and hospitals. The

Provincial-Municipal Roles and Responsibilities framework provided a definitive
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overview of the transfer of responsibilities for social, commWJ.ilY and health services

from the province to municipalities (Government of Ontario, 1998). The roles and

responsibilities of provincial and municipal governments for public health are outlined in

Appendix C. 2.A. Provincial authority for public health is legislated (Services

Improvement Act, Health Protection and Promotion Act, Tobacco Control Act,

Immunization of School Pupils Act, Municipal Act, Ontario Water Resources Act, Day

Nurseries Act) and described in Mandatory Programs and Services Guidelines

(Government of Ontario, 1997).

Historically, public health units/departments in Ontario were autonomous

corporations or local Boards established under the Health Protection and Promotion Act

of 1983. The province had funded 75 per cent of the cost of public health programs

(exceptions were 100 per cent funding for HBHC, ImmWJ.ization, Preschool Speech and

Language, Speech and Audiology). In 1998, the government regulated public health but

(with specific exceptions) did not fund it (Government of Ontario, 1998). A year later,

the province announced they would pay 50 per cent of the cost of some mandatory public

health programs (Government of Ontario, 1999). (See Table C.2 2).

2.1 Child and Family Policy in Ontario

2.1.1 Introduction

The era of dov.nJ.oading in Ontario shifts social provision, with the Conservative

government's targeting of poor parents and children as a major theme in social welfare

restructuring. Ontario was influenced by a variety of federal government policies
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Table C.2.2.

Per Cent of Provincial Funding ofPublic Health Programs in Ontario (1997.1999)

PROGRAM I PRE-1998
GENERAL PUBLIC I 75:25 ProvinciaVMunicipal
HEALTH PROGRAMS

1998
100 % Municipal

1999
50:50 ProvinciaVMuniciptll

SPECIFIC PUBLIC
HEALTH PROGRAMS:
1)Sexual Health
2)Children in Need of
Treatment (CINOT)
3)Public Health Research,
&location and Development
Prowam (PHRED)
4)Preschool Speech and
Lanaua2e(PSSL'

I
5)Speech and Audiology
~
6Waceines
7)Healthy Babies! Healthy
Children (HBHC

1000/0 Provincial 100% Munici I 50:50 ProvincialJMunici I
100 % Provincitll 100 % Municipal 50:50 ProvinciaIJMunicipal

100 % Provincial J00 % Provincial 50:50 ProvincitlVMuniciptlJ

100 % Provincial 1000/. Provincial IOO%Provincitll

100 % Provincial 100 % Provincial 100% Provincial

100% Provincial 100 % Provincial 100% Provincial
tOOO!o Provincial 100%Provmcitll

::<:

Pre-I998 Funding for the City ofToronto W!lS 40:60 ProvinciaVMuniciptll
• Source: Public Health Branch, Ministry of Health and Long-term Care, (2000)



such as the National Strategy on Healthy Child Development and the National Children's

Agenda. Over the past decade, the Federal, Provincial and Territorial goverrunents have

committed themselves to various social policy initiatives designed to reduce child

poverty. An overview of child and family policies and programs initiated during the last

decade provides the national context for exploring the child and family policy in Ontario

(Table C.2.3)

2.1.2. Federal Child and Family Policy Initiatives (1990's to 2001)

The United Nations International Year of the Child in 1989 focused interest in

children at risk in Canada The federal government ratified the United Nations

Convention on the Rights of the Child and established a Children's Bureau within Health

Canada to co-ordinate children's programs across federal govetrunent departments. In

1991 a federal report was released was to become the hallmark of the federal

govetrunent's focus on child poverty during the next decade (Health Canada, 1991).

During the period 1991-1997, the federal government initiated a nwnber of national

policies and programs that addressed the needs of children namely: 1) Brighter Futures:

Canada's Action Plan for Children, 2) Community Action Programs for Children (CAP

C), 3) Aboriginal Head Start Program and 4) the Canada Pre-Natal Nutrition Program

(CPNP) (Table C.2.3).
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DATE
1989
1989

1990

1991

1991

1991

1991

1992

1993
1995

1995
1995

19%

1996

1997

1997

TableC.2.3
Chronology ofFederal Child and Family Policy

(1989-2000)

EVENT
United Nations International Year of the Child
Members of House of Commons vote unanimously to eliminate child
DOVertv b the year 1999
World Summit for Children. Report; World Declaration on the
Survival, Protection and Development ofCbildren and Plan of
Action.
Canada Ratifies United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child. Federal government established a Children's Bureau for
follow un on Canada's follow un World Summit.
Sub-comminee on Poverty afthe Commons Standing Committee on
Health and Welfare, Social Affairs, Seniors and the Status of
Women: Report: Canada's Children: Investing in our Future
Ottawa

Campaign 2000 began as an cross Canada public education
movement to build SUDoort for an end to child DOVertv

The Federal government convenes the frrs! National Expert Working
Group to carry out consultation with provinces on discussion paper.
A vision of Health for Children and Youth in Canada.
Federal government announces: Brighter Futures. Canada's action

Ian for children.
Federal Q:ovemment abolished Farnilv Allowances Act 1945

~~~~~~ntestablishes Community Action Program for

Government of Canada establishes Aboricinal Head Start Promuns
Health Canada report outlines National Goals for Healthy Child and
Youth Development: Report: Turning Points. Canadians from coast
to coast set a new course for healthy child and youth develoDment.
National u:mgitudinal Sunrey of Children and Youth (Statistics
Canoda)

Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) replaces Established
Program Financing (EPF) and Canada Assistance Program (CAP) by
establishing cash and tax transfers for health, post-secondary
education and social assistance/services
Federal government establishes Canadian Pre-Natal Nutrition
Program. Managed jointly by Federal and provincial-territorial
overnments
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TableC.2.3
Chronology ofFederal Child and Family Policy

(1989-2000)

1997 National Council of Welfare. Report: Healthy Parents, Healthy
Babies

1997 Federal-Provincial-Territorial Council of Ministers on Social Policy
Renewal: Report: I) A National Children's Agenda. Developing a
Shared Vision, 2) Supplementary Report: A National Children's
All'enda - Measurin Child Well Beinll' and Monitorin Prol7TPss

1997 Federal government announces National Children's Agenda (NCA).
Responsibility given to Federal-Provincial-Territorial Council on
Social Policv

1998 National Longitudinal Survey ofChildren and Youth (NLSCY). Data
presented at "Investing in Children: A National Research
Conference, 1998).

1998 Introduction ofNational Child Benefit by federal government. Funds
rovided in Canada Child Tax Benefit and Surmlementarv Benefits.

1998 Expansion of Aboriginal Head Start program to on-reserve First
Nation's children and families

1999 National Children's Agenda Report: Developing a Shared Vision
released bv Federal-Provincial-Territorial Council on Social Policv

1999 FederallProvincial Territorial Advisory on Population Health.
Working Group on Healthy Child Development. Report: Investing
in Early Child Development: The Health Sector Contribution.

2000 Federal government announces establishment of Five Centres of
Excellence for Children's Well Bein .

Sources:
Government of Canada (1999) Guide 10 Federal Programs and Services for Children and Youth
McMasler University R.cscart:h Unit on Health and Social Service Utilization
&auvais,C. and Jenson,J. (2001)
Jenson, 1. and Thompson, S. (1999)
Government of Canada (1992) Brighter Futures. Canada's Action Plan for Children
National Council ofWelfare (1997)
Statistics Canada ([ 996)
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The government also proposed National Goals for Healthy Child and Youth Development

(Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health, 1995)

In addition to federal initialives, a nallonal social movement to end child poverty

began with Campaign 2000. In an all party resolution in the House of Commons on

November 24''', 1989, the federal government expressed its intent to end child poverty by

the year 2000. Campaign 2000, an intersectoral coalition of organizations across Canada

was formed to respond to the lack of progress made by the federal government in its

promises to end child poverty.

Despite some federal movement on children's issues, suppon decreased for

children and families. In 1993, the federal government abolished the Family Allowance

Act of 1945, ending one of the most popular universaJ programs developed during the

World War II. In Ontario, despite economic gro'.Vth, the decline in child poverty has been

minimal. In 1989, one in 10 children lived in poveny; in 1999, one in six children lived

in poverty (Campaign, 2(00).

During the period 1997 to 2000, potentially beneficial child and family policies

were initiated by the federal govemment. The pressures of the Federal-Provincia!

Territorial COWlcil of Ministers On Social Policy Renewal led to a new National Child

Benefit System in the 1997 Federal Budget This had three main objectives:

I) preventing and reducing poverty, 2) promoting workforce panicipation and 3) reducing

overlap and duplication of child related benefits (Battle & Mendelson, 1997).
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In addition, in 1997 the First Ministers identified the need for the federal

government to make a commitment to early child development. In 1999, the government

annoWlced the National Children's Agenda, setting out actions needed to achieve four

goals for children: I) good health, 2) safety and security, 3) success at learning and 4)

social engagement and learning (Federal Provincial Territorial CoWlcil on Social Policy

Renewal, March, 1998). In 1999, the First Ministers committed to investing in child

health (FederaLlProvincial Territorial Advisory Committee on Population Health,

Working Group on Healthy Child Development, September, 1999). In 2000, the federal

government established five Centres of Excellence for Children's Well-Being, to address

their needs and promote healthy child development.

2.1.3 Ontario Child and Family Policy Initiatives (1984 to 2001)

In 1988, Wlder a Liberal government, a number of provincial initiatives addressed

service delivery for children and families in Ontario (Table C.2.4). First, a

comprehensive study ofchildhood disorders and service utilization was Wldertaken

(Boyle & Offord, 1987). Second, a review of the social assistance system proposed 174

refonns (Government ofOntario, 1988). Third, in 1989, the provincial government

created the Supports to Employment Program (STEP) (Moscovitch, 1997). Finally, in

1990 Wlder the NDP government, the Ministry ofCommunity and Social Services

proposed a focus 00: l) children'5 entitlements, 2) shifting of responsibility for health

and social services from provincial to municipal levels ofgovernment through
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decentralization or devolution, and 3) increasing integration among provincial

government ministries (Ministry ofCommunity and Social Services, 1990)(Table C.2A.)

A number of significant policy and programs developed over the next five years

during lhe timeoflhe NDP govemment (l99o-1995)(See Table C.2A). In 1990, Better

Beginnings, Better Futures, an interministerial program between Health, Community and

Social Services and Education, was implemented across eight communities in Ontario.

In 1992, the Ministry of Health piloted a six year demonstration project, Best Start

Community Action for Healthy Babies in two communities.

Several policy initiatives reflected the NDP government's focus on child

and family policy. Within the Ministry ofCommunity and Social Services, two more

social assistance reform reports were produced. In. 1993, the Working Group for

Children nfthe Premier's Council on Health, Well Being and Social Justice identified a

healthy child development policy as their priority. In May, 1994, the Children and Youth

Project Steering Committee of the Premier's Council on Health, Well Being and Social

Justice set directions for child and family policy in Ontario, including: I) a population

based approach, 2) focus on measurable outcomes, 3) community responsibility, 4) focus

on the determinants ofbealth and 5) inter-ministerial links to foster community

innovation (Offord & Knox, 1994).

During 1995, the federal government funded the Community Action Program for

Children (CAPe) in seventy demonstration projects across the province ofOntario.

After the election oftbe Conservative government in 1995, the provincial government,
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TableC.2.4
Chronology of Child and'Family Policy in Ontario

(1984-2001)

DATE EVENT
1984 Child and FamiJ Services Act, 1984
1985 Minori Liberal ovemmenl elected in Ontario.
1987 Ma'ori Liberal ovemment elected in Ontario
1988 Ontario Child Health Studv' Bovle & Offord 1988
1988 Transitions: Report of the Social Assistance Review Committee.

MinistrY ofCommWlitv and Social Services
1988 Formation of Advisory Committee on Children's Services. Ministry

ofConunucitv and Social Services.
1988 Investing in Children: New Directions in child treatment and child

and family iDlervention. Ministry ofCommucity and Social
Services

1990 Ma'oritv New Democratic Party S!.overnmenl elected in Ontario
1990 Children First. Report of the Advisory Committee on Children's

Services. Mini~ofCommumtv and Social Services
1990 Better Beginnings, Better Futures. Funded in eight communities in

Ontario chosen as high risk. Children involved will be monitored as
part ofa 25 year longitudinal study. Ontario Ministry of
Communirv and Social Services.

1991 Back on Track. Advisory Group on New Social Assistance
Lecislation. Ministrv ofCommunitv and Social Services Toronto

1991 Premier's Council on Health, Well Being and Social Justice. Report
of the Working Group on Children. Recommended priority for
action: Develonment of a healthy child develo ment nolicy.

1992 Best Start Community Action for Healthy Babies. Provincial
Ministry ofHeaJth demonstration project focused on maternal
newbombealthin two sites 1992-1998.

1992 Time for Action: Advisory Group on New Social Assistance
LeJtislation. Ministrv of Communitv and Social Services
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TableC.2.4
Historical Chronology of Child and Family Policy in Ontario

The Children &Youth Project Steering Committee afthe Premier's
1994 Council on Health, Well Being and Social Justice. Yours, Mine and

Ours Offord D. and Knox, M., 1994. Province of Ontario
1995 ConselVative ovemment elected in Ontario
1995 Federal Funding for Community Action program for Children

CAPC , Funding: for 70 nro'eets for hi~h-risk families in Ontario,
1996 Ontario Child Mortality Task Force, established by the Office of the

Coroner for the Province of Ontario, Ontario Association of
Children's Aid Societies with support from the Ministry of
Community and Social Services. Review of children who had died
fromJanuarv 1"1994toDecember31", 1995

19% Pre-School Speech and Language Initiative. Government of
Ontario

1997 Invest in Kids Foundation developed training programs: I) Family
Home Visitors (1997), 2) Post.partwn nurse home visitors (1999)
and 3) Intervention with High Risk FamHies (2000). Received $10
million dollar ltt3Ilt from Province of Ontario

1997 Federal Funding for Canada Pre-natal Nutrition Program. Funds
Ontario community projects to improve birth outcomes through
nutrition

1997 Making Services Work for People. A new framework for children
and for people with developmental disabilities. Province announces
lead role for the Ministry ofConununity and Social SelVices
COMSOC .Govenunent of Ontario Amil 1997

1997 Report: OntarioChildMortalitvTaskForceReoort Julv,1997
1997 Office oflntegrated Services for Children established by the

province of Ontario, Focus: Early intervention programs for
children across four Ministries: Health, Community and Social
Services, Education and Training and Citizenship, Culture and
Recreation

1998 Proclamation of Ontario Works Act, a mandatory work for welfare
I oro""""

1998 Expansion of Federal Aboriginal Head Stan Program. Eight pre
school oromuns funded in Ontario

1998 Province of Ontario Announces funding over three years of 180
million to Children's Aid Societies:

1998 Province ofOntario established Ontario Children's Secretariat
1998 Province of Ontario A ints First Minister Res nsible for
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TableC2.4
Chronology of Child and Family Policy in Ontario

1999 Conservative govenunent re-elected in Ontario.
1999 Learning, Earning and Parenting (L.EAP.). Mandatory Ontario

Works program requiring teen mothers on welfare to stay in school
and take parenting courses. Ministry ofCormnunity and Social
Services

1999 Final Report: McCain, M.N. & Mustard, J.F. (1999) Early Year's
Stud : Reversin the Brain Drain. Ontario Children's Secretariat

1999 Amendments to the Child and Family Services ACI (1984). Focus
of amendmems: Best interests of children mUSI come first.

2000 Government of Ontario announces $20 million dollars for Four
Point Plan for Children's Mental Health

2000 Ontario's Promise
Government of Ontario announces 2 million dollars over three
yom-
Goal to channel private sector charitable donations to public sector.

2001 Early Year's Cbal1enge Fund Call for Proposals by Minister
Responsible for Children. Early Year's Challenge fund Program
Guidelines (May 29"', 2(01).

2001 Ontario Children's Secretariat - Province of Ontario. Announce
local planning process for Early Year's Centres across Ontario.
Eacb local plan will be reviewed and approved by the Minister and
Ministry Responsible for Children

Sources: Government of Ontario
McCain, M.N. & Mustard, J.F. (1999)
RAlph, D. (1997)
Johnson, LC. & Bamhorst, D. (199J)
Ontario Children's Secretariat
McMaster University Research Unit on Health and Social Service Utilization
Health Canada
Beauvais, C &Jensoll, J. (2001)
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through the MinistT)' of Health, established the Pre-School Speech and Language

Program in 1996. In addition, in 1996, the Ontario Child Monality Task Force was

established by the Conservative government to review the deaths of children in the

province from January I", 1994 to December 31$1,1995.

The period 1996-2001, with the Conservatives in power, included significant

steps toward provincial policies investing in children. The Conservative government

responded to the Child Monaiity Task Force (Office of the Chief Coroner of Ontario,

1997) which recommended targeting those "at risk". This was a major shift in child and

family policy in Ontario and has been accompanied by major funding initiatives.

Conservative government refonns to local services for children and families

included: 1) the HBHC Program which created local collaborative networks, 2) a child

welfare reform initiative mat includes a standardized risk assessment tool, training for

child protection workers and a child protection computer data base, and 3) Early Years

Challenge Fund and Early Years Centres.

An additional $11.3 million was designated for child protection with the addition

of 185 workers and 39 supervisors. In 2001, additional funding of$123 million brought

total spending for child protection to $772 million a year. Government initiatives in 1998

included an additional $2.5 million for child nutrition programs. The HBHC Program

funding was $67 million annually for the fiscal year 2000-2001. The Early Years

Challenge Fund was provided with $30 million annually by the provincial government

with matching contributions required from local communities.
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The political mechanism created to implement the government's child and family

policy, with its focus on at risk families, is the Ontario Children's Secretariat. This

assigns the Minister Responsible for Children a key role as the govenunent's advocate

for Ontario children. The principal functions of the Children's Secretariat are: I) to work

with other government ministries to develop a unified approach 10 provision of services

and 2) to generate public awareness of supports available for children. The Children's

Secretariat is an attempt to force separate bureaucracies dealing with children's services

to plan together for service integration. It also gives the government a platform for

infonning the public of its colJllIlitmenL

The HBHC Program in Ontario springs from a context of similar maternal and

child health programs over the past thirty years. For example, the Montreal Diet

Dispensary had a home visiting and nutritional supplement program for women with high

risk pregnancies from 1963 to 1990. Similarly. the Healthiest Babies Possible Program

of the Vancouver Health Department offered food supplementation and counseling to

women with high risk pregnancies from 1977 to 1990. In addition, the Resource Mothers

Program ofNorfolk, Virginia is a similar example from the United States. Finally, the

HBHC program was influenced by the Toronto's Healthiest Babies Program (Toronto

Board of Health, 1997).

Funding for the HBHC Program, which screens all newborns born in hospitals in

Ontario, had a commitment ofS67 million dollars annually by 2000-01 (Table C.2.5).

Established in 1997. HBHe screened all babies and targeted families for further
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DATE
APRIL, 1997

JUNE,I997

roLY,1997

AUGUST,1997

OCTOBER., 1997

TableC.2.5
Healthy Babies! Healthy Children Program History

(1997.2001)

EVENT
Province of Ontario announces $10,000,000 million dollar
Healthy Babies! Healthy Children (HBHC) Program. Joint
program of Ministry of Community and Social Services
(COMSOC), Ministry of Health and Long Teno Care
(MHLTC). Local Health UnitslDepartments designated as
lead alJenr-v for im lementation of nroOTam.

Implementation Working Group· Mandate to review the
literature on screening and assessment tools and to make
recommendations on HBHC Screenine: and Assessment Tools.
Public Health Research Education and Development Program
(pHRED). Report of review of literature on definitions of"At

~~k~t~~~~~:' for the HBHC Program (Hanvey, L.

Toronto Board of Health. Report "Healthiest Babies Possible,
June 1994 -June, 1996~. Distributed report to all health
units/departments in Ontario, MHLTC, COMSOC and the
OffiCe of Inte2l'ated Services for ,Children -(OIS(:)
Development of Implementation Guidelines for the HBHC
Pro~m

NOVEMBER, 1997

DECEMBER, 1997

JA.NUARY 1998
FEBRUARY, 1998

MAY 1998
MAY, 1998
MAY, 1998

JULY, 1998

Implementation Working Group Report: Healthy Babies,
Healthy Children Rationale for Screening and Assessment
Tools.' ffianvev.1997
Evaluation Plan for Phase I - Reporting on activities and

I tl!r£et e:roup of the HBHC Prom
HaHC Promm belrins
Introduction ofHBHC Monitoring Report Template and
Instructions for submission bv local health units/dPnartlnents
First I Monitorin rt on HBHC to be submitted
Phase II Guidelines for HBHC Pro
Program Enhancement for HBHC: Increases of: 1)
$10,000,000 in 1998/99; 2) 520,000,000 in 199912000;3)
$10 000 000 in 2000/01
Intenninistry Working Group and Office of Integrated
Services for Children. Background paper on HBHC Early
Identification Process
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DATE
MARCH, 1999

MARCH, 1999

MAY·ruNE,l999

ruNE, 1999

APRIL, 2000

APRIL,2ooo

JUNE, 2000

TableC.2.5
Healthy Babiesl Healthy Children Program History

(1997-2001)

EVENT
Implementation Guidelines for HBHC Post-partum
Enhancement Component ofHBHC Program· Universal
suppon and access to all families followin the birth of a child
Integrated Services for Children Information System (ISClS).
Information TechnoloQ'V Plan
Provincial Consultation on identification component of
Healthv Child Monitorin2 SYStem 6 weeks to 6 years

Development ofiSelS Stage IA User Manual and Training
Ministries of Health, Community and Social Services,
Education, Citizenshin_ Culture and Recreation
Implementation Guidelines for Early Identification
Comocment of HBHC Fromm
Announcement of$4,OOO,OOO dollars for the evaluation of
HBHC Program: (Applied Research Consultants and the
Centre for Families, Work and Well-Being at the University of
Guel h). Prooosed Completion Date - April 2001.
Announcement of Infant Hearing Program to be implemented
by Health Units. Universal Infant Hearing Screening,
Assessment and Communication Develonment.

SEPTEMBER, 2000

DECEMBER, 2000

APRIL, 2001

MAY, 2001

MAY, 2001

Implementation Guidelines for Pre-natal component ofHBHC

Pro""""
Pre·natal Implementation Report submitted to the Integrated
Services for Children Division by December 31" 2000
Repon to OlSC on Service Integration from the System
Linked Research Unit on Health and Social Service Utilization

I (McMaster Universitv)
First Evaluation Repon on the HBHC Program sent to local
health unitsldeoortritents for review and feedback
Development of Service Co-ordination Framework for HBHC
Pro=m

Sources: OfliceoflntegratedServlcesforChildren
TorontoBOlIJ'dofHealth
Public Hea!tIl Research Education and Developmenl Program
McMaster University Research Unit on Heallh and Social Service Utilization
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intervention on the basis of risk factors such as low birth weight, age of mother,

congenital anomalies and family status. In 1999, a post partum enhancement component

was added guaranteeing that every new mother in Ontario will receive a phone call and a

follow-up visit from a public health nurse.

The program is still based on a screening and referral system for high risk

families, but has shifted back to a universal public health visiting program to reduce

stigmatization and facilitate access to high risk families. In 2000, a nwnber of

enhancements to the HBHC Program were announced including: I) Early Identification

(April, 2000) 2) Infant Hearing Screening (June, 2000), and 3) Pre-natal care (September,

2000) (Table C.2.5).

2.2 Public Health in Ontario

Local public health units/departments are organized into seven regions (See Table

C.2.6). Under the Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA) (RSO, I997), local

Boards of Health must have elected Municipal and appointed Provincial representation,

requiring one less Provincial Appointee than elected Municipal representative. Provincial

representatives are usually appointed for a two year term which may be renewed once.

Municipal representatives are usually appointed for the duration of their teon in public

office. Within regional government struCt1U'eS, local Departments of Health are required,

under HPPA (1997), to have a public health sub-eonunittee of regional council thai is

comprised of elected municipal representatives.
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TableC.2.6

Public Health UnitsIDeDartments bv Public Health Plannin2 Rerions

Health Planning Region Public Health Unit

Central East Regional Municipality of Durham Health Department
Haliburtoo·Kawartha, Pine Ridge District Health Unit
Peterborough County-Cit)· Health Unit
Simcoe County District Health Unit
York Regional Health Services Department

Central South Branl County Health Unit
The Regional Municipality ofHaidimand-Norfolk Health

""'''''''''',
Region of Hamilton-Wentworth Social Services and Public Health
Services Division
Regional Niagara Public Health Department

Cmlra! West Halton Regiona1 Health Department
Regional Municipality of Peel Health Department
Regional Municipality ofWaterloo Community Health Department
Wellingtan·Dufferin-Guelph Health Unit

East Eastern Ontario Health Unit
Hastings-Prince Edward Counties Health Unit
Kingston, Frontenac and Lennox and Addington Health Unit
Lc:eds, GTenville and Lanark District Health Unit
Regionro~~~~Health~t

R.enfrew County and District Healih Unit

North Algoma Health Unit
Muskoka·Pany Sound Health Unit
North Bay and District Health Unit
Porcupine Health Unit
Sudbury and District Health Unit
TimiskamingHeallhUnit
Thunder Bay District Health Unit

South West Bruce, Grey, Owen Sound Health Unit
Elgin-St. Thomas Health Unit
Huron County Health Unit
Chatham-Kent Health Unit
Lambton Health Unit
Middlesex-London Health Unit
Oxford Cowrty Health Unit
PertbDistrictHeallhUnit
Windsor-Essex County Heall.b Unit

TOl"ODto Toronto Public Health
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The Board delegates responsibility to administer the Mandatory Programs and Services

(1997) to the Medical Officer of Health who is the Chief Executive Officer of the Health

UnitlDepartment.

In 1983, the Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA) introduced

fundamental changes to the public health nursing role in Ontario. This shifted a

geographically based district practice to a program focused practice (Falk-Rafael, 1999).

These changes created a population-based approach for public health nursing and a

mandate for conununity development. Provincial guidelines during tlris period

encouraged nurses to reduce or eliminate home visiting and to focus their work with

conununity groups. In 1987, administrative and legal powers were given to the Chief

Medical Officer of Health position in Ontario through restructuring of the Public Health

Branch of the Ministry of Health. In the same year, the new Mandatory Programs and

Services and Guidelines (1987) were instituted which effectively eliminated most

maternal and child health home visiting programs. This history provided fertile ground

for public health nurses' support for the Conservative government's HBHC Program.

2.3 The HBHC Program

2.3.1 Provincial Office of Integrated Services for Children (OlSC)

In 1997, the Conservative government appointed the first Minister Responsible

for Children and created the Children's Secretariat. The Office of Integrated Services for

Children is within the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care. OlSC is responsible for

promoting the integration of children's services in the Ministries of Health and Long-
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Tenn Care, Community and Social Services, Education and Training, Citizenship,

Culture and Recreation (Appendix C.2.B). The Assistant Deputy Minister responsible for

the Office of integrated Services for Children repons to the individual deputy ministers of

Health and Long-Term Care, Community and Social Services, Education and Training,

Citizenship, Culture and Recreation. The OISC has as its priority the integration of

health, education, recreation and social services for families at risk. The mechanism for

carrying out this integration goal is to bring together the four ministries to improve local

service co-ordination and integration at the community level

The OISC has the lead role to: I) integrate policy development for health, social

services, recreation and education, 2) identify service delivery strategies that ensure

integration and, 3) to ensure that funding facilitates local integration of children's

services. In its lead role, it approves the annual budget and operating plans for HBHC

sites and monitors evaluation.

The parallel provincial child welfare reform initiative rests within the Ministry of

Community and Social Services. Linle collaboration is evident between the Office of

Integrated Services for Children and the Ministry of Community and Social Services on

the risk assessment tools and integrated implementation. This lack of joint planning

suggests unresolved inter-ministerial struggles and differing organizational perspectives

on who should lead the reform of children's services. As a consequence, the two child

and family system reform initiatives, HBHC and Child Protection, remain distinct tracks

at both provincial and local levels.
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The oversight role of reviewing and assessing the funding and accountability

mechanisms for service integration (under HBHC) is the responsibility of the Office of

Integrated Services for Children (OISC). This creates a new centralized accountability

mechanism for public health, outside local municipal control.

2.3.2 Mandates and Unique Local Responses to Collaboration

The researcher addressed the implementation of the HBHC Program in Ontario as

part of an internship. Program managers of five HBHC Programs were asked to describe

how their communities had responded 10 the provincial mandate. This brief exploration

suggested that those organizations who had collaborated previously on child and family

initiatives found it easier to implement the HBHC program. Organizations in the

community had approached the collaborative component in unique ways. Some engaged

physicians as leaders in the collaborative and others used existing co-ordinating

organizations as the structure for implementation of HBHe.

These unique local responses support the theoretical and practice literature on

collaboration. This literature identifies conflicting opinions about whether collaboration

is possible if it does not spring voluntarily from local stakeholders or whether it is

possible to create some mediating influence when mandatory collaboration is imposed.

The uniqueness of local community response is primary for some community researchers,

while others insist that effective inter-organizationa1linkages can be created between

centralized planners and local implementers. The need for conceptualization of
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how mandatory collaboration is implemented is an emerging research problem that this

study explored.

2.3.3 The HBHC Program Description

The HBHC Program is a joint prevention/early intervention initiative between the

Ministry of Health and Long Term Care and the Ministry ofConununity and Social

Services within the Office of Integrated Services for Children. It is designed for all

families with children, prenatal to age six, who are considered at risk. The community

wide planning component requires that all local organizations that provide services to

families and children (prenatal to age six) collaborate on an effective system of screening

and early intervention (See Figure C.2.1).

The HBHC Program consists of: I) a community collaborative with responsibility

for the development of an integrated service delivery system for children and families;

2) a linkage component to connect children to appropriate suppons and services in the

community; 3) screening at birth to identify high risk families with children (prenatal to

age six) through the use of the Parkyn Screening Tool (Appendix C.2.C), 4) lay home

visiting and, 5) case management (Office of Integrated Services for Children, 1999).

Provincial guidelines require local health unitsldepanments to lead the community

implementation planning process for HBHC in partnership with area offices of the

Ministry of Conununity and Social Services and other organizations that serve children

and families.
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2.3.4 Administration of the HBHC Program

Public health units/departments are responsible for planning and implementing

the HBHC Program in accordance with provincial Guidelines. The specific demands of

the HBHC program in the areas of evaluation, planning and responsibility for developing

the collaborative network are too heavy to be added to the duties of the HBHC managers.

The province did not fund the administrative costs of the program but expected health

units to use municipal resources for administrative costs. In spite of increased allocations

for HBHC from 1998·2001, local public health units/departments still have to take

resources away from their other mandatory programs to cover administrative costs.

2.3.5 Provincial Evaluation of the HBHC Program

The provincial evaluation ofHBHC Program began in January, 1998 and

involved all health units/departments. Quarterly statistical reports on the activities and

target group ofth.e program were required. Provincial data includes all live births in the

health unit catchment area including both those in hospitals and home births attended by

midwives and physicians.

In the frrst phase of the evaluation, the Integrated Services for Children

h:).formation System (ISCIS) was initiated to: 1) centralize screening and assessment

results to monitor babies! families at risk, 2) track referrals, service delivery and linkages

and, 3) aggregate HBHC program data for planning and evaluation. At the time of the

completion of this study in 2002, ISCIS was being used in health units/departments

across the province.
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On April 1,2000 the government announced a $4.4 million evaluation of the

HBHC ptogram to be completed by April, 2001. The process and outcome evaluation

was carried out across the 37 public health lUlitldepartment areas in Onlario and

examined the organization and delivery of the program, the network of service providers

and the integration of prevention and early intervention services in each local community.

This evaluation provides information on: I) the program's progress and outcome,

2) specific information on service improvements for local providers and 3) a framework

for future evaluations. The primary focus of the evaluation is on program delivery

outcomes and not on the collaborative network process. At the time of the acceptance of

this thesis in 2002, the provincial evaluation of the HBHC Program had not been released

by the Province of Ontario to the public and was not available.

This study of the HBHC Program takes a managerial orientation to the

collaborative network and focuses on the perceptions of public health managers regarding

factors thai have influenced collaboration. The provincial evaluation addresses different

research questions using different methodologies. The complementarity of the provincial

evaluation and this research study will enhance understanding of the HBHC Program in

Ontario.
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2.3.6 HBHC and the Changing Comext for Collaboration

A variety of opinions exist on why local collaboration is a priority in the

downloading environment of early 21" century Ontario. One view is that mandated

collaboration attempts to compensate for system failure (MacDonald, 1994). Despite a

nco-conservative agenda that is shifting social provision in Ontario to a market based

model, children represent a category of deserving poor, who, in the minds of most

citizens, are entitled to public funds and a good start in life. The HBHC Program may

also compensate for the Conservative govemmem's early hospital discharge programs,

with HBHC backing up short maternity stays in hospital.

The HBHC Program in its initial conceptualization was designed to identify high

risk families in a non·stigmatizing way and to prevent child abuse through early

intervention. However, screening of all newborns resulted in targeting at risk: families for

further intervention, shifting public health nursing away from a population based

approach. The postpartum component which guarantees every mother and baby a

follow·up visit was added in 2000 as a universalizing, non-stigmatizing early

intervention component to encourage participation by high risk families. This approach

aJso bas the potential to follow up on risk: factors that may be missed in the hospital

screening. The guidelines for the HBHC program also suggest that it is an attempt to

transfer responsibility for integration of the child and family service system to local

communities.
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This research study of the mandatory HBHC collaborative network explores the

perceptions of public health managers about how environmental and interactional process

factors have influenced local collaboration in this era of downloading in Ontario.

Local collaboration in Ontario has been shaped by changes in government

funding. First, new provincial policy has mandated a primary leadership role for the

Ministry of Health and Long Teno Care and a secondary role to the Ministry of

Community and Social Services. Second, the transfer of authority from provincial to

local governments has been accompanied by funding cuts. Finally. there has been a shift

to privatization ofbealth and social services and the consequent creation of practice

opportunities within the private sector. These are the trends at work in the province of

Ontario where health system ufonn is a primary goal ofgovernment (Ontario Health

Services RestIUcturing Commission, 2000).

2.3.7 Social Work Practice with HBHC Program

Public health units/departments throughout the province have few social workers.

Most community development positions in health units are filled by Health Promotion

Specialists with training in Health Promotion Studies or Health Education. This lack of

social workers in public health (in the United States, public health social work is

cornmon) is a drawback in the current multiskilling environment with its focus on cross

disciplinary fertilization of theories. models and skills. The Canadian Association of

Social Workers is concerned that multiskilling is driven by economic considerations and

is designed to deprofessionalize service (CASW, 1998). Multiskilling is seen as
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weakening the unique contributions and practice skills of the social work profession.

It appears that fears about multiskiIHng and a lack of knowledge of community

social work have worked against the inclusion of social workers in the collaboration

environment that characterizes the public health system in Ontario.

Initiatives of the Ontario Association of Social Workers (OASW) provide further

evidence of the professions' involvement with institutional health rather than community

health. These include linkages with the Ontario Hospital Association, responses to the

proposed legislation (personal Health and Information Protection Act, 1997),

membership on Ministry ofHealth and Long Term Care committees such as Health Card

Validation and the development of common assessment instruments in Long Term Care.

The Ontario Association ofSocial Workers is addressing the erosion of social

work leadership in health care through its Social Work in Health Care Committee. This

focus on positioning social work within lhe health care system is being carried out in a

province that increasingly appears, from an analysis of budgets, to defIne social work as

a regulatory function limited to child welfare. Initiatives to declassify positions and

contract out services and use para-professionals (in the HBHC Program) also mitigate

against involvement of social workers.

Social work and public health appear to be operating in separate spheres and at

opposite ends oflhe social welfare continuum, with public health carrying out the

prevention/early intervention services and social work focused on treatment or tertiary

services. The HBHC collaborative networks are based on legislation (Health Protection
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and Promotion Act, 1997) and reguJations (Government of Ontario, 1997) that give

public health units/departments the mandate to lead collaboration for service integration

at a local community level. Ontario views social work as having a social control function

rather than doing prevention.

2A Social Work in an Era of Downloading

The resource reductions and downloading have a profound impact on social work

practice and education. First, because those v.ith health care training control

collaboratives concerned with prevention, interdisciplinary work will become an

imponant pan of community organizing and planning. Second, service integration will

require strengthened local governance and public support 10 increase local resources.

The HBHC Program is an example of state mandated collaboration that provides

an opponunity for the social work profession to utilize its community organization,

planning and advocacy skills. As local collaborative networks become responsible for

planning and finding scarce resources to meet the needs of children and families, social

work planning and advocacy skills will be critical to successful implementation.

Although the leadership for state mandated collaboration has been invested in

public health managers, there are opportunities for community social workers to use their

knowledge and skills in organizing, planning and administration. Social workers have,

throughout their history, played a key role in planning for co-ordination of services and

advocating for popuJations who are disadvantaged.
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Social workers, as planners may use a rational planning approach to integrate

health and social services or may use advocacy planning to challenge institutions by

supporting local community collaboratives. Social workers should be acknowledged as

leaders in collaboration based on their knowledge and skills of community organization,

advocacy and social planning. 'What is troublesome is that, despite its proud history of

community organization, planning and advocacy, the social work profession appears

invisible in the leadership of collaboratives in Ontario.
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Chapter 3 The Research Study

3.0 Introduction

This study examined the perceptions of public health managers about factors that

influenced the implementation of local collaboration in the Healthy Babies! Healthy

Children (HBHC) Program. A qualitative study was designed to explore the development

ofmandatory local collaboration in the HBHC program across a sample ofmanagers of the

thiny-seven public health units/departments in Ontario. To define the aspects of

interorganizational collaboration to be studied, the literatwe on interorgani.zational theory,

collaboration theory, and conununity social work practice was reviewed. A conceptual

framework was developed to guide the exploration of environmental pre-conditions and

collaborative processes that influence interorganizational collaboration.

3.1 Design of the Study

This qualitative content analysis examines managers' perceptions of

environmental pre-conditions and collaborative processes that influence collaboration in

the HBHC Program. The data were collected through semi-structured telephone

interviews with public health managers. An interview guide (see Appendix C.3.A.7) was

developed with a combination ofopen-ended and focused questions based on dimensions

ofcollaboration identified from the literature reviewed in Chapter I. Respondents

included a sample oftwenty~two managers in the seven Public Health Planning Regions

across Ontario.
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Content analysis is a research method that utilizes a set of procedures to make

valid inferences from a text. Carney (1972) explams that content analysis provides both

a frame of reference and a method for asking an established set of questions of a body of

text. The method is much like passing a soil sample through more and more discrete

screens so that every part of the sample is exposed to the same analysis and similar

patterns within the sample may be extracted (Carney, 1972).

Content analysis deals with written materials in the fonn of text. At the heart of

this method are three critical steps: 1) developing content labels which derive from the

theoretical questions of the research as a whole; 2) coding of the text and 3) interpreting

the patterns found in the data. Generally accepted methods in content analysis include

quantitative and qualitative methods and choice of the most effective method has to be

appropriate to the required analysis. Qualitative content analysis in this study began with

pre-detennined categories derived from the theoretical literature on interorganizational

relations and added code categories that elnerged from the data.

Qualitative research methods have a wide application within the social sciences

and humanities. The purpose of research utilizing these qualitative content methods is to

investigate entirely different questions on alternative levels than those which is afforded

through strictly quantitative methods. This research method makes researcher bias

explicit One of the limitations of this method is that the research results are not

generalizable. Qualitative content analysis is the appropriate choice when the research

goals are to identify and describe patterns in the data.
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3.2 Setting and Population

3.2.1 Public Health Planning Regions

A sample oftwenlY-lwo public health managers were chosen because the

provincial Ministry of Health and Long Term Care in Ontario mandated public health

Wlits/departments to take responsibility for the HBHC Program. This mandate assigns

each public health Wlitldepartment a lead role in local development of collaboration for

planning for integration of child and family services. The seven Public Health Planning

Regions contain forty-two public health unitsldepanments and sub-Wlits as shown in

(FigureC.3.1).

All public health units/departments are located in one of these seven Public

Health Planning Regions (pHPR). A randomized fifty per cent plus one sample of these

forty-t\.vo public health areas was drawn from each of the seven Public Health Planning

Regions, creating a sample oft\venty-two public health managers ofHBHC. These

managers became key informants because of their responsibility for developing the

collaborative network in their geographical district
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Random selection of the health units/departments was utilized to minimize

researcher bias and give each health unit/department within each region an equal chance

of being selected. Although such randomization is more compatible with a quantitative

rather than a qualitative methodology, the decision was made for political reasons, to

address researcher bias and to promote trustworthiness (Padgett, 1998). Since the

researcher was well known to a number of public health units in the province of Ontario,

randomization of the sample reduced distortion the researcher might bring to the

interview data. Politically, it addressed assumptions thai only people known to the

researcher had been included.

The random sample was drawn using an internet resource, Research Randomizer

(http://www.randomizer.orgIform.htm)whichcreatedafiftypercentplusonesampleof

health units/departments in each region from the fony-two health unit/department codes

that were submined. The sample for this qualitative study was designed to balance the

need for both breadth and depth in understanding the perceptions of managers about the

factors that influence collaboration.

The sample is large enough to permit a thematic analysis based on the

environmental pre-conditions and collaborative processes which have been shown in the

conceptual framework to influence collaboration (Table C.l.I). On the other hand, the

sample is small enough to allow for a deep exploration of the meaning of collaboration to

public health managers and bow the local context bas sbaped their experience. Each key

informant was interviewed to detennine perceptions ofthe factors that facilitated or
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constrained collaboration, based on their position as convenors of the collaborative

network. The public health managers were in the initial stages of developing government

mandated collaborative networks for service integration during the period of this study

(January I, 199810 June 30,2001).

3.3 Study Methodology

Other methods considered for this study were key informant imerviews with

other community stakeholders involved in collaboration in each locality and/or a survey

questionnaire to investigate collaboration in each community. In view of the stage of the

collaborative initiative, the public health managers were identified as the most relevant

stakeholders for this study. Although a survey questionnaire of public health managers

was considered, telephone interviews allowed the researcher to explore in more depth the

perceptions ofcollaboration with those responsible for its implementation. The decision

to interview by telephone was based on cost factors such as the researcher's out of

province location and the resources necessary to travel large geographical distances for

personal interviews.

Data collection tools used for this exploratory study included: 1) Participant

Profile Data Form (Appendix C.3.A.5), 2) HBHC Collaborative Network Stakeholder

Participation Checklist (Appendix C.3.A.6) and 3) telephone interviews with twenty-two

public health managers of the HBRC Program in Ontario. The interview guide

contained: I) open ended (#'s 3-7) and 2) semi-structured questions developed from the

conceptual framework for the study (#'s 8·22) (Appendix C.3.A.7).
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3.3.1 Research Questions

The research questions address collaboration in two dimensions that are shown in

the literature 10 influence collaboration: I) environmental pre-conditions and

2) collaborative processes, asking: 1) What environmental preconditions do public health

managers perceive facilitated and/or constrained local collaboration in their

implementation of Healthy Babies! Healthy Children? and 2) What collaborative

processes do public health managers perceive facilitated and/or constrained local

collaboration in their implementation of Healthy Babies! Healthy Children?

Possible factors were derived from theoretical frameworks in Chapter 2 that focus on the

pre-conditions that motivate stakeholders to work together and the interactive processes

that facilitate successfuJ collaborative relationships at the local level. While no one

tlleory has been established in the literature as the foundation for understanding

collaboration, this study was based on assumptions that resource exchange and

institutional theory offered the potential for understanding collaboration in an era of

downloading.

Resource exchange theory based on concepts ofexchange and interdependency

was used to address the environmental pre-conditions that bring organizations together to

secure additional resources in an era ofdownloading. Environmental pre-conditions such

as: I) the past history ofcollaboration. 2) mandatory/vohmtary context ofcollaboration

and 3) legitimacy of the convening organization, the experiences of public health
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managers were used to interpret how environmental pre-conditions influenced adaptation

to government mandates for local collaboration in the HBHC Program.

In addition to environmental pre-conditions, a number of collaborative process

factors were utilized in this study. Institutional theory provided a perspective on how

organizations may adapt to a change in their interorganizational envirorunent, such as

government mandates that require organizations to collaborate at a local level.

Characterizations of the collaborative process that represent institutional reSponses to

change in the interorganizational environment include factors such as: I) how stakeholder

representativeness influences collaboration, 2) how membership participation influences

collaboration, 3) organizational costs and benefits for participation in collaborative

ventures, 4) the ability ofcolIaboratives to develop common goals, 5) decision-making

and its influence on collaboration, 6) communication styles and collaboration, 7) how the

infonnality or formality of linkages influences collaboration and 8) provision of resources

and how they influence collaboration. The factors believed to influence collaboration

were organized into a conceptual framework, and structured into an interview guide that

asked public health managers about the envirorunental and collaborative process factors

that influence collaboration in the HBHC Program. The key concepts for this study are

defmed on the following pages and are also part ofthe HBHC Research Protocol

(Appendix C3.A.).
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3.3.2 Key Concepts in the Study

Terms Definitions

Environmental Pre-conditions Factors in the envirorunent that act as incentives
and disincentives for organizations to work
together.

Previous Colla/x)ration The nature and type of past interpersonal and
professional relationships in local communities and
how these previous relationships influenced
collaboration in the HBHC network.

Mandatory Collaboration The nature and degree to which a fonnal
government mandate affected collaboration in local
HBHC networks.

Voluntary Collaboration The nature and degree to which informal
agreements, operations and relationships
characterize collaboration in local HBHC networks.

Legitimacy as Lead Organization The extent to which individuals and organizations
agree that public health has the legitimacy and
status as an organization to lead the implementation
of the HBHC Program
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Terms

Collaborative Processes

Stakeholder Representation

Membership Participation

Costs ofMembership

Benefits ofMembership

Decision-making Influence

Definitions

The operational, organizational and relational
processes that facilitate interorganizational
collaboration.

A process of re<:ruiting stakeholders who as
individuals. organizations and community groups
have an investment in and influence on the process
and outcome of collaboration in the HBHC
network.

The nature and type of membership participation in
the HBHC network. The identification of
participation in the HBHC network as
consumer/advocate, community or organizational
represemation.

The real or perceived negative effects of
participation in the HBHC network that may accrue
to individual members or their organizations or
groups.

The real or perceived positive advantages of
participation in the HBHC network. that may accrue
to individual members or their organizations and
groups.

The stage, level and influence of decision making
power that characterizes the HBHC network. The
decision making stage ofnetwork development
(advisory, planning, infonnation sharing, joint
resources). The decision making power ofHBHC
network members including indications of authority
to make decisions for their organizations. The
influence of decision-making power on
collaboration in the HBHC network.
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Terms DefinitiODS

Communication Style The open or filtered nature of communication
between local managers, the provincial government
and local HBHC network members. Indications
that managers share information openly with the
provincial govenunent and the local networks.
Indications that managers filter the content, timing
and target of their communications with the
provincial govenunent and the local network

Formality ofLinkages The degree of fonnalization of the operations of the
local HBHC network (terms ofreference, minutes,
agendas, service agreements, bylaws). The degree
offonnalization of interorganizational relationships
in the local HBHC network through the use of
organizational structures (committees, sub
committees, working groups, umbrella
organizations, multi-site networks, setVice co
ordination networks).

Informality ofLinkages The degree of infonnality ofthe operations and
organizational structures of the local HBHC
network that characterizes the local community
(infonnal relationships, informal service c0

ordination, no written agreements).

Common Purpose Development The extent to which individual members of the
collaborative have developed: I) a voluntary
consensus on their common mission and goals in
the local HBHC network and 2) the extent to which
government mandated goals have influenced the
development of common mission and goals in the
local HBHC network.

Sufficient Resources The nature and extent of resources provided by the
provincial government for the implementation of
the HBHC Program in local communities. The
impact of resource provision for HBHC on local
public health organizations and local communities.
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3.4 Methodological Issues

3.4.1 Consistency and Dependability of Results

In a qualitative study, the interpretation ofdata is dependent on the context. The

interpretive lens should be made explicit through the use of reflective field journals

which document the meaning of the dala to the researcher. Guba and Lincoln (1994)

suggesl addressing dependability or consistency of results rather than reliability. A thick

description "audit trail" is used to ensure dependable results by describing the context of

the research, the subjective location of the researcher and the representation of meaning,

thus making the research process transparent to the reader (Denzin. 1978). A detailed

descriplion of how the dala were collected, how categories were derived and how

decisions were made throughout the inquiry is included in this chapter. This

commitment to a strong qualitative methodology should provide acceptable

dependability and consistency.

3.4.2 Transparency in Research Process

Not all phenomena are accessible to the investigator's direct observation.

Therefore, data must often be collected by asking people who have experienced certain

phenomena to interpret and report their perceptions of the experience. This research

study approached a sample from a population of individuals presumed to have undergone

certain experiences and interviewed them concerning these experiences. An assumption

was made thai these public heaJth managers, because oftbeir strategic positions in the
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Healthy Babies! Healthy Children Program, were the most knowledgeable about pre

conditions and processes oflocal collaboration.

Two sets of field notes identified emotional or intellectual responses: I) during

the interview process and 2) after the interview was completed. During the interview

process, I made notes on my own responses and my perceptions of managers' responses

to each individual question. After the interview was completed, I noted my

emotional/intellectual responses, the level of interaction between us during the interview,

linkages to other interviews, thematic indicators and points to bring into subsequent

interviews. Since I received the Participant Profile Data sheet prior to the interview,l

knew the backgroWld of the manager. During the scheduling and/or the preliminary

stages of the interview, most managers identified that they had some indirect or direct

knowledge of my public health consulting in Ontario. I discussed with managers my

social work practice experience, interest in maternal and child health and my internship

with HBHC. I also indicated that I had reviewed the program documentation from 1998

to 2001. My field notes reflect that my public health backgroWld and internship with

HBHC encouraged managers to discuss the program. I assumed that this backgroWld and

knowledge was responsible for the 100 percent response of the sample to my interview

request. My perception is that it created some measure of trust and facilitated the

interview process itself Managers were interested thaI I was a Canadian (Ontarian) who

was currently working in the United States. I reflected in my field notes that my out of
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country status increased managers' efforts to share infonnation to "help" me understand

what was going on "at home" (in Ontario).

The field notes reflect that my being a social worker did nOt seem to inhibit the

discussion of HBHC. Some managers Stated that public health needed to hire social

workers to carry out family assessments. I noted that managers were generally unaware

ofcommunity social work practice but perceived that HBHC needed clinical social work

assessment and intervention skills.

These two sets offield process notes:}) during and 2) after the interview were

then used to analyse my responses to each interview and to plan for subsequent

interviews. The field notes identified areas for further exploration in subsequent

interviews (e.g., Early Years was not pan of the first interview but was added to

subsequent interviews). The field notes also tracked how the researcher's knowledge of

the theoretical literature on collaboration and experience with public health consulting in

the specific geographical location of the interview shaped interpretations ofthe data.

The field notes revealed elements of my bias as a social worker. I reflected on

how my views about coHaboration were influenced by past experience. As an

experienced community social worker, I assumed that nurse managers would bring an

administrative perspective to the implementation of the HBHC program but would be

uncomfonable with the community organization skills needed to develop local

partnerships. This bias was confronted when managers in this study revealed their
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interest and expertise in community organization (this was unexpected and based on my

erroneous assumptions).

As a practitioner, I wanted to understand how local collaboratives are formed and

how they work together to plan for system reform. I undertook this research because I

was concerned that social workers, with a long histOry ofcommunity planning, did not

seem to be bringing their social planning knowledge and experience into the health and

social service reform environment in an era of downloading. In the field notes, 1noted

that the research had forced me to examine my bias that social workers should have the

leadership role in building collaborative networks because ofour historical and

theoretical experience with community organization.

In addition, since the literature on collaboration was in its initial stages, I wanted

to explore collaboration in the Canadian context and to document an example of

mandatory collaboration for service integration in child and family services. After

twenty years of community social work practice with voluntary coUaboration, my

assumptions about mandatory collaboration were untested. The research literature on

collaboration failed 10 provide guidance on mandatory collaboration. The embryonic

nature of the literature provided me with an opportunity to explore this new area, that of

mandatory collaboration.

The field notes reflect my perception that linle was hidden dwing the interviews

especially in those instances where the researcher had been known directly or indirectly

since 1986 as a public health consultant working in the province ofOntario. It was
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important to make visible within the research process why I was interested in this aspect

of HBHC, how previous experience with the program and with community collaboration

influenced the study and bow the development of the theoretical framework influenced

the research process. In the interview, the respondents and J discussed: 1) our mutual

interest in maternal and child heallh, 2) our past history of working in health and social

services in Ontario and 3) our past knowledge andlor experience working in the same

commwtities. In addition, we talked about health and social service professionals that we

botb knew in conunon. We also discussed: 1) my HBHC internship experience, 2) the

difficulty ofaccessing infonnation from government websites while in the United States

and 3) how geographical distance from Ontario bad shaped my interpretations of the

program over the two years I had been oul of the province (1999-2001).

3.5 Limitations of the Methodology

This qualitative study has strengths and weaknesses. It does allow for theoretical

development and recognizes the inter-subjective and reflexive nature of the qualitative

research process. This study fits within the constructivist paradigm wherein the

subjectivity of the researcher is made explicit and the construction of meaning is co

created through a dialogical relationship between researcher and respondent. Results

from this study cannot be generalized to other settings, but provide some insights into

collaboration among human service organizations in Ontario. These insights enhance

knowledge of how one example of mandatory collaboration was implemented and may

(subsequently) increase understanding ofcollaboration in other contexts.
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Interpretations of the implementation of local collaboration were limited to only

one set of stakeholders (public health managers). This does not take inlO account either

the consumer perspective and/or the opinions ofother local stakeholders (e.g., hospitals,

physicians, Children's Aid Societies or Infant Development Programs. The inclusion of

other members of the local HBHC network would expand the data beyond an individual

managerial level. The reeognition thaI the public health mandate was central justified

interviews with public health managers alone. Future research on collaboration in the

HBHC Program would address this limitation and explore the experiences of a variety of

stakeholders in the local collaboratives.

3.5.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Data Collection Method

3.5.1.1 Advantages

The personal interview is an interpersonal role situation in which an interviewer

asks questions designed to elicit answers pertinent to the research questions. The semi·

structured interviews in this stUdy involved previously identified managers ofHBHC and

proceeded on the basis ofan interview guide specifying topics related to the research

questions.

The advantages of the telephone interview were its flexibility in allowing the

researcher to enter into a dialogue with HBHC managers to access their perceptions on the

meaning of local collaboration in the HBHC Program. In this study there was a lOOper cent

response to requests for the telephone interviews with managers. In most instances, the
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respondents appeared comfortable in the interview, supplied supplementary infonnation and

joined with the researcher in a conversation about collaboration.

3.5.1.2 Disadvantages

Disadvantages associated with the use of personal interviev.'S are its higher cost as the

researcher must carry out in-depth interViews either face to face or over the telephone,

creating a large base of information and using a great deal of time in collecting the data. The

weakness of this fonn of data collection is the risk that interviewer bias will influence the

respondents and change their reporting based on what they believe the interviewer mayor

may nOt be looking for from their experience. In this study, given the richness of the data

obtained, it appeared that the telephone relationship was comfortable for managers, but I was

a\\11re that I was only hearing their own perceptions and they may have wanted to present

themselves as favourably as IXlssible. I reflected on this bias in the reporting of managers and

noted thai other stakeholders in the community may have had a different (less positive) point

of view on the implementation of the network. There is an inherent bias in gathering data on

from only one SOW"Ce. However, the use offield process notes both during and following the

interview assisted the researcher in her attempts to Wlcover bias (either on the part of the

managers or the researcher) that could influence the interpretation of the results.

The disadvantages in telephone interViews such as those conducted in this study are

the loss of non-verbal infotrnation and visual cues. It was impossible to observe whether the

respondent was carrying out other tasks while being interviewed or what the non-verbal
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responses may have been to the researcher's responses or probes for more infonnation. My

perception is that managers were generally willing to share infonnation because I was

geographically distant and because the telephone provided some level of anonymity for

them. Participants may have been reticent to share infonnation that they thought if reported

might identitY them or their public health unitldepamnent (I rumed off the tape recorder

when they asked that things be considered off the record and marked my notes accordingly

to reflect our agreement about the confidentiality of the infonnation they had shared).

Although confidentiality and privacy have been addressed in the research protocol, the lack

of anonymity present in the personal interview was a concern. Although telephone

interviews are not the preferred method for most qualitative research, in this study they did

not appear to overly constrain the discussion.

3.5.2 Other Methods Considered for the Study

Mailed survey questionnaires are a relatively low-cost tool. The greater

anonymity reduces biasing error, and allows the respondents to give a considered answer

to the question and to consult others on responses. Cost efficiencies allow greater

accessibility to a larger number of respondents. This method was not selected for this

study because of the following disadvantages. The survey method requires simple

questions and offers no opportunity for probing. Supplementary data could be lost. As

well, the researcher has no control over who fills out the questionnaire and cannot control

for the effects ofdifferential respondents. Surveys are also knO'WIl for their low response

rates. This weakness could result in an inadequate data base.
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One of the factors identified in the literature. as a weakness of the survey method

is participants' concern with the sponsorship oftbe research and how this may affect

responden[S. Given that the HBHC Program was being evaluated by the OlSC. using a

variety of quantitative and qualitative methods, a decision was made that the collection of

data through personal interviews would allow the researcher to explain the differences

between this independent ou[Side research being conducted for the Ph.D. thesis and the

evaluation research conducted by the Office of Integrated Services for Children. Other

research on response rates has suggested that without an inducement to respond (such as

being given a copy oftbe report or believing that the research 'Will be helpful in the

future). the negative aspects of responding may discourage responses. This research

protocol sets out clearly the benefits of participation and offers the participants a

summary of the findings from the completed study.

3.6 Procedures for Conducting the Study

The procedures to insure the ethical conduct ofthis research are outlined in the

HBHC Research Protocol (Appendix C.3.A.). This addressed the: I) Harms and Benefits,

2) Free and Infonned Consent and 3) Privacy and Confidentiality sections contained

within the Tri-Council Policy Statement (1998) issued by the National Council on Ethics

in Human Research (NCEHR). This Protocol was approved by the Interdisciplinary

Hwnan Subjects Review Comminee of Memorial University ofNcwfound.1and.

3.7 Pre-test of Proposed HBHe Interview Guide (Appendix C.3.A.7)

Two pre-test telephone interviews were conducted in July. 2000 with fonner
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public health managers who had been responsible for the collaborative network in the

HBHC Program. One manager had left the program six weeks before the pre·test

interview and the other had returned from secondment. All research tools, (Introductory

Letter, the HBHC Study Information Sheet, the HBHC Study Consent Form, the

Participant Profile Sheet and the Collaborative Network Stakeholder Participation

Checklist) were reviewed in the pre-test and changes were made to make them more user

friendly.

The introductory letter was shortened and a new Infonnalion Sheel for managers

was developed. The introductory letter was amended to identify that OISC would have

no access to the raw data and was not sponsoring the research. This addition clarified the

differences between this study and the provincial evaluation research. As well, the

Introductory Letter now included a promise to send them key findings from the study as a

continuation of the potential benefits of participation to public health Wlitsldepartments in

Ontario. The need for a witness on the Consent Form was deleted as tumecessary and

potentially inhibiting to participation The Participant Profile Data sheet discussed the

leaching health unit/department (PHREn Program) which was under review by Ontario

government but since the question was peripheral and controversial, it was eliminated.

The federal Community Action Programs (CAPe) and Pre·natal Nutrition Programs

(CPNP) were added to the HBHC Netv..·ork Stakeholder Participation Checklist The

Ministry of Community and Social Services was also added. Other alterations
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included changing terminology to reflect common usage in Ontario. The Pre-test also

suggested that these fonns should be returned before the interview to save time.

This Pre-test confirmed that the interview questions were clear and easy to

answer. To clarify the unit of analysis, the term "HBHC"collaborative network was used

throughout since potential respondents are involved in a number of other collaborative

activities in HBHC (i.e, Working Group, Case Management Program). The idea of

"costs" of collaboration was clarified to help managers understand this referred to more

than financial costs.

3.8 Interviews with HBHC Managers

A sample of twenty-two public health managers from the seven Public Health

Planning Regions in Ontario was interviewed for this study. The length of the interviews

ranged from 45 minutes to 3 hours. All of the twenty-two managers identified in the

sample participated in the study. There were no substitutions and no managers declined

to be interviewed (a 100 per cent response rate). All the twenty-two managers returned

the Participant Profile Data Form, the HBHC Collaborative Network: Stakeholder

Participation Checklist, and the Infonned Consent Form before the interview was

conducted. The interviews were conducted during January (16"', 18dl
, 191h

, 22-..1, 25lh
,

26th), February (2od, 6'''' 71tJ
, 911I

, 12lh
, 19lh

, 21"),March (2od, 281tJ
), May (23M

, 25th) and

June (5lh and 6th) of2001. The researcher, to protect the confidentiality of the managers,

transcribed the audiotapes herself.

After the interview was completed, a second set offield notes were made that
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identified: I) new information about the HBHC Program itself or developments in

services in Ontario that respondents had shared during the interview, 2) perceptions about

the interview questions (e.g. which questions seemed of most/least interest to managers),

3) reflections on "surprises" that the researcher experienced during the interview (e.g.

managers were more community focused than the researcher had expected), 4) the

researcher's responses to the openness that characterized the interview process (e.g.

requests that comments be on/off the record), 5) reflections on the process of the

interview (e.g. whether the respondent wanted to follow the interview guide in a formal

or infonnal way) and 6) reflections on new infonnation that needed attention in

subsequent interviews (e.g. Early Years Initiative).

Managers were very interested in participating and despite busy schedules were

available for interviews during the scheduled times (some of which were conducted after

hours in the early evening). Some managers commented that they wished the OlSC

evaluation had addressed the questions in this study. Most managers reported that they

appreciated the opportunity to share their views on the HBHC Program.

The field notes reflect two instances where managers seemed less willing to share

their views. My interpretation was that time pressures and/or lack of knowledge of and

trust in the researcher led to interviews that were less conversational and more stnJ,ctured.

There was little encouragement for the researcher to comment or ask further questions. I

listened very carefully to the tone of voice, manner of responding and any questions that

were asked about the interview guide. I reflected on my responses to these interviews
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and compared them to the others. noting the differences in receptivity to the researcher,

managerial style, fonnality/inforrnaJity and willingness to share infonnation.

3.9 Description of the HBHC Managers

Data on the HBHC Program managers were gathered using the Participant Profile

Data Sheet (Appendix C.3.A.5). The data on stakeholder participation was gathered

using the HBHC Collaborative NetWork: Stakeholder Participation Checklist (Appendix

C.3.A.6) and is reported in Chapter 5.

Data were gathered on several aspects of the HBHC program managers'

education, experience and organizational responsibility using the Participant Profile Data

Sheet (Appendix C3.A.5). Participants provided infonnation on: a) years of public

health nursing, management and community collaboration experience, b) the official title

in their organization that signified responsibility for HBHC, c) their professional degrees

and d) any community development training.

3 9. I Nursing, Management and Community Experience

As shown in Figure C.3.2. the mean number ofyears ofpublic health nursing

experience among participants was 8.78 with a range from one 10 21 years. The mean

number of years of public health management experience was 6.35 with a range from .58

to 16 years. Management experience with the HBHC Program ranged from .58 to 4

years with a mean of2.46 years. Participants were also asked to report on their

experience with collaboration either as a leader or member of a community group.

Managers reported a range from I to 14 years with a mean of6.43 years of experience
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leading conununiry collaboration (Figure C.3.2). Managers' experience in a conununity

collaborative group was reported to range from I to 20 years with a mean of 8.12 years of

membership. Although the range ofexperience of managers was broad (from 1 to 14

years), most managers bad been in management prior to the HBHC Program (an average

ofeight years). This management experience can be assumed to have influenced their

approach to their role in implementing the HBHC Program.

3.9.2 Official Title

Fifty-five per cent (55%) ofHBHC managers reported "Manager" as their

official title in the organization. Twenty-two per cent (22%) of the management

responsibility for the HBHC program was camed out by participants who had the title of

"Director" in their organization. Seventeen per cent (17%) ofHBHC managers were

called "Co-ordinators" in their organization and eight per cent (8%) of managers had the

title of"Supervisor" (See Figure 3.3.).

3.9.3 Professional Degree

As shown in Figure C.3.4, managers reported a variety ofdegree types. Forty

five per cent (45%) ofHBHC managers had a Bachelor ofScieoce in Nursing, thirteen

per cent (13%) reported another undergraduate degree (e.g. one manager had a Bachelor

ofSocial Work). For those with graduate degrees, eighteen per cent (18%) of managers

had a Master of Science in Nursing. Eighteen per cent (18%) of managers reported

another graduate degree (e.g. Master of Education). Eleven per cent (11 %) of nursing

managers had other qualifications such as R.N. and Diplomas in Public Health Nursing.
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The data showed that suty·three per cent (63%) of the managers had a nursing

degree (45% with Bachelor's degree and 18% with a Master's degree). Thirty-six per

cent (36%) of managers had a graduate degree in either nursing or another discipline. In

contrast, only one manager representing thirteen per cent (13%) had a social work degree

(BSW).

3.9.4 Community Developmem Training

Thirty·seven per cen! (37%) ofmanagers reported that they had attended

community development workshops throughout their professional careers (See Figure

C.3.5). Eighteen per cent (18%) of managers reported that community development

training was part of the university courses they took for their undergraduate and graduate

degrees. Fifteen per cent (15%) reponed that they had participated in community

development training offered as in·service by their organizations. Another fifteen per

cent (15%) of managers. had not participated in any community development ttaining

throughout their career. Six per cent (6%) of managers stated that community

development had been part of their community college curriculum. Nine per cent (9%)

of managers reponed other community development training activities, such as related

reading materials. Thus, seventy per cent (70010) of managers had experienced

community development training prior to the implementation of the HBHC Program

either through: I) university education, 2) professional development activities outside

their organization or 3) continuing education workshops within their organization.
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In summary, this section of the chapter has examined the HBHC program

manager's education, managerial and community experience and participation in

community development training. Descriptive statistics on the mean number of years of

nursing, managerial and community collaboration experience were presented. In

addition, the differenlial use of the title Director, Manager, Supervisor and Co-ordinator

reported by managers across the study sites was outlined. Finally, infonnation on the

previous community development training experienced by seventy per cent (70%) of the

public health managers was reported. It is important to note that all public health

managers in this srudy had a nursing background and most had a number of years of

managerial experience prior to the implementation of the HBHC Program. In addition,

the majority of public health managers had previous community development training

and experience either participating in or leading local collaborative initiatives prior to

being given the responsibility for implementation of the HBHC collaborative network.

3.10 The Data Analysis Process: Coding and Re-coding

The interviews were audiotaped after receiving a consent fonn from the

participants. The researcher, to protect the confidentiality of responses, transcribed the

audiotapes. Coding of interviews was managed through a computerized data analysis

program (Ethnograph). This allowed the researcher to review text, mark segments

according to established codes and then display, sort and print segments in any order or

sequence. All the participants' responses to specific interview questions were contained

within one Ethnograpb text file.
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The first phase of the data analysis is summarized in Table C.3.I. The first round

of data analysis included a non-computer scan of the interview material to exclude

extraneous material such as superfluous words (e.g. "urn" and "ah"), and comments

about the weather. The result of this non-computer review of the data and exclusion of

extraneous material led to a total of 1,031 pages of interview text (Table C.3.1 - Phase I

SlepOne).

The second round of data analysis consisted of a scan of the data of answers to

questions (#S-22 in the intelView guide) using a set of 183 codes developed based on the

envirownental and collaborative process factors from the conceptual framework for the

study (Appendix C3.A.7) (Table C3.I-Phase I-Step Two).

The third step of data anaJysis was a scan of the data from questions (#'s 8-22).

Following this scan. eight new code words were added 10 reflect emergent themes and

sub-themes from the data. The code book was amended to reflect a total of 191 codes at

this stage (Table C.3.I-Phase I-Step Three). Coding schemes were subsequemly revised

with additions, deletions and recoding of data as new themes and sub-themes emerged.
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TableC.3.!
Data Analysis Steps - Phase I

STEP ONE
NON-eOMPUTER SCAN OF INTERVIEW MATERIAL TO REMOVE EXTRANEOUS MATERIAL
NOTRELATEDTORESEA1l.CH UESTIONS: RESULT· LO]I PAGES OFtNTERVlEW DATA

STEP TWO
DEVELOP CODES FOR CONCEP'n)AL FRAMEWORK. QUESTIONS

QUESTIONS If 8-22
TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES: 183

STEPTIIREE
SCAN OF INI'ERVIEW DATA FROM QUESTIONS 1# 8-22

NEW CODES ADDED: 8
TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES: 191

STEP FOUR
SCAN OF INTERVIEW DATA FROM OPEN ENDED «JESTIONS Ii )-7

DEVELOP CODES FROM DATA -TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES DEVELOPED: 49
TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES: 240

STEPF!VE
SCAN INTERVIEW DATA ON AIL QUESTIONS 13-22

RECODE DUPUCATIVE CODES: REDUCE BY 7 CODES
TOTAL NUMBER OF CODES- 233

STEP SIX
TIIEMATIC ANALYSIS REVEALS CENTRAL PATIERNS OF SIMILARITY IN THE DATA FROM

EACH QUESTION
ETHNOGRAPH USED TO AfFIRM 1HEMATIC ANALYSIS OF DATA

IDENTIFY TWO MOST NUMEROUS CODES IN EACH QUESTION 1 )-22
TOTALNUMBER-RE5ULT 40 CODES

STEP SEVEN
CREATED NEW DATA FTI...ES CONSISTING OF SEGMENI'S ASSOCIATED WIllI THE 40 CODES

IDENTIFIED IN STEP SIX AND ORGANIZED BY CODES INSlEAD OF QUESTIONS

STEPEIGIIT
FORTI' HIGH FREQUENCY CODES FROM QUESTIONS #)-22, DEFINED AND CLASSIFIED

ACCORDING TO mEMES ANDS~~i~IT~~TION
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The foUrth step of data analysis used Ethnograph to review answers to the open

ended questions (#'s 3 -7). New themes were coded. Coding of open ended questions

added 49 new codes expanding the code book to 240 codes. AI this point, the expanded

code book contained: I) codes (183) from the conceptual framework for questions (#'s 8

22),2) codes (8) that emerged from the data in questions (#'5 8-22) and 3) codes (49)

that emerged from the data on the open ended questions in the interview guide (#'s 3-7).

(Table C.3.I. - Phase 1- Step Four)

The fifth step consisted ofa computerized scan of the data on all the questions

(#'s 3-22) using the code book containing 240 codes. Seven duplicative codes were

found and were re-coded. This reduced the code book to a total of 233 in this fifth stage

of data analysis (Table C.3.I-Phase I-Step 5).

In the sixth step, the code counting function ofEthnograph (this function of

Ethnograph generates a numerical count of the codes by their frequency of occurrence)

was used to identify recurrent themes in the data within each question.

Throughout both the collection ofdata and the transcription of the data, process

analysis notes were used to record the researcher's perceptions and intetpretations of

what she was hearing and seeing in the data. This revealed patterns of similarity (and

some difference) in the responses ofmanagers which suggested two or three central

themes in each question. Other coded segments were less recurrent and appeared to fall

away from central importance in the data. The code counting function ofEthnograph

affinned this thematic pattern by calculating the frequency of occurrence of the coded
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segments both open ended (#'s 3-7) and semi-structured (#'s 8-22) questions.

In this stage of data analysis, the top two code frequencies listed by Ethnograph

in each file were then extracted and used to develop a new code book containing 40

codes that represented the major themes to be used for further analysis (Table C.3.1.

Phase 1- Step Six).

It is important to C()mment on the methodology used in this step of the analysis.

The Ethnograph List Code function was used to identify the frequency ofoccurrence of

the coded segments as a descriptive support to the qualitative method. It does not

suggest that the study used quantitative content analysis with its focus on manifest

content, sampling units and reliability and validity (Rubin & Babbie, 200 I, Krippendorff,

1980). In this qualitative study, the codes represented the latent content in the data or the

interpretation of meaning of the managers' responses (Rubin & Babbie 2001).

The seventh step consisted of the creation of new data files which contained all

the code segments associated with the 40 codes identified previously in Table C.3.!

(Data Analysis Steps -Phase I - Step Six). These C()mprised the top 40 code frequencies

found in the data (based on the top two frequently occurring codes found in data from

each question #'s 3-22). In this way, the data was extracted as it related to the codes, not

as it related to the specific questions. The result was that the original text files,

developed from the responses to questions in the interview guide were segmented and

restructured to reflect the 40 code categories (Table C.3.1-Phase I-Step Seven).

In the eighth step of the data analysis, (Table C.3.L-Phase I-Step 8) a thematic
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analysis of the data was carried out which resuhed in the forty high frequency codes from

questions (#'s 3·22) being defined and classified according to themes and sub-themes of

collaboration. These forty themes are defined and categorized in Table C.3.2.

Table C.3.2, portrays for each question (#3-7) the most recurrent themes: I) the

interview guide question, 2) the concept name (code) and concept (code) description

along with its frequency ofoccurrence in the data for thai question, and 3) its theme and

sub-theme category.

In addition, Table C.3.2, portrays for each question (#8-22): I) the interview

guide question, 2) the analytical question, 3 ) the concept name (code) and concept (code)

description along with its frequency of occurrence in the data for that question, and 4) its

theme and sub-theme category.

In Table C.3.3. (Reclassification ofConcepts into New Themes and Sub-Themes

by Interview Question) an overview of the reclassification of the concepts is displayed in

chart fonn that outlines the concepts by: 1) interview guide question, 2) conceptual

framework identification, 3) six themes ofcollaboration (Historical Conditions,

Institutional Conditions, Financial Conditions, Operational Processes, Organizational

Processes and Relational Processes) and 4) sub-themes within the six themes of

collaboration.
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TableC.3.2
Identification ofConcepts, Themes and Sub-Themes by Interview Question (II 3-22)

QUESTION 113:
Intcrvlcw Culdc Quntlon
Could you elaborate on the involvement you have had in the pasl thrceyearswlth the provincial
Office ofInteRTllled Services for Children (OISC)?
Concept !lIrequencyof I CbaraderistlCl

(kcurrence
ThemelSub·Theme

Prescribe

Conllctwlth
Provincial
Consullantl

so

4J

Referwceslolheprescriplivenatureoflhe
mandate/guidelines for HBHC. meeting the needs of
provincialofflCCofOISC.detenninationbycenlralofficeof
OISC not local and refercuccs to having to do lldngs that they
were told to do by central office (OISC
References to oom3C1 with provincial offices ofOISC through
oontaclwithlheoonsultal1tbyphone,provincialmcclin~site

vlsilsbyoonsultal1t.andchangeslreduClionsinoonsuHantsat
OISC

INSTI11JTIONAL
CONDITIONS
Provincial Mandatc

INSTlnFflONAL
CONDITIONS
ConS\lltant'sRole



TableC.J.2
QUESTION" 4:
Jnlervlell' Culde Ouestlon
To what extent has the provincial QISC helped you In Implementing the local collaborative network?

Concepl I Frequency 0' I Charaelerlstln
Oc(urrtnee

ThemelSub·Theme

Implemtnlatlon 122
Guidelines

Reference. to Jllidelines from provincial office (OISC)
Including: references 10 lime lines prescribed, lack of clarity of
auldciines,ehanges Ingllidellnes, lack of knowledge aboul
wtlltl il tukes to Implemenl guidelines, expansion of

:delines.

INSTI11.JTIONAL
CONDITIONS
Provincial Mandate

Prcxribe 11 Re'erenceatolheprncrlptlvenalUreofthe
.T1IlIldatelguldeilnes for HBHC, meeting the needs of
provincial office o£OISC, determination by central office of
OISC not 100001.nd references to having to do things that they
were told 10 doby central offiee(OISC)

INSTJ11JTIONAL
CONDITIONS
ProvincIal Mandate

UESTJONjj.S:
IlIunriew Culde Question
In what w s could the rovlncllli OISC hive been lTlOfe nel lUI In 1m lementin the iocaI collaborative network?
COllCept F~UC!I()' 0' Ch.raclerllliu Thc..c/Sub·Theme

Oc:urreKe
Implemclltatktn IJO
CuidcliDt.l

Referencea 10 guidelines from provincial office (OISC)
Including: referenees 10 Iimc lines pre:scribed, lack of clarity
ofgukSellnes, ehanges in guidelincs, lack ofknowtcdge about
whllt it takes to Implement guidelines, ellpansion of

uidelhle'.

INSTITlTfIONAL
CONDITiONS
Provincial Mnndllte

Prcscrlbt

0;

27 aeferences to the prescl'lptlve nature of the
mandate/guideline. for HBHC, meeting the needs of
provincial office ofOISC. detenninntion by central office of
OISCnotloc:aJ. References to having 10 do things lhal Illcy
wcrelold 10 do by centru! offiec (OISC

INSTlnrrlONAL
CONDITIONS
Provlnc!HlMllndate



TablcC.3.2
QUESTlONN6:
Intcrview Guldc QUCJllon
Has Dr collaborative IlCtwork de\-elo ment been successful? Please eXDlain
Conupt Freqtte:ncyor Chuacteriltlu

Oceurrence

'urdefinitionofsuecess
ThemelSub·Theme

Membership 134
Commitment

References that indicate local commitment to HBHC (e.g
allendance at mutings, stated local ownership, commitment
to implementation, goals, principles). References that
indicate local nctwork eommitInentto children and families
and HBHC as a mechanism for service inteRmtion

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Membership

Orgaoizlng
Network
Stntefurel

II References 10 process used for organizing intosttuetures for
networlls, either existing or needed (e.g. joining, linking,
umbn:lIa, <:o-ordinatlon)

ORGANIZATIONAL
PROCESSES
Type/Level Structure

UESTION II 7:
InteM'lc'll'CIIIdc:OueltloD

Organizational
Structures

Inclusive
Membership

19

References to stmctural properties for implementation of
HBHC network (e.g. commillce, sub·COlllmillet, interagency,
working group, task group, co-ordinating COUI~i1S).

References to S!mctuml propc:rtks of01her initiatives in the
community that have been utilized to implement the HBHC
network
References to who should be included in the HBHC network
(e.g. consumers, parents. sectors, fronl·litlestAlT,l11l1l1l1gers,
mherprofcssionals, olhcrorganizallons). Referenceslo
slakeholders woo are missing from the HBHC network.
References to who should nOl be included on the HBHC
network.

ORGANIZATIONAL
PROCESSES
Organlltlltional
Type/Level

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Membership



TnbleC.3.2.
UESTION #I 8 - HISTORY OF PREVIOUS COLLABORATION

Intervie... Guide Ouesllon An.lytlcaiQUeltlon
To what e.'(lent have stakeholders worked together IHow docs a previous history ofworklllJ together influence HBBC
before HBHC In your local colmnunity? collaboration?

COlH:epl I Frequency of I Cb.uclcrbllCl I ThcmelSub-Theme
Occurrence

Previous
Collaboration
onebildrcn's

""''''

40 Refercnccs10 preYtouscolloboratlononscMces (Best Start
PropalTll, Better BeJinnlnp. Better Futures, Success by
Six, reference! 10 federal Community Action Programs
(CAPe) and Community Prcl\lltal Nutrition Program
ePNP

HISTORJCAL
CONDITIONS
Scrvk:eProvislon
HlstOf}

RELATIONAL
PROCESSES
Previous Relalloflshlps

PaS! Rcfercneello pastlnterpersolUll or professional
Interpersonal! relationships between network members. Indicalors of
Professional whelhcrtheSCpllSlreJslionshlpsfacUilatcdorbindercd
Relationshi collabonllion In the HBHC network.

UESTION #I 9 - PREVIOUS HISTORY INFLUENCE
Intenie... Guide uulloD Anal Ilcal ueslm
How do you see UtI! previous history Influencing How does a prevtous blstory ofworklng together influence HBHC
the collaborative DrOOlS! In HDHC? collaboration?
Concept I rrequhK)' of I CIt....clerbtlCl I ThemtlSub-Theme

O«urre.c:e
CoilectlveHlstory

Known 10 each other

" Refcreno:sloperccptioMthattbecollcetive
hlstoryoherv/oepfOYiders has Influenced local
collaboration In HBHC

Refen:nceSlorc:lationshlpswhereptQplehave
known each other for a period of time and oow
thJs Inllllencedcollaboration in the HBHC
nelwork

HISTORICAL
CONDITIONS
Previous
Collabortllion
RELATIONAL
PROCESSES
PrcviousRelatlonshlp,t



TableC.3.2

Uf.STION /I 10· MANDATORYNOLUNTARY CONTEXT OF COLLABORATION
Inttn'lew Guide Oueltlon Analvlleal Outstlon
In yOUf view, how has the govcrnment mandate IHow does the imposition of a state mandate influence HBHC
facilitated or constrained Ihe developmentsoftbc collaboration
HBHC collaborative network in your community?
Concept I Frequency of I Characterfstln I Theme/Sub-Theme

Occurrence
COllslrainlsof
Provill(;ial
Mandate
Provineial
Government
Communication

29

27

Referen<:csthlll the mandate madecol1aboralion
more dilTkult at the local level

Referenees to Ihe lack ofeoliaboralion bctwcen
ministries at the provincial level of government
Of OISC and impact on local community.
Refcreneestosilll!iotprovillClallew:lof
:overnmenl

INSTlTIJfIONAL
CONDITIONS
Provincial Mandate
INSTITIrrIQNAL
CONDITIONS
Institutional
Conununicallon



TableC,J,2.

UESTION Nil. UGiTIMACY OF CONVENING ORGANIZATION
Inte!"Vie. Guide Ouutlon Analvtlul Ouutlon
To what eXlent ha'll: local stakeholders ICCCpled the IHow does the repuilition or the le:ld orsanization in the commLlnlty
mandate ror pLlbtk: health to 1C3C1 implementlltion influence ImHC collaborotion
of the HBHC.nd how has tl\ls arrcaed
co11aborationinyourcommLlnity1
Concept I Jl'requeDcyor I Char.cleristlts

Occurrence
ThcmtlSuh·Themc

ii1

Legitimacyl
Relat.lonstllps

Legitimacy'
Barriers

27

"

Re(erencesllultthecentrnl mondllte,iven to public
health (or 100000lmplcmcntluJon or HDHC progmm
has affectcd the Ielitlmacyorpublic health.nd
affected reiationsl\lpi between public health and
othcr5lerviccprovkterslnlocolcommunity.

Rerefenccs 10 banien expcrlenced by public health
aftcrthcccntrli mandaledlcll\lcd lhal Ihcy should
lead the implcmcntatlon or HBHC Program(e.g"
local Ministry orCommuttlty .nd Socllll Services
rivaJry,stakeholdcrresistancelogovemmcnt
mandale).

RELATIONAL
PROCESSES
Previous Relationships

REL....TlONAL
PROCESSES
Previous RelotionshJps



TableC.3.2
UtSTION N12 -STAKEIIOLDER REPRESENTATIVENESS

lfItervlew Guide Qlleltlon AnalytlnlO.estloo
How would you describe the process for identifying IHow does the representlltiveness ofslllkeholders influence HBBC
and nx:rnlting stakeholders for the collaborntive collaborntion.
network?
Concept I Frcqueacyof I Chuilcterlstici I Theme/SuI)..Theme

Occurrence
Stakeholder
Recrnltrnent

Stakeholder
Evolution

32

19

Refcrencestoactivltlesuscdtonx:mitslakcholdcrs
(e.g. letters, phone calls, eomrnunlty meetings,

rsonalcontlK:t, ore-existlnJl: networks'
References to lhe reernltrncnt of new stakeholdcrs
as HBHC Network has evolved over time

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Mcmbersru
OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Membershi.

OUESTION N13· MEMBERSHIP
Interview Guide Qllestlon AnabtlnlQuestlon
In your perception, how do members pal1icipale in
theeollaboratl\'cnctlVOrk;
a) as individuals
b) as representativcsoftheir groop or

orgIInl7..atlon
e) aseonsumersoradvoeates

How does the type of membership participation influence HBHC
collaboration.

CODtCflt

Organizational
Representatives

Parents
Not
Represented

Frequcncyof
Oceurrtnce
20

14

Cltaracterilticl

References that network members are
representatives of their organization

Refereru:es that parents are not included in the
network. Refereneestoreasonsforparentnon
participation iflnviled andlor reasons wlty parents
are not invitcd to DlIrtieioate

Theme/Sub-Theme

OPERATiONAL
PROCESSES
Membershl
OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
MClnbersltip



TllbleC.3.2

UESTION N14 a • BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP IN nBHC NETWORK
Intnrlew Guide Ouestlon Analytical Question
a) Wllat do you perceive to be the mllin benefits IHow are the organizational andlor individual costs and bcnefils of

for stakeholders who p:articipate in the member's participation related to HBHC collaboration
col1aborolivenelwork1

Concept I Frequency of I Characterislkl I Theme1Sub·Thenle
Occurrence

Multiple
SUe
Networks

20 References that indicate that multiple site HBHC
network$ were ne<:essary to s.trengthen
rerationshipswitholherorganizationsatalocal
level

QRGANIZAnONAL
PROCESSES
OrganinJtional
Comple.~it

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Membership

16 Referencesthulindicatethatoneoftherewarosof
participation in the HBHC network is improved
ICrvlceco-ordinalionartdaccesstoservleesamong
agencies in the local communlly (e.g. joint
protocol$, referrals, sharing resources such as
translators)

Ut:STION N14 (h) - COSTS OF MEMBERSHIP IN HBHC NETWORK

Improved Service
Co-ordinalion

Inteme"Culde uesllon Anal Ileal uesllon
b) What do you perceive 10 be the main ~costs~ to How are the organizationalandlor individual costs and benefits of
stakeholders who participale In the collaborotive member's participation related to HBHC collaboration.
t\(';!WOrk?
Coocept I Frequency of I Characteristics 1ThemeJSuh-Theme

Occurrence
Demands of
Network
Participation

27 References to lhe amount oflJme it costs 10
partiCipate in die HBHC nelwork. References that
network participation takes time away from other
demandsofwork

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Membership

Emotional
aspects of
collaboralion

19 References 10 the emotional aspects of collaborative
reialJonships(e.g. buildingtmsl). Referencesto
lhe lime it lakes to build collaboralive relationships
and to leam how 10 work 100elher.

RELATIONAL
PROCESSES
Inlerpersonal
Relations



TableC.3.2

UESTION II 15 - 'ROVlNCIAL GOALS FOR HBHC
InleJVIew Guide Question Analytical Queslion
In what ways have the provincially mandated goals IHow does the development of COmmon goais-inl1ucnce HBHC
(or HBHC collaborative network ehanged and/or collaboratIon.

Iextlandcdovcrthcpastthreeycars?
Coneept I Fl'C!queneyor I Quaeterink, I ThemelSuh-Theme

Oecurl'C!nce

B

Provincial
Exparu;ionof
HBHCProgram

Confusing
Multiple
Mandates

17

17

References lhatindlcatethatprovincially mandated
goals for HBHC have expanded from Us beginning,
theaddilioo of program components. Referencesto
tbe imDact of thiscxpansion on Jocal eOl11Jnunitics
Rcfcrenccslhatindicatethat mulliplemandalcd
networks introduced by the provincial govemment
havcconfused netYiork members and the local
COlnmnnity (e.g. Early Years, HSHC, Early
Identification Componenl ofHBHC

INSTITIJTJONAL
CONDITIONS
ProvindalMandate

tNSTl11JTIONAL
CONDITIONS
Institutional
Communication



TableC.J.2
QUESTION" 16· LOCAL COMMON GOALS
Inlenlew Guide OUeJllon I Analytical QUeJllon
In what ways has tile collaborative nelwork IHow docs Ihe development of common goals influence HEHC
developed a common purpose unique to the local collaboration.
communitv1
Concept I Frequency of I Char.clerinln I Theme/Suh-Theme

(kcurreltCe
Community
Goals

17 References 10 the dl:velopment of ownership of
eomrnongoalsforlocaleommunityplanning
References lopercepllons that ilwas not just
HBHC provinciallt.oals thai were implemented.

HISTORICAL
CONDITIONS
Commitment 10 Local
Goals
HISTORICAL
CONDITIONS
COlllOlitmenttoLocal
Goals

12 Refcrenceslotheunlquenessoflocalcomrnunily
who are IIOljust implementing mandate.
References Ihat HBHC implementation was not
cookle cutter bl!1 blIsedon uniquecharncteristics of
eommunities, (e.g.multiple nerwor\(s, countieJ,

"'U"'.."T"'O"'N,"'.'"'I"'",~JI:"C;:;IS"'IO;:;N'"'_MA=KIN=G~ILn~;~~8:~~""",""hood_'

Community
Uniqueness

IDtervlewCulde lIIeldon Anal lcal esllOt!
To woot eXlent are memben of the collaborative How does the level of decision-making authority ofmcmbcrs
oetwork able to make decisions for their influence HBHC collaboration.
oTllanlzalions?
COllcept I Frequency of I Characteristics I ThemclSuh-Tbeme

Occurrence
De<;isionType 27 References to the types ofdecisions that network IOPERATIONAL

members have been asked to make (e.g. advisory, PROCESSES
planning, information sharing, joint training, joint Decision-Making Stage
resources

Questions 11 lind III were collapsed inlo one Question during the analysis of data with the top two codes from the merged files being used
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VESTION 1# 18 - DECiSiON MAKING POWER
InlenlewGlIldtOlluUon I Anal¥llcalOllelllon
Howdo you lltink decision·making POW(l'ot lack of How doe! the levd ofdecisioo-rtU1king authority ofmembers influence

wei" influences the wllabonltiVi: HBHC wllaboration
Concept Frequent)' or CharaclerhUc, ThemtiSub-Theme

Occurrence
Manaserial
dc<:isiolls

41 Referencesthatindicatemanagerialle¥eldccision
makers on the HBHC network who have the
llllthority to make decisions for their organizalions
References 10 howlhcdecision makinglcvcl of
manaRCl'Sinflllcnccslocalcollllboration

OPERATIONAL
PROCESSES
Decision-Making level

QUESTION '1' - COMMUNICATION STYLI
Inlenle.. GuldeOuelllon
Would you d=ibe tbe COOImuniretion as open or
filtercdbelWllell:
a) the local HBHC program mMliger and the OISC
b) the local HllHC pvgr8IllIlUUlPger lIIId the lIDllC

collabonltivenetwork
c) the mlllt1ben of the HBHC collaborative nctwork

lhemsclves

Howdoes the style ofcommunication influence ]f1l1-1C rolabomtion

E

Concept

Communic.tion
ManagerslNdwork

Commlll1iClltion
ManagerslOlSC

Freq~ncyor

Occarrence

"
28

Ch....cterhllcs

Refcrenccst....tindicatet....trherelatioruhip
betwccnthe HDHC manager and the members of
thclffillCnetworkWIIsh!lKdonopen
communication
References thaI indiCllte thllt local HBlIC
managcrslU'C open IUld do not filter their
communication with provincial Ol8C consultants.

RELATIONAl, PROCESSES
Intcrpersonal
Rcl.tioos

INSlTfunONAL
CONDmONS
lnstitu!ionulCommuuicalion



T.bleC.3.2

'UlSTION II 10· FORMALIZATION OF NETWORK
Inlervlew Guille OuesUoo I An.lyllulOuellloo
bestribe. the extent 10 which roniUii-'-gR:ernents (e.g. IHow does the formalityilnlo;;n.iilY oflhe -linkage.\ between membeTsofihe
writtelllettersofUlldenlBnding,termsofreferern:e)have networkilll1ucnceHBHCcol1abotalioo
~ ll\l1i1.fU in the HBHC collaboratjYe network.
Cnncepl I Frequency of [ CbltlClerlslltt j1:bemefSub·Thcme

OccurrencI,_,
TentlJof
RtfemlCe

26 References that indicate thai HBHC network h-"
fOl1T\lltertlUlofreference

OPERATIONAL PROCESSES
Formalization

Formal Refcrentelll to the deYelopmenl of formal OPERATIONAL PROCESSES
Service protocoll betW«11 network partners (e.g. !CTYice FormalimliOll
Protocols agrccmcntsbctwcenhospillllanndpublic

unillid enlS
UISTION 11-11. INFORMALITY OF THE NETWORK

lilemew Guide ilion Anal Inl ulilion
DciICribe the CJ<lenllo whicll informal agreements Howdoes the formality/informality of the linbges between members of the
cllllrM:lerizethc:operationsofthetmHCcollaborntiYe network in/111Cl1ce IIDItC collaboration
.<1.00<
COlltepl I Frequencyof I Cbttlderhlln I ThemtlSub-Theme

Occllrreacc

ti:

InformalNl:twork
Relat;Qllships

Inform.l
Scmce
P1anning

11

10

Referenc:e!loinformolrclationshipstMtellist
between membeTs bolh within and (lII1!;de thc:
nctwork. Rcfcrencesloinfonnll relatiooships
lhal ChlU"llClcrize the intera<:lioos of the local
communilY.
Rcferencc!tltat indicate thai scrviecco
OfdinaliontndforplanningbetweennelWOlk
melllbersthat is oot formaliud or written do\\11
in 411 agrecrncnl

RELATIONAL PROCESSES
InterpenonalRelalions

OPERATIONALI'ROCESSES
Foonaiiution



QUESTION" 22· SUFFICIENT RESOURCHS
Interview G\llde QIlellion I AllIlytlcalQuUllon
To what ~xtenl do)'O\l be1ie~ proVincial. provision of IHow does the amount ofreilO\l1l;Cs conlributed by the alate afTed HEliC
resources to tlte public hClllth lUlit for administration of collaboralion
thcllllHC has affected slakeholdcrpartlcipation in the
oollaborativenelwmk'l
Canupl I Fmjuencyof 1ctIlrlCterlstkl 1Thrme;Sub-tiK-me

OrrUrUII«l

ti

Administrative
R~'

R_=
coonicls

Referenc:estoallocatiOllsofre!lOlIJccsorno
IllocntiooofresollTCesforndministratiOllofthc
IlBIICProgrflm. RefercllcestoilllllleSoffmlding
betweetlprovincial goVC'nunenl (OtSC) and local
ImllC PrOlll'llms around resollrcc IItHizalion
R~fcrellceslondminislrntiVC'rnow:ce:J

COIIlributedbylocalpllblichealth
wtilsldepartmenls 10 the HEHe Program
Referentc!lthntindicatethallherellTCllOtenOllgh
reSO\lCtcllgi\lCltloheaUhunitalorneetiIDI1C
program <lemands. References\hatilldicale
resis!nnccbyothcrscrviceproviderstolhe
exclusive<lediclltionofllBHCreSOlUlleSto
PubticHea[th

FINANCIALCONOrnONS
AdministratiVC' Fundillg

FINANCIAL OONlJrrtONS
l>ublic Heallh RC!lOurces



Recllssifi~tion(lfCon,
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3 Open_Endc:d.QISC

4 Open-Endc:d .QISC
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TableC.3.3

,I, into New Themes IlOd Sub-Themes by Interview Question
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Prescribe
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Framework
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This section of Chapter 3 describes the process ofcategorizing the forty themes shov.TJ in

Table C.3.2 and Table C.3.3. First, data was reviewed in light of the empirical and

theoretical literature on factors that influence collaboration to identify factors relevant to

mandawry collaboration. This review resulted in categorization of the data into four

themes, namely: I) Historical Conditions (a past history of working together on local

collaborative initiatives), 2) Institutional Conditions (influence of mandate on

relationships of authority and accountability between the central government and local

HBHC programs), 3) Financial Conditions (provincial allocations for .he implementation

and expansion of the HBHC program and the impact ofallocalions on local HBHC

networks) and 4) Operational Processes (interactional processes of decision-making,

membership recruitment and retention, communication and the formalization/non

formalization of network operations carried out to sustain the HBHC network).

Second, data .....as reviewed and categorized in tenns ofoperational activities that

facilitated or constrained collaboration namely: I) stakeholder representation,

2) membership panicipation, 3) costs and benefits of membership. 4) decision-making

levels, 5) communication style (open or filtered), 6) formality/ informality of linkages.

7) common purpose development, and 8) sufficient resources. Although the conceptual

framework had identified these eight activities as collaborative processes, the data from

this study tended to center on three dimensions ofoperational processes: 1) membership,

2) formalization/non-formalization and 3) decision-making. Notably. the list does not
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include all operational activities identified in tbe conceptual framework. Further analysis

of the data yielded new organizational and relational themes of collaboration that led to

the categorization of two more major themes ofcollaboration not evident in the original

conceptual framework: 5) Organizational Processes (facilitating stakeholder participation

and the operational processes of the HBHC network through organizational structures

and sub-structures) and 6) Relational Processes (history, nature and quality of the

interactions between the members of the HBHC network). Therefore, some of the

previously identified operational processes (conwon purpose development,

communication style, fonnality/infonnality oflinkages and sufficient resources) were

reclassified and regrouped to fonn the six new themes ofcollaboration (Historical

Conditions, Institutional Conditions. Financial Conditions, Operational Processes,

Organizational Processes and Relational Processes).

What was re-categorized? First, the findings on common purpose development

were incorporated into the discussion of Historical Conditions. Second. an analysis of

the data on sufficient resources suggested its importance: accordingly, Financial

Conditions became one ofthe six major themes ofcollaboration. Third, an exploration

of the data on communication style suggested that this was applicable to professional and

interpersonal relationships: as a result, this discussion was incmporated into the

Relational Processes theme ofcollaboration. Finally. some of the data on the

infonnality/fonnality of linkages Jed to the construction ofa new theme ofcollaboration.

namely Organizational Processes. Other data from the informality/formality oflinkages
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was incorporated into the formality dimension of Operational Processes

In the ninth step (Table C.3.4-Phase II, Step 9) and the tenth step (Table C.3.4.

Phase II, Step 10), the data was classified as sho'Wtl in Table C.3.4. - Phase II.

In step eleven (Table C.3.4-Phase II, Step 11), the interview data were scanned

within and across each question (#'s 3.22) to identify relevant segments that were not

picked up in the top two high frequency codes used for lhe prior lhematic analysis of the

data. Within this step of the analysis, 171 coded segments were identified as containing

relevant material. These segments of the interview text were re-coded and incorporated

into the data base for the final round of analysis.

The result of this step of the analysis was that 22 codes (9 % of the total number

of 233 codes identified) were excluded from the analysis. Thirteen of the 20 questions

had codes excluded from the data analysis. Examples ofcodes excluded were issues

such as leadership, tenns of membership, volunteer resources, refreshments and

references to the diffuse nature of government goals for the HBHC program. The

rationale for presenting an overview of the excluded codes is that they represent issues on

which most managers had not elaborated during the interviews (which were conducted

between January to June, 2(01). This non·response was assumed to indicate managers'

lack of interest in particular aspects of collaboration. This excluded material is discussed

in Chapter 6. This infonnation was then used to discern whether the roles, functions and

tasks of collaboration that most public health managers did not address are represented in

the social work literature. The implications for community social work practice were
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TableCJ.4.
Data Analysis Steps· Phase II

SlEPN!NE
REORGANIZED DATA ASSOCIATED WITH TOP TWO mGH FREQUENCY CODES FROM EACH
QUESTIONti 3-22 INTOlHREE l-iEWENVIRONMENTALPRE-eoNDmONTIlEMES AND SUB

TIlEMES OF COUABORATION
(I'ableC.4.1

STEP lEN
REORGANIZED DATA ASSOCIATED WITH TOP TWO InGH FREQUENCY CODES FROM EACH

QUESTION ti 3-22 INTO lHREE NEW COLLABORATIVE PROCESS TIlEMES
AND SUB-lHEMES OF COLLABORATION

(TableC.S.l)

STEP ELEVEN
SCANNED rnTERVlEWDATA WITHIN AND ACROSS EACH QUESTION (ti3-22)

IDENTIFIED RELEVANT SEGMENTS FOR INCLUSION THAT WERE NOT PICKED UP IN TOP
TWO HIGH FREQUENCY CODES

RECODED 171 CODES AND INCUJDED CODE SEGMENTS IN ANALYSIS - PHASE II
EXUUOED 22 CODES (9% OF 233 CODES IDENTIFIED)

SlEPTWELVE
SIX lllEMES OF COlLABORATION: THREE ENVIRONMENTAL PRE-eQSOmoNS

(HlSTORlCAL,INSnnmONAL, FINANCIAL)
AND

lHREE COI.LABORATIVE PROCESSES
(OPERATIONAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, RELATIONAL)
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developed from this excluded data to demonstrate the differences between how public

health managers and social workers might approach local collaboration.

In the final step, step twelve (Table C.3.4.-Phase II -Step 12), the results of the

thematic analysis of the data in this study were configured into a Matrix of Six Themes

of Collaboration: 1) Historical Conditions, 2) Institutional Conditions, 3) Financial

Conditions, 4) Operational Processes, 5) Organizational Processes and 6) Relational

Processes. This matrix organizes the results of the data analysis and provides an outline

for the discussion and conclusions related to the six major themes and their sub-themes

of collaboration.

Two other areas of analysis were originally planned. The research plan, initially,

included comparison between the data and the developmental stages of collaboration

identified in the literature. However, given the early stage of development of the HBHC

networks, such an analysis appeared premature. In addition, data analysis by Public

Health Planning Region was also planned but abandoned due to a concern with

confidentiality.
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Chapter 4 The Pre-eonditions of Collaboration

4.0 Introduction

Chapter 4 idemifies the three environmental pre-eondition themes (Historical,

Institutional and Financial) and their dimensions found to influence collaboration in the

Healthy Babies! Healthy Children (HBHC) Program in Ontario (Table CA. 1).

Environmental pre-eonditions are defined as the factors that initially motivate

organizational interaction. Based on the literature, this study assumed that collaboration

could be influenced by factors such as: I) previous history 2) voluntary/mandatory nature

of collaboration and 3) the legitimacy of the convening organization.

The Historical Conditions theme was developed from the data in this study and

extended the literature on collaboration that identifies "previous history" as a factor that

facilitates collaboration (Mauessich & Monsey, 1992, 10). Similarly, the Institutional

Conditions theme reflects the researcb literature and the debate on whether mandates or

voluntary participation influence the development oflocal collaboration.
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TableCA.1
Three Environmental Pre·Condition Themes of Collaboration

Prescriptive Nature of HBHC Program I La<:k of Administrative Funding

Historical Conditions I In.tllutional Condidons
Service Provision J Provindal Mandate:
History

ImplemenlingthcColiaboralive
Network

Program Expansion

Previou! Collaboration I Con!ultant'! Role:

HBHC Consul\.llnt Conununicalion

HBHC Consullant Changes

Flnandal COlldilions
Administrative Funding:

Public Bealth Resources:

Need for Additional Public
Health Funds

Exclusive Dedication of HBHC
ResoUfC($

Commitment to Local
Goals

Institutional Communication:

InlenninisterialCommunication·
OISC

Multiple Provincial Iniliatives

Provincial Level Communications



Finally, data from this study suggested that Financial Conditions should be re

classified as a new pre-condition theme of collaboration. Previously, "sufficient

resources" had been identified as one of the collaborative process factors in the

conceptual framework for the study (Manessich & Monsey, 1992, 10). In this study, it

was determined that this category (sufficient resources) did not capture elements in the

data that addressed the exclusive dedication of public health resources or the need for

public heaJth to supplement the HBHC budget. Consequently, sufficient resources was

re-conceptualized as a new theme of collaboration in this study called Financial

Conditions.

4.1 Historical Conditions

Historical conditions in this study are defined as a past experience of working

together collaboratively at a local conununity level. The Historical Conditions theme

and dimensions developed from the data in this study reflect factors identified in the

conceptual framework (history of previous collaboration, influence of previous history

and common purpose development). The history of previous collaboration was

identified as a environmental pre-condition in the conceptual framework. The influence

of previous history was a secondary question that was added to the interview guide.

Common purpose development was identified in the conceptual framework as a

collaborative process factor. An analysis of the data in this study led to the re-
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classification ofcommon purpose from a colJaborative process factor to one of the

dimensions (Commllment to Local Goals) within the Historical Conditions theme.

The reason for this re-conceptualization ofcommon purpose was that almost all

local communities had their own vision, mission and goals for the development of the

child and family service system and were resistant to the imposition ofcentrally

detennmed goals for the HBHC program. The literature identifies "volwttary" common

purpose as one of the factors that facilitate collaboration. For local HBHC networks, it

was the pre-condition ofthe mandate and the establishment of their o'WIllocal goals that

affected the implementation of the HBHC network, not the volwlIary coming together to

decide on a "common purpose"

Finally, managers identified the impact ofpublic health maternal and child home

visiting programs on the implementation of the HBHC Program. Communities where

maternal and child health had been disbanded bad two contrasting responses: I) either

local stakeholders did not understand the public health role in HBHC or were unhappy

about public health being given the exclusive mandate for delivery of the HBHC

Program or 2) they considered the HBHC Program a welcome enhancement to the

service delivery system for children and families (regardless of whom had auspice for the

program).

Three dimensions ofcollaboration related to a history of working together were

found in the data and explored within the Historical Conditions theme: 1) Community
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History: Service Provision History, 2) Community History: Previous Collaboration and

3) Community History; Commitment to Local Goals (Table CA. I).

A unique characteristic of some local communities was their public health

unit/department's decision to disband their maternal and child health home visiting

program with the shift to population health in the mid-1980's. Not all health

unilSldepartments gave up their maternal and child health home visiting program, and

where it remained, collaboration changed little or was enhanced by home visiting by

public health nurses as part of the screening and assessment component of HBHC.

However, managers varied in areas where maternal and child health home

visiting had not been a public health function over the past decade.

In this health unit we were one ofthefew ones that were still doing
one to one home visiting...so when Healthy Babies came it was nothing
new because we had kept one to one visiting.

They said that some communities had little understanding of maternal and child

health home visiting as a public health function and were confused by HBHC. Other

communities were fearful that once again public health would raise expectations only to

later disband HBHC. Nonetheless in the majority of study sites, managers' perceived

that public health's mandate for HBHC was unchallenged and network members

welcomed the new resources.

Managers identified that, in some communities, federally and provincially funded

home visiting programs were also operating. Most communities with federal Community

Action Programs Canada (CAPC) and provincial Best Start programs had been working
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collaboratively prior to HBHC and recognized their common interests. There were few

problems resolving parallel mandates for home visiting, noted by one manager:

So we had a CAPC program who had a long history ofworking
together closely with the health departmem so basically when we
got ourfunding they were more than happy.

Another manager said'

Before HBHC, we workedfairlyextensively.. before we had a whole
series ofinitiatives ... we had a coalition that formed to write lhe
proposalfor Best Start funding [sic] (a provincial prevemion inilialive
in Omario) so many oflhe people that we have around lhe lable

for HBHC either they or their organizalion would have been
involved in that first attempt to put Q proposal together.

In this study, the majority ofHBHC networks comprised people who had already

been working together to develop the children's services system across time and space.

The federal CAPC and provincial Best Start programs discussed previously represente<l

only part of the local history of collaboration. Local collaboration also responded to

government initiatives such as Ontario's Bener Beginnings, Better Futures program and

the federal government's Brighter Futures programs.

Notwithstanding these government initiatives, almost all local communities in

this study had also developed other local collaborative projects. A nwnber of children's

services projects had been initiated locally over the years. In addition, local commtmities

also had experience with large scale commtmity planning councils. Managers described
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variants of the disbanded provincially funded Children's Services Council persisting in

many communities.

We have a good backgrfJUnd in this area ofworking collaboratively
in our community

We were a productive interagency group with some key players that we
already had good relationships with and then we had various other
partners that we worked with so we just called them all up and said "lets
sit down here"

So, collaboration was not a new experience for most local communities.

Managers said that the provincial guidelines for HBHC were not always helpful because

their existing way of working at the local level was more informal. Faced with the

mandate, most communities continued to work together within their previously

established patterns and subsumed the guidelines for HBHC into their locaJ fonn of

collaboration.

Guidelines have been a mixed blessing...our community is a rural with a
history o/working together. The guidelines were not always supportive of
the ways that we would make things work..

While most communities in this study had been working together prior to HBHC,

parallel mandates of federal, provinciaJ and local initiatives created a disjointed planning

process that required more systematic collaboration.

There are still/ots offractured groups that tend to meet. All those
different groups would benefitfrom being tied to an active network..

Managers identified that previous collaboration sometimes created conflict. This

negative history was a barrier to be overcome before the network could function.
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With previous history, there is always baggage because politically how
your agency sits in the community versus ifyour agency has done damage
to another inadvertently..rhat type ofthing... rhat was allihere across the
table

Several managers said that they had no previous history of collaboration and this

generally led to a much slower process in implementing the netv.:ork.

We are sliIl building Ike trust within the community and f think thai if
there had been an existing commiltee that had been working togelher on
issues before, maybe this piece would not have been so difficult for us.

Almost all managers said thaI their community was able to engage in HBHC

nefWork development because they had previously established local goals for the reform

of the child and family service system. Managers perceived that, although the mandatory

guidelines for HBHC contained provincially determined goals, the previous local goals

established by the community were more important than the mandate in promoting

collaboration

We have changed ours here and there in that we are meeting the mandated
goals bur we are also meeting Ihe goals ofthe members around Ike lab/e.

In this study, community ownership ofHBHC appeared relatively achievable in

local sites with a previous history of anempts to reform the children's services system,
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One manager put it this way:

We were a really productive interagency group with some key players
and we already had good relationships. We had worked on various tables
before so we just called them up and said let's sit down here.
So we have had everything prior to provincial announcements.

Managers agreed that local communities struggle with their own vision and goals.

They stated that local networks may adopt the guidelines of the HBHC program, but most

importantly, they are focused on the needs of the community. A further discussion of the

fmdings and the interpretation of their relevance to the collaboration theory literature is

provide<! in the swnmary of the pre..conditions of collaboration at the end of Chapter 4

and in Chapter 6.

4.2 Institutional Conditions

Institutional conditions in this study are defined as the relationships of authority

and accountability between the provincial govemment Office of Integrate<! Services for

Children (DISC) and the local community networks. The Institutional Conditions theme

and dimensions were partially based on factors in the conceptual framework

(voluntary/mandatory model, common purpose development and communication style),

and partially from open ended questions that asked public health managers about their

involvement with the provincial Office oflntegrated Services for Children. A

volW1tary/mandatory model of collaboration was identified in the conceptual framework

as an environmental pre-condition of collaboration in Chapter t. Common purpose

development and commtmication style were identifie<! as collaborative process factors in
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the conceptual framework and these were re·categorized in this study and used to create

the Institutional Conditions theme.

4.2.1 Effect of the Government Mandate on Local Communities

Based on the data from this study, the effect of the government mandate on local

communities is explored in three dimensions: a) prescriptive nature of the HBHC

Program, b) implementing the local collaborative network, and c) program expansion.

There was little disagreement among managers about the power of the provincial

Office of Integrated Services for Children (OISC) to prescribe guidelines for local

communities, monitor the activities of networks through required repons and direct the

development of signed protocols between service providers.

Managers agreed that the initial guidelines issued by OISC recommended the

composition of the required local network, but provided linle else in terms of suppon or

direction. However as the initiative progressed, direction from the central office became

more prescriptive and netv.'ork development became more complicated. Local HBHC

managers found the provincial OISC's "cookie cuner" approach inconsistent with

community ownership of the collaborative process. They also found the OISC becoming

increasingly directive, with little leeway for a unique local response to the program. As

monitoring by the provincial government became more institutionalized, one respondent

noted'

It is actually a tightening in terms oftheir government control ofwhat is
happening at a loca/level.
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The majority of managers perceived the mandate as overly prescriptive. There

was recognition in a few communities however, that the collaborative network would not

have come together without direction from the provincial govenunent. The mandate had

forced to the table people who otherwise would not have been there.

I actually think it helped you know on the one hand, we all hate to be told
what to do but on the other hand, it did push everybody to the table and in
Q sense made everybody play ball.

Managers said that as the program continued and expanded, agencies were

required to develop service protocols. This provincial directive compromised local

autonomy and collaboration. As one manager remarked:

They were requesting protocol agreements again really from their
perspective notfrom the community perspective... not what the community
needed to do, it was collaboration based on their (DISC) requirements.

Managers' perceived that the prescriptive nature of the program worked against

the flexibility required to design something workable and responsive to local situations.

They stated that some communities resisted govenunent interference as a general

strategy.

There is a common philosophy ofbeingfed up with the government,
particularly the provincial government at this point in time so they have that
common understanding and they can banter back andforth and it is really here
we go again and let's notfocus too much on this piece because at the next co
ordinating meeting the rules will change.

Most managers suggested however, that the directives contained in the guidelines

had been developed with too little planning, demanded too much from networks and

compromised local autonomy.
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They were unrealistic and it just had the flavour ofa legislated approach.

Managers differed in their views of how the mandate affected the development of

the local collaborative network. The data suggested that for most communities with a

history of collaboration, the mandate constrained the development of the HBHC network.

Further, the data suggested that the mandate did not solve jurisdictional problems

between provincial ministries which continued to play out at the local level. In

commenting on the resistance to mandated collaboration, local managers explained:

Ifyou don't have local collaboration there is no way in the world thot
government can mandate it. It is like mandating thot you are nice so I
don't think it (mandate) has made a difference.

According to managers, forcing people to work together at the HBHC planning

table ignored the reality that local communities need to decide what form of collaboration

will work best. They believed that, rather than provincial interference to resolve issues

of local collaboration, the mandate complicated network development. They said that the

mandate created geographical and duplicative problems for local networks. Further, they

thought that the different geographical boundaries of various ministries created

representation problems. In addition, managers identified that both the provincial

Children's Secretariat and the OISC mandated collaborative planning for children's

services. These parallel mandates complicated HBHC network development at the local

leveL
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Despite these difficulties, some managers recognized that the mandate did

facilitate network development in communities without a history of previous

collaboration.

I think where there was nothing in existence it made things flourish and
where there was something in existence, it did not always help.

Managers also said that the mandate bad facilitated community partnerships

because it demonstrated the seriousness of government intent to establish local

collaborative planning for children's services.

Ifmoney got tight or ifthere was a squabble over whose role was what, it
could split people offfora while but ifyou are mandated to be at the table
and you don't get anyfunding by running offand doing your own thing,
you do it by collaborating and working together and J don't think that has
been a bad thing.

As indicated in the data, the mandate for collaboration was a double edged sword

for local managers. On one hand, it facilitated collaboration by forcing people to come

together. On the other, it decreased local autonomy and neglected the lessons of history

in local communities. The disparate jurisdictional and geographical boundaries of local

communities did not go away because of mandated collaboration.

For almost all managers, the mandate complicated their work with local

communities and constrained local collaboration. Anectodal data suggests that managers

perceived negative changes in some of their relationships with local service providers.

Where previously they may have worked collaboratively with others (e.g., hospitals and

Children's Aid Societies) now the mandate forced the relationship. The imposition ofa

mandate for service provision without accompanying resources had a negative impact on
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previously established relationships. Managers perceived that few communities found the

mandate helpful. Almost all the managers said that I) the mandate was unnecessary for

sites with a previous history ofcollaboration and 2) intrusive in communities with a

history of resistance to provincial government directives.

Managers believed that one of the main difficulties faced by local communities was

the introduction of new HBHC guidelines with unrealistic time lines. They agreed that

the rapid expansion of the program with the addition ofcomponents such as: I) the pre-

natal screening component (identifies high-risk families before birth), 2) the post-partum

service enhancement component (provides follow-up telephone calls and/or visits by

public health nurses to all mothers within 48 hours of giving binh), and 3) the universal

hearing screening component (provides assessment and communication development

services to all new babies) caused frustration among local network members and

compromised local ownership. Consequently, some local networks were less willing to

take government directives seriously. As one respondent noted:

Things usually come oUl/rom them (OISC) fast andfurious...they send us
pan ofa program that needs to be implemented and it should have been
done yesterday.

There were also, however, positive responses to program expansion reported by

managers. Because the program expansions incorporated a large number of services,

people had begun to fonnally consider service co-ordination. As well, service providers

were evolving and changing their attitudes to working together because of the

expectations for the network.
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Well the additional components are there now so the breadth ofservices
thor the network or advisory commitlee reflecrs is actually broader. You
have to get your head around the guidelines. The seed has been planted
bur the time lines need to be more realistic.

Nonetheless, it was apparent from the data, that the speed of program expansions

was problematic. Given the time it takes to develop collaboration among network

members, managers were unhappy with being forced to perfonn in a climate

characterized by lUllealistic expectations for implementation. Managers reponed

In rhe sense that it is truly a coalition. the speed with which
this has been implemented has frankly taken a toll on me.

Just when you think you have a handle on it and you are
just beginning to say we are almost there, there is another one.

In general, managers blame the rapidity of the program expansions for forcing

collaboration that is counter~productiveto local conununity ownership of the initiative.

They stated that they were worried about the quality of the program components that

could be developed within the unrealistic time frames. Despite this uneasiness, they felt

they had not compromised the program or their professional standards but had instead

devoted more and more of their own time to ensure quality.

4.2.2 The Role of Provincial HBHC Consultants

Despite these difficulties in implementing the government mandate, managers did

acknowledge the responsiveness of the provincial consultants of OISe. Provincial

consultants used a variety of contacts to; I) share infonnation on new program

developments, 2) clarify expectations in the provincial guidelines for the program and
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3) problem-solve conflicts about budgets, data management and communication with

other ministries and provincial associations. Using mechanisms such as provincial

meetings, site visits. individual consultation and regional meetings, consultants acted as

conduits between local communities and the provincial DISC. As shown in Table CA.2,

managers perceived that provincial consultants used multiple strategies to try and link

provincial directives and local implementation in the HBHC Program as sho'Mt in Table

C.4,2.

One strategy that managers believed was missing was the use of infonnation

technology. Managers said that OISC could have developed a web site and email list to

link programs. They mentioned that Healthy Communities, CAPC, and CPNP all have a

web site where questions and other infonnation can be posted, enabling managers across

the province to learn from each other.

Although, managers appreciated the efforts and timeliness ofconsultant feedback,

they were frustrated by multiple changes in provincial consuJtants. First there was a

revolving door syndrome (they would establish a working relationship with consultant

and then that person would leave and be replaced). Second, the staffing complement of

consultants was reduced at the same time thai the program was rapidly expanding.

Finally, consultants were reassigned 10 new communities. stressing the relationship

bel\l:een the provincial office and the local managers. Managers felt these changes were

detrimental to the program:
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Table C.4.2

Contact Activities between
Provincial Government ConsultantslLocal HBHC Programs

Type of Contact

Regional Conference Calls

Individual Telephone Consultation

Regional Meetings

Individual Site Visits

lndividuaiEmailcontaet

Provincial MeetingsIPresentatioos

Provincial Memos

Provincial Training

Provincial Advisory Committees

Provincial Meetings ofPublic Health
Nursing Directors

DeKriptiOD of Cootaet

Consultants set up conference calls at a
resnonallevel between nrolmimll1a1lB2ers
Phone calls between consultants and local
program managers regarding guidelines,
budgets, ISCIS data base, problem-solving,
c1arification
Regional model of consultation introduced
and regional meetings replace provincial-Consultant made visits to local HBHC
'0=

Contact between consultant and local
program managers through e-mail
corresooodence
Consultants arranged formal presentations
00 new guidelines and budgets and brought
local nroeram mana2et'S to Toronto
Consultants sent infonnation memos on
emerging guidelines/changes to local

Consultants arranged training for local
program managers on new guidelines for
HBHC program and ISCIS data base
imolementation.
Consultants organized provincial advisory
committees and solicited feedback selected

ers.
Consultants presented infonnation on
HBHC implementation to local public
heaJthnursinj!;directors.
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There was someone who came ami met with the network and that
was helpful but unfortunately very soon after that she was
no longer our consultant and somebody else was ami then the
consultants ended up going from four orfive to two people.

11 was somewhat difficult to try to get up to speed on who was
who and who did whal and just when you lhought your might
have that piece in place, that person left and somebody else came ..

a lot ofpeople at the provincial level have come and gone or
whose roles have changed signij'icanrly.

Although managers recognized thaI consultants often did not know or could not

share information, they acknowledged the swiftness of responses to local questions and

She is very reachable so ifwe have a question we can email her
or we can telephone her ami she responds very qUickly.

There has been a good exchange ofinformation so phoning down
ami getting responses back even ifthe response is "good question,
I don't know the answer" or co'f!1icting information. I must admit they
have been very open to answer questions even if it has not been helpful.

Managers perceived an implicit, and in some cases explicit, understanding that the

consultants were acting within a highly charged provincial environment and had little

scope for independent infonnation sharing or decision making.

I know they have pressures above them to push out programs and
plans before they are really well thought out and that again creates
all kinds ofproblems for us

Despite these constraints, the majority of managers found provincial consultants

very helpful in clarifying program directives. The consultant's role was primarily
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information sharing and clarification on the guidelines and budgel, but the intensity of

contact varied across the province.

They provided a/air amount 0/guidance and support and training
around lhe program

The consultant we have right now is really terrific. She has been here
three times in aboul a year and a halfso it has been very good and
we have called her many limes and she has done the best she could/or us

Others said that they had linle involvement with provincial consultants:

11 was kind o/left up to you to design lhe implementation according
to your community needs, they would give you advice ifyou called
aboul clarification on pieces but 1 think so much was happening in
HBHC thai there were limes they were not clear on wool it was.

Managers identified that as the program rolled out across the province, the

provincial consultant's role shifted toward accountability and reporting requirements

They stated that this was most pronounced after the Inregrated Services for Children

lnfonnation System (ISCIS) data base became operational and enabled centralized

monitoring of local programs. Managers stated that the ISCIS data base, introduced

before it was perfected, was a source of frustration between the provincial office and local

programs. Managers expressed concerns about the confidentiality of the data requested

by provincial consultants and resisted provincial pressure for disclosure in order to

maintain their professional ethics.

1 have a big concern with client confidentiality in terms a/woot
they are asking us 10 do in terms 0/gathering in/ormation.
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ljind that some ojthe quesrions are really intrusive and I don't know ifthey need
10 know rhat.

As consultants adopted a more intense monitoring role, managers said that they

(managers) experienced more pressure in their relationship with OlSC. Evidence of this

frustration is shown in their comments:

When you try to explain why it might take a little longer 10 implement a
new initiative because ojsome ojlhe politics going (local) Ihere is ...you
sort ojjeel like there is a token or vel}' superjiciallevel ojunderstanding.

4.2.3 Institutional Communication

The third dimension representing environmental conditions found in this study to

influence local collaboration was communication. Within this area. three specific

institutional communication issues were reported by managers to be of importance:

a) inter-ministerial communication at provincial levels, b) multiple provincial initiatives

and c) provincial level HBHC communications strategy.

Managers said that the lack of inter-ministerial communication within the Office

of Integrated Services for Children affected their efforts to implement HBHC at the local

leveL They stated that the vertical communication between provincial ministries and

their local agencies was either non-existent or created confusion within communities.

They believed that this was most pronounced between the Ministry of Community of

Social Services (MCSS) and their local representatives. Managers identified that MCSS

had a differential approach to working collaboratively with HBHC across the various

regions. They stated that some MeSS representatives were actively involved while
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others were either minimally involved or hostile to the initiative. Managers were acutely

aware that other service providers involved in the HBHC program were not receiving

infonnation aoout the mandate for local collaooration. This occurred across specific

ministries associated with the 0ISC, including institutional sections of the Ministry of

Health and Long renn Care, Ministry of Conummity and Social Services, Ministry of

Culture, Citizenship and Recreation and Ministry of Education. As noted by one

respondent

There is a lot ofdiscussion thaI goes on between the different ministries
at the level ofthe OISC but a lot ofthat does not get filtered down

Managers would like to have seen more clarification about the HBHC program

from OISC, with clear direction on service co-{)rdination, not just to health units but to

other ministries (e.g. hospitals, school boards and MCSS agencies). As one manager

said:

So we are going and talking to our colleagues and they don't have a clue
what we are talking about ..they are still waitingfor people at the top to
say yes, you should do this, this is important.

Working with provincial associations, physicians, hospitals. education,
MeSS notjust leaving it to local networks. There needed to be some
leadership by the OISC to say this is important and we are going to
support and move this along.

As well, almost all the managers said that OISC could have done more to clarify

the mandate of networks. Guidelines were ambiguous and kept changing, which did not

help with implementation. They believed that, if the guidelines had been clearer, it
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would have been easier to conununicate with local partners even if intenninisteriaJ

communication were missing.

From the very beginning the guidelines were so vague and Ihen they
slarled changing them so people in Ihe communiry have become frustrated
thaI you have not been able 10 give a consislent message from day one.

On the other hand, several managers found the guidelines helpful, especially

because they required that the network be implemented as pan of the HBHC Program.

Nevertheless, most respondents felt that the HBHC Guidelines were too vague, not

consistent, and not well developed at a policy or program level before distribution by

OlSC.

They Mve 10 practice what they preach... there is an expectation tM' we
will collaborate ... in an integratedfashion ... then the directives they give to
individual agencies have to be consistent.

The data in this study showed that, prior to HBHC, local commumties were

involved in COMSOC's collaborative nemwk, Making Services Work for PeQple

(MSWP). Managers agreed that once HBHC was introduced, the MSWP initiative was

given less prominence. Managers perceived that the government announcement that the

Early Years Initiative was to be sponsored by the provincial Children's Secretariat and

implemented by public health caused confusion among local service providers. First they

were concerned that the parallel mandates in various guidelines were not recognized.

Second, they bad difficulty explaining that public health was to implement both

initiatives (HBHC and Early Years). Third, they stated that the fragmentation of the
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Early Years Initiative (sponsored by the Children's Secretariat) and the HBHC Program

(sponsored by the OISq created duplicative mandates for collaboration at the local level,

and resultant conflict for local communities. Managers noted:

Tluit is when you start to hear things like get your act together at
the proJ..·inciallevel, we were seeing really good things come through
that DISC and then this (Early Years) comes along and ..
sometimes you wonder what is going on up there.

Where we go from here I guess will depend on this Early Years thing
which is through the Children's Secretariat and I am not so sure and
I don't think thDt I understand why they did that through another branch.

Managers said that the lack of a provincial communications strategy to introduce

the HBHC Program to the community at large and to targeted professional groups was an

obstacle to local collaboration. A number of communication and marketing strategies

could and should have been developed at a central level and dispersed throughout the

province. A mass media campaign targeted to the whole community should have

explained the Healthy Babies! Healthy Children Program.

In/act from day one there was not any clear communication
to anybody who this DISC was, certainly not to service providers
who when they talk about them people look at US, other service
providers look at us with really blank looks.

Instead, managers stated that they had too much responsibility for developing

their own locaJ promotional materials, logos and media campaigns. The responsibility

for this communications strategy placed an unnecessary burden on managers. Managers
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stated that since the program was provincial in scope, it should have had a consistent

marketing campaign across the province.

The idea ofthe program was provincial and that is was supposed
to be easyfor people to mOl-·e from my area to your area
but when you have different logos, it loses some ofthat.

Managers indicaled that in other large-scale provincial initiatives, such as the

Heart Health Campaign, media campaigns were developed centrally by provinical

marketing expertS and this kind of government support should have been provided to

local programs

Media information should have been better .... it just seems to have been handed
offas a local program ami I think there should have been more media promotion
about it.

Managers believed that the lack of a province wide marketing strategy for HBHC

was not the onJy conumutication void constraining local implementation. As the program

unfolded, it became increasingly difficult for managers to engage the mandatory

stakeholders. They stated that hospitals responsible for carrying out screening of all new

mothers, were notably uninfonned of provincial expectations for their participation.

Further, they stated that, Boards of Education and Municipal Recreation Depanments

were difficult to recruit, even though their respective Ministries of Education and

Training, Citizenship, Culture and Recreation were part ofOISC. Managers felt that

OISC should have been working with provincial associations (hospital, medical) and
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other professional groups to suppon participation in HBHC at the local level. As one

manager stated:

They have a IOJ more work to do provincially with the Medical Association
or maybe working more at a provincial level with hospitals to encourage
their involvement.

In summary, this study identified institutional conditions that played an important

role in the implementation of the local collaborative network in the HBHC Program.

Managers cited the government mandate for collaboration on local conununities, the role

of provincial consultants from the Office of Integrated Services for Children and how

interrninisterial conununication all influenced local collaboration. The government

mandate for the HBHC program constrained local collaboration because it was too

prescriptive and too compromising oflocal autonomy. As the role of the provincial

consultants shifted from facilitative to directive, they became a constraining influence on

local collaboration. The lack ofconsistency of both the numbers and designation of

consultants to specific communities was also a barrier to collaboration. It was difficult

for managers to know whom to call for ans....'ers to questions since consultants were being

reduced or reassigned during the period when program components were being added.

The lack of inter-ministerial communication at the provincial level created barriers to

implementing mandatory local collaboration. Finally, the lack ofa provincial marketing

strategy to introduce Healthy Babies.' Healthy Children as a province-wide early

intervention program constrained the implementation ofthe local HBHC Program.
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4.3 Financial Conditions

Financial Conditions are defined as the resource availability (or lack of resources)

that influence local collaboration by either motivating or constraining panicipation in

interorganizational relationships such as the HBHC network. Sufficient resources were

identified as a collaborative process factor in the conceptual framework. Analysis led to

the re..classification of this process factor as an environmental pre-condition that

influenced local collaboration in the HBHC netv.'ork. The term sufficient resources was

not expansive enough to incorporate findings that suggested that the exclusive provision

of resources and need for dedication of local funds to HBHC were also resource

dimensions thai influenced collaboration. In this study, managers stated that provincial

allocations for the implementation ofHBHC created resource conflicts. They believed

thai the exclusive allocation ofHBHC resources to public health did not always engender

positive conununity response. In addition, they identified that the lack of administrative

funding for developing and managing the HBHC network had drained local public health

Three dimensions of collaboration related to the provision of resources for the

HBHC program were found in the data: I) lack of administrative funding for HBHC

network (e.g., administrative salaries, room rental, photocopying, postage), 2) need to use

local public health funds that were allocated for other programs and 3) exclusive

dedication ofHBHC resources to public health units/departments (Table C.4.1.).
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4.3.1 Lack of Administrative Funding

Managers often expresse<! their frustration with the lack of funding for

administration in the HBHC budget. They agreed that the overlapping provincial

initiatives (e.g. HBHC, MSWP and Early Years) burdened managers. The demands of

the HBHC network and mandatory participation in parallel mandates strained their time

and energy:

It has been very stressful because ir is not only HBHC bur many other initiatives
.. they are exciling and terrific directions ...and you want 10 rake advantage of
them but you don't gel any staffing or administration 10 do ir and yes, it becomes
overwhelming.

In this study, the data suggested that provincial government expansion of HBHC

also strained the capacities of managers and network members. Without budget

allocations for the development of the HBHC nelwork, members participate<! as an in-

kind service. Managers stated that they were stretched thin trying to facilitate the huge

workload associated with HBHC:

They have CUI funding toward administration so there is no funding there 01 all
and there used to be a little bit at the beginning but really little and now it is
totally eliminated so you have 10 do everything as a manager.... they just increase
your amount ofwork

Managers stated that initially, a small amount offtmding was provided for

administration of the HBHC program. More recently, they stated, the provincial

government only funded direct service costs. Managers found the provincial government

inconsistent in its messages regarding the budget:
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There was a formal decision made at the provincial level that you could in
fact use some dollars for management.... and there was inconsistency in
information rhat would come ...for example one budget came in bils and
pieces and it was very clear you could not hQl!e any
management/administration costs.

HBHC managers had strong opinions on funding of network activities. In their

view, the provincial budget for HBHC shouJd include funding for network costs such as

management salaries, adminiStrative support, community development support and

meeting costs. The majority of managers perceived the expectations of the provincial

government regarding network development as unrealistic. Some, but not all, said that

there was little understanding at the provincial level of either the time or complexity

involved in developing local collaboration in HBHC. As one manager stated"

In a very broad kind ofway, there is a lack ofunderstanding at the
provincial level (DISC) for the amount iftime it takes to work with
communities and I say that on two levels, one the amount ofstafftime it

takes to actually host meetings and develop plans and so on but also in a
longer time sense, here are the guidelines and we want you to implement it
in two months and bring the community together to create a plan so
certainly there hal'e been a number ofexamples where unrealistic
expectations for community collaboration have been there

Managers believed that in order to take substantial action in network

development, they need resources. The majority of managers said that if the provincial

government is serious about mandating local collaboration in the HBHC program, then

they must be willing to dedicate resources to its development and maintenance. To

swnmarize managers' perceptions:
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Ifwe think il is important 10 have these kinds of
collaborative pannerships going then we have to be Willing
to invest the time in them and the ministry (OISC) has to be
wi/ling to fund the time.

4.3.2 Need for Additional Public Health Funds

Manager's identified that HBHC began as a 100 per cent provincially funded

program to be administered by public health units/departments in Ontario. They stated

that as the program unfolded across the province, it became clear that health units had to

absorb the cost of the administrative functions associated with HBHC. They commonly

recognized that HBHC has been a huge strain on public health resources.

it is not iOO percentfunded, it is subsidized by all health
depanmenrs i am sure and I think as they roll it out across
the province. they have been very lucky and they have a
very. very committed group.

it has absolutely been devolved as well.. just as all the other
public health programs.

it is a huge issue...because we are being asked to subsidize
a program with a provincial mtmdate... it affects
me...because I work an awful lot ofhours ... they are asking
a lotfrom the people who are in the program because they
are not willing to cover the administration costs.

Two types of resource demands were stated by managers. First, the provincial

database program (ISCIS) used for monitoring HBHC bad DO initial budget allocation for

data entry or training. Second, overlapping initiatives instituted by the provincial

govenunent have mandates that also require managers' involvement
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There has been a huge underresourcing ofthe adminislration
costs 10 HBHC and they (OISC) can stand there and say you
can absorb it and 1 know they are saying it and not believing it
but the fact remains that in this political climate where we
downsize management. province could not putforth a program
that had increased administration time.

Finally, managers expressed concern that HBHC was taking time, energy and

resources away from other health W'Iit/depanment programs.

1should mention first that you basically have to rob your other
programs and that is notfair because other programs are all
equally as important as this one

Many times managers referred to the devolution of public health and stated that

the lack of administrative funding for HBHC was no different from other downloaded

programs (such as ambulance services). From their perspective, HBHC emanates from

larger social, economic and political arenas whose downloading policies influence HBHC

implementation across local communities. One manager noted:

It is privatization and downloading whilefunding sources were being cut back
dramatically. Some service providers who could support these jamilies
are no longer in existence

4.3.3 Exclusive Dedication ofHBHC Resources

Managers identified that funding for HBHC was given to public health as the

convening organization. They stated that some cormmmity partners, who were dealing

with fiscal restraints in their own programming, were unhappy about this exclusive

dedication of funding for HBHC. Managers perceived that the allocation of substantial

resources by the provincial government to public health units/departments
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represented a change in the local fiscal environment. Local selVice providers, such as

hospitals, were expected to provide services to suppon the program but received no

additional resources for this program addition. At a community level especially,

managers perceived that some service providers felt that HBHC was taking over and

being funded for too many services while their programs were being cut back. They

agreed that the screening and early identification demands associated with HBHC put

greater stress on other service providers without giving them access to additional funding.

Managers indicated resistance from community partners:

Here we go again. you are the ones with all the money
and now you are asking us to free up some stafftime to do this.

The data showed that not all community partners were upset about resource

allocations. Managers found those who had been involved in community collaboration

were the most accepting. They tried to explain the funding ofHBHC to others as a

logical decision because of the provincial public health infrastructure. Some managers

identified that the Medical Officer of Health was instrumental in engaging stakeholders

for the local HBHC network. They perceived that most organizations viewed the

resource allocations in a positive light because they were happy to have public health

doing home visiting again. Nevenheless, managers acknowledged that the

implementation ofHBHC put a strain on relalionships as other local service providers

competed for resources.
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As long os we stayed in the area ofbabies andpregnancies
and breast feeding, when they added the early identification piece .
we are going beyond the newborn, then we are going to have trouble.

4.4 Summary of the Pre-Conditions ofCollaboration

This chapter has explored Historical, Institutional, and Financial Pre-conditions

found to influence collaboration in the HBHC Program. First, the data in this chapter has

suggeSted that having worked together previously on collaborative networks was an

important influence on local collaboration in the HBHC network in the present. Second,

the history of public health service delivery in the local community was important to

local collaboration. This service provision history (as a factor that influences local

collaboration) was not identified in the research literature on collaboration reviewed in

Chapter 2. Although literature on mandatory collaboration is not well developed,

researchers have been exploring the influence of the status and legitimacy ofthe

convening organization on collaboration. In this study, the status and legitimacy of the

convening organization (public health units/departments) appeared 10 be linked to their

history of service provision. While this particular phenomenon is not prevalent in

collaboration research, it suggests that this is one area of research on mandatory

collaboration that could be a productive area for inquiry. TItird, this chapter has shown,

local communities with a history of working together had their own local goals for

refonning the service syStem and these were an important influence on collaboration.

Although common purpose is considered in the literature to be an important influence on
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collaboration (Meyers, 1993; Gray, 1989), research on the distinction between local goals

and state mandated goals for collaboration was not included in the literature review for

this study. Collaboration research has primarily addressed voluntary collaboration in the

past As state mandated collaboration increases in the era of downloading, it appears

that research on'the local expression of the mandate would be productive. In this study,

the majority of local communities had established their own local goals and enfolded

provincially mandated goals within their locally detennined initiative. Funher studies on

how communities mediate the tensions betWeen their local needs, goals,and vision, and

those of a centrally detennined program could be productive.

This study suggests that a relationship history, whether based on mutual respect or

more conflicrual feelings, influences local collaboration. The data in this study affmns

other research that suggests that a history of working together at a community level

influences collaboration (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Polivka, Dresbach, Heimlich, &

Elliott, 2001; Harbert, Finnegan, & Tyler, 1997; Mattessich & Monsey, 1992; Oliver,

1991; Galaskiewicz & Shatin, 1981). More specifically, the importance ofprevious

community collaboration in this study is supported by literature that suggests that a

history of working together encourages collaboration (Gray, Duran, & Segal, 1997).

In this study. the focus on the unique local history ofeach community contributed

to understanding local collaboration and highlighted questions in the research literature

about the influence of community culture. Managers in this study identified that local

traditional approaches to planning for children's services were in place before the
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provincial govenunent mandated HBHC network development. In addition, local

community collaboration has been shaped by previous children's services projects

initiated by federal and provincial governments.

One factor identified in the literature is the community receptiveness to working

together to build collaborative partnerships (Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 200 I; Harbert,

Finnegan, & Tyler, 1997; Mattessich & Monsey, 1992). Other studies have identified a

number of factors that complicate local collaboration such as: I) a previous history of

difficult relationships, 2) lack oftime, 3) geographical barriers and 4) numerous

partnerships requiring many of the same stakeholders (Mattessich, Murray-Close, &

Monsey, 2001; Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000). Managers in

this study also identified localized configurations ofconditions that influence local

collaboration including: I) multi-site networks 2) parallel mandates, 3) alternative

networks, 4) previous experience with collaboration and 5) conunitment. They believed

that the implementation of the HBHC network was dependent on these local conditions.

From the perspective of Institutional Conditions, three dimensions were found in

the data to influence collaboration: 1) government mandate, 2) the role of provincial

consultants and 3) institutional communication. Managers stated that the mandate for

HBHC was too prescriptive, constraining implementation and compromising local

autonomy. Further, the data in this study suggested that the change in provincial

consultants from a facilitative to directive role influenced local collaboration. The role of

the provincial consultants in this study, represented ''top down" control by central
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government. The findings from this study extend knowledge about centraViocal

relationships because they identify that a "top down approach" by central government

created conflict and resistance to collaboration in the local community. This resistance to

"top down" mandates continned other research that suggests that reliance on fonnal

mandates are non-productive (Ring & Van de Ven, 1994). Further, this study supports

research that suggests interpersonal relationships are a more positive influence on local

collaboration than external mandates (Gray, Duran, & Segal, 1997; Huxham, 1996; 1993;

MacNair, 1993). The resistance ofsome local communities to the provincial mandate in

this study is similar to other research that has suggested state mandated collaboration can

create resistance among stakeholders and hinder collaboration (Woodard, 1994; Alter &

Hage, 1993; MacNair, 1993; Melaville & Blank, 1993).

Finally, managers indicated that the lack ofcommunication between provincial

ministries and the lack ofa province-wide marketing campaign for the HBHC program

negatively influenced local collaboration. This fmding emerged from the data and was

not part of the original literature review in this study. It may suggest, however that

mandatory collaboration creates governance issues for centrally determined programs

that require local collaboration. Further exploration of these governance issues would be

a productive area for future research on state mandated local collaboration.

The lack of inter-ministerial communication identified by managers in this study

raises questions about how the co-ordination ofcommunication both internally within
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government departments and externally between multiple sites can be developed to

promote local collaboration.

The final pre-condition theme ofcollaboration, Financial Conditions, included

three dimensions. First, the study found that the lack of administrative funding provided

by the provincial govenunent for the management of the HBHC Program was unrealistic

and constrained implementation. Managers invested wilh the responsibility for

development of the mandated HBHC needed resources to implement local collaboration.

In this study, the data on lack ofadministrative funding confmns findings in the

literature that identify inadequate financing of administrative and management functions

as a barrier to interorganizational collaboration (Mitchell & Shonell, 2000; Payne,

1998).

This study affinns previous research that identified the importance of having a paid

administrator as a factor in successful collaboration (Mulroy & Shay, 1998; Mulroy,

1997; Mulroy & Cragin,I994). Second, the lack of administrative funding for HBHC

was a drain on the resources of public health unitsldeparnnents. Finally, the data in this

study suggested that the exclusive dedication of funding for HBHC to public health units

put stress on other service providers who had to respond to demands for increased service

without additional funding.

Questions in the research literature about the need to link. mandates and provision

of funds were also raised by this study (Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Payne, 1998). This

study suggests that the ability to build local collaboration was constrained by the level of
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resources provided by the provincial govenunenl. Research elsewhere has shown that the

combination of state mandates and state funds acts as a powerful incentive for

collaboration on service integration (MacDonald, 1994). In this study, the lack of

adequate funds constrained local collaboration. This confinned other research literature

that suggests state mandates do not act as an incentive for local collaboration unless they

are accompanied by adequate resources
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Chapter 5 The Processes of Collaboration

5.0 Introduction to the Collaborative Processes

This chapter describes the collaborative processes identified by managers as

influencing mandatory collaboration in the HBHC Program (Table C.5.1). Collaborative

processes are defined as interactional processes that constrain or facilitate the fonnation

and maintenance of imerorganizational relations. The conceptual framework for this

study was based on factors fOWld in the literature to influence collaboration, such as:

1) stakeholder representation, 2) membership participation, 3) costs and benefits of

membership, 4) decision-making levels, 5) communication style, 6) formality/informality

of linkages, 7) common purpose development, and 8) sufficient resoW"Ces.

Operational Processes, the first theme within "collaborative processes", was

conceptualized from data based on questions linked to the conceptual framework for this

study. The Operational Processes theme reflects findings in the research literature that

support the influence on collaooration of such factors as: stakeholder representativeness,

membership participation, membership costs and benefits, decision making levels and

formality/informality of linkages (Mattessich & Monsey, 2001, 1992; Provan &

Sebastian, 1998; Wandersman, Goodman & Bunerfoss, 1997; Ring & Van De Ven,

1994).

Organizational Processes, the second theme within "collaborative processes", is a

new collaborative process theme and derived from the data in this study. As outlined in
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Chapter 3, this organizational dimension of collaboration was not part of the original

conceptual framework that shaped the interview guide. The Organizational Processes

theme suggests that researchers should look beyond the integration of organizational

structures and consider the organizing processes of collaboration into structures and sub

structures (Rubin & Rubin, 2001; Bailey & McNally-Keney, 2000; Alter & Hage, 1993;

Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 1993; Zuckennan& Kaluzny, 1991).

Third, another new theme of collaboration, Relational Processes, was also

developed from the data. This relational dimension of collaboration was not part of the

existing conceptual framework that shaped the research questions. Although several

studies have addressed interpersonal relations and collaboration, this study suggests

further research on the interpersonal relations would be productive for collaboration

theory (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Rivard, 1999; Seabright, Levinthal, & Fichman 1992;

Oliver, 1990).

5.1 Oeperational Processes

An analysis of the data that were re-classified within the Operational Processes

theme (membership panicipation, membership costs and benefits, decision-making

levels, formality/infonnality of links and stakeholder representation) led to the

development of three sub-themes: I) membership, 2) formalization and 3) decision

making (Table C.S.I).
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5.1.1 Membrnhip

Membership is defined in the literature as an internal dimension of collaboration

that refers to issues such as consistency of membership, whether members are

participating as individuals or organizational representatives and whether there are

membership cliques within collaborative groups (Manessich & Monsey, 2001; 1992;

Provan & Sebastian, 1998).1

The data suggested that three dimensions of network membership influence local

collaboration: a) how stakeholders were recruited to participate in the network, b) the

representativeness of sector stakeholdrn who participated in the network and c) the

rewards and demands of network membership (Table C.5.1).

Stakeholders were recruited for the HBHC network both by managers and by

existing network members using various strategies and targets using formal and infonnal

activities targeted to stakeholders at individual, organizational, community and

govenunent levels.

Managers employed formal mechanisms such as letters, information packages

and community workshops (Table C.5.2). They also engaged members through personal

contact such as telephone calls and face to face meetings. In many cases, they used

sequential strategies such as formal letters of invitation followed up by phone calls, or

lManagers did~ distinguisb between stakeholders and members ill tbeir responses and
consequeutly !bis sQWly blendsthesc two concepts in the results and conclusions.
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TableC.5.2

Stakeholder Recruitment Activities

Local HBHC Collaborative Network
Stakeholder RCi:ruitment Activities

Type of ~ruitmentActivity
Telephone Calls

Face to Face Meetings

Committee Liaison

Community Workshop

Professional ReI81ionships

Request to Administrators

Invitations to Municipal Departments

Specific Letters of Invitation

Specific Information Packages

Medical Officer ofHealth
Letters ofInvit81ion
General Information Packages

General Letters of Invitation

Sequential Strategies: Phone Call followed
by Fonnal Letter of Invitation

Network Participation Commitment Fonn

Public Health Staff Liaison

Sequential Strategies: Informal
Recruitment at Meetings followed by
Fonnal Letter to Onzani7.3.tion
PersonalContaet

Tal"2.et of Recruitment Activity
Service Organizations

Service Organizations

Interpersonal relationships ofNetwork
Members
Community-wide Invitation

Service Organizations

Administration of Service Organizations

Local government departments

Specific stakeholders identified in HBHC
llUidelines
Specific stakeholders identified in HBHC
JnJidelines
Service Organizations and Municipal
lrovemment deoanrnents
Local professionals and other children's
services providers
Local professionals and others children's
servi~Droviders

Service Organizations

Stakeholders committed to participation in
HBHCNetwork:
Specific Organizations that work with
OOblicheatth
Attendees of local interagency meetings

Interpersonal relationships ofHBHC
Ma.,a.".
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infonnal contact with stakeholders at other community meetings, followed by a fannal

letter to their organization. There were some weaknesses in recruitment to the HBHC

network. Most managers reported little success in recruiting parents/consumers. Some

parents/consumers provided ad hoc feedback on plans, but this was not reported across

most study sites. Similarly, while there was little recruitment of community members at

large, some networks had community representation. A community member chaired the

HBHC network in only two sites across the sample. The majority of managers reported

following provincial guidelines for HBHC network composition. However, several

managers experienced recruitment barriers because: J) they were new to the area with no

previous history with local stakeholders, 2) there was a small pool of people to draw on in

rural areas, 3) parallel provincial mandates were tax.ing local organizations and, 4) the

rapid expansion ofHBHC was a barrier to recruiting local stakeholders

The representativeness and evolution of membership on the HBHC network were

important issues emerging from the research. Managers completed a HBHC Stakeholder

Checklist (Appendix C.3.A.6). Stakeholders in the HBHC networks were then

categorized by the researcher into the following sectors: I) health, 2) social services, 3)

education, 4) recreation, 5) housing, 6) developmental disabilities, 7) childcare, 8) local

centers, 9) Community Action Program Canada (CAPe) and Community Pre-Natal

Nutrition Program (CPNP), 10) multicultural, II) religious,ll) business/service clubs and

13) other (TableC.5.3).
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TableC.53
Stakeholder Involvement in HBHC Network by Sector

SECTOR
I) BEALm

2) SOCIAL SERVICES

3 EDUCATION
4 RECREATION
5) HOUSING

6) DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES

7 CllILDCARE
8) LOCAL CENTERS

9 CAPCJCPNP
10 MULTICULTIJRAL
11 RELIGIOUS
12) BUSINESS/SERVICE
CLUBS

13) OTHER

STAKEHOLDERS BY SECTOR
Hospitals
Public Health
Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting Groups
Children's Mental Health Centers
FamiIyPhysicians
Midwives
Substance Abuse Pro2l'3lllS
Ministry ofConununity and Social Services
Children's Aid Societies
Non-Profit Family Counseling
Family Support Agencies
Infant Development Programs
Domestic Violence Programs
Adolescent Crisis Services
Em llovment Pr02rnJll.<:
Boards ofEducation bue and Hi Schools
Recreation Services (WCAlYMCAlMunicipal)
Housing Co-operatives
HomelessSheltm
Developmental Disabilities Services

Child Care Providers
Teen Centers
Family R.esow'ce Centers
Nei~Resource Centers
CAPCICPNP Pro"""'"
Multicultural Associations
ChurcbeslRelimus Institutions
Local Businesses
Local Business Associations
Service Clubs
Politicians, Professional Associations, Justice
System, Media, Community Care Access Center,
District Health Council, Ministry ofCitizenship,
Culture and Recreation. FIfSt Nations Groups
and Soeech and Lan2Ua2e Services
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The per cent of stakeholders participating in the HBHC Collaborative Network by

local conununity sector is shown in Figure COS. I. Almost a third of the nern'ork was

comprised of social service participants with just over one-quarter from the health sector.

Eleven per cent (11%) of network participation was from local health and social service

centers (e.g. Family Resource Center, Teen Health Center, Neighbourhood Center,

Conununity Health Center). The other sectors each accowtted for less than ten per cent

(10%) of the membership.

The majority of stakeholders participating in the HBHC network represented their

organizations with liale involvement of community members, parents or advocates.

While managers used the composition guidelines provided by the provincial government,

they also tailored the membership to fit their own local community.

Most people are there as representatives oftheir organization.

I would sayfrom my observations that they panicipate as members of
their group or organization.

Most managers perceived the lack ofparent/consumer participation as a

drawback. They reported that they tried to have parent participation. Unfortunately

daytime meetings that would require time offwork made it difficult for parents to attend.

As one manager noted;

We have tried to approach parents that we have ourselves been involved
with rather than going to the community at large, it is very difficult we
knowfrom past experience with committees to try and recruit parent
representatives.
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The majority of managers perceived the lack of parental involvement as a weakness of

their network. Some felt, however, that the network was not at the appropriate stage for

parental involvement. Managers saw stakeholder participation as an evolving process for

most networks. In some communities with previously existing networks, new

stakeholders were recruited for specific HBHC program expansions. This evolution in

stakeholder participation may be as important as (if not more important than) the acrual

count of representation..By evolving and changing, the network may be able to recruit

stakeholders committed to its changing mandate and strengthen its broad-based

community representation.

You have to sit doWT/ and talk about who is doing what in terms ofearly
identification and who is missingfrom the table and revise your
membership accordingly.

In other communities, managers said that committees or networks were expanded

to bring necessary stakeholders together.

Continually adding partners someone will say well, we should have this
group represented and the group is always in agreement.

Broaden that steering committee to bring it all to the table so we get other
partners and stakeholders are we expand.

Data on members ofHBHC networks suggested that the evolutionary nature of

stakeholder participation is an important influence on collaboration. Two other

influences on stakeholder representativeness were considered important by managers.

First, the mandatory guidelines for participation were adapted to fit the unique

configuration oflocal sites. Second, managers identified barriers to participation by
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parents such as: a) the lack of mandated parental involvement b) the generally

acknowledged difficulties with parent recruinnent and/or c) the resistance of some

managers to parent involvement.

Managers found it difficult 10 cope with all the responsibilities associated with the

rime consuming and complex tasks of the HBHC network. Barriers included problems

such as: I) overlapping networks, 2) initiating networks, 3) extensive number of

meetings and 4) covering large geographical distances. A number of managers talked

about the need for agency and community recognition that long.term collaborative

processes are complex and time-eonswning.

Don't have a lot o/time available so there is a real sort ojpulling here
and there, you have to be commined to devoting the time and you have to
have supportfrom your own agency or even within your own agency that
this is worth spending time on.

Does take time, joint planning, joint community initiatives do take that
time, it would be much more efficient in terms ojmy time to just be able to
have the reins and run with it.

The research questions on membership assessed managers' perceptions of the

demands and rewards for participation in the HBHC Network. Managers' responses

identified many more rewards than demands associated with local collaboration. From

the program managers' perspective, there were individual, organizational and community

rewards associated with participating.

As shown in Table C.5.4, stakeholder participation increased community level

activities such as networking, collaboration, joint training and joint proposals.
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TableC.5.4

Membership Rewards: Participation in HBHC Network

TYPE OF BENEFIT

1. NetWOrking

2. Joint Proposals

3. Reduce Duplication

LEVEL OF BENEFIT
INDIVIDUAU COMMUNITY

ORGANIZATION
x X

x

X

4. Increased Commitment
to ChildrenIFamilies

5. New Relationships

6. Learn From Each Other

7. New Information

8. NewIdeas

x

x

x

x

X

X

X

X

X

9. Assist Organization Goals X

to. Increased Collaboration

II. Increased Ease -Referrals

12. Joint Training

X

X

X

X

X
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Managers also reponed rewards such as achieving local goals of reducing duplication

and increasing co-ordination of services for children and families.

The main benefits would be nerworking.....planning a system ofservices
although we are at the infancy stages ofthis piece so I think that is
coming.

I think the networking is really important because it is one place where
you see a lot ofpeople that you need to see and therefore ifyou come a
little early or stay a little after the meeting, you can always grab
somebody and take care ofsomething that needs to be done.

At an individual level, managers increased their knowledge, developed new

relationships and enjoyed the opportunity to learn from each other and share resources.

From an organizational perspective, membership in me network had: I) increased me

ease ofreferrais between agencies, 2) improved service C(H)rdination and 3) created

shared resources. Participation in me HBHC collaborative network facilitated

organizational goals because it provided a forum for networking where agencies learned

about new programs being developed by meir partners. It also offered an opportunity for

organizations to plan joint training and program proposals.

It is stimulating and challenging and we are shan"ng resources
and learning it has opened up a very good world to work in.

5.1.2 Fonnalization

The formality/informality oflinkages was identified in the conceptual framework

as a collaborative process factor. Two questions (# 21 and # 22) in the interview guide

asked managers the describe the extent to which formal or infonnal agreements and

procedures characterized the HBHC network. Data showed that the majority of networks
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did have formalized agreements and/or procedures for carrying out their activities. This

study affIrms the work of other scholars who suggest that standardizing

interorganizational exchange through formalized agreements facilitates collaboration

(Meyers, 1993, Manessich & Monsey, 1992). Three dimensions of the sub-theme of

formalization, developed from the data in this study, are identified as: 1) type of

documentation and 2) source ofdocumentation and 3) service protocols (Table CoS.1).

Managers agreed that the rype of documentation created by HBHC networks had

diverse levels of formalization across the study sites. Most managers indicated that their

local community bad developed terms of reference for the HBHC network. The data

suggests that this was the conunon denominator for formalization. Managers stated that

these tenns of reference were used to develop a sense of ownership and conunitment to

the HBHC networks and to clarify their goals. Managers indicated that, for some

networks, the formalization oftbe HBHC network appeared to increase over time as

provincial guidelines for program expansion were incorporated and local network

operations became more complex.

The advisory commirtee is prerty structured with an organizational chan
and terms ofreference.

We have vision principles, terms ofreferencefor each commirtee, when
we strike a work group to work on a project. they come out with a
workplan. we develop a workplan annuallyfor the whole network, each
subcommiTtee.. we have a repon from each project area ofeach
commirtee and we create an annual report.

The data revealed that in instances without a "formal network culture", managers

created formal monitoring strategies that outlined how network members would work
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together (e.g. terms of reference, membership voting rules, formal membership letters,

elections for executive committee, Roben's Rules of Order) as outlined in Table C.5.5

As well, they created a wide range of fonnal documents that defined how the network

would function and repon its progress (e.g. agenda, minutes, sub-eomminee repons,

annual repons, workplans, and annual meetings).

Yes absolutely, lists ofmembers, minutes are circulated, and there is an
agenda and terms ofreference.

The data suggests that a majority of communities had complex and formal

procedures and structures representing various organizational levels (e.g., umbrella

groups, sulrcomminees, working groups). II appears that, in cOmmunities \vith pre-

existing children's services networks, there appeared to be a more formal process,

reflecting previous experience with collaborative ventures. Similarly, in communities

with multi-site net\\'orks, managers identified fonnalized reporting procedures to

facilitate communication between primary and secondary organizational structures.

The data suggests that, generally speaking, those networks that were incorporated

into previously existing collaborative organizations were more fonnal, assuming an

operational style constructed over time.
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TableC.S.5
Indicators ofFormalization: HBHC Network

Tvne of FonnalizatiOD
l""ODda
AnnuolM
Annual Report
Budget

Elections for Executive Committee
Executive Committee
Formal Membership Letter
Fonnal MemberWp Lists
Formal Minutes
Fundinlt Prooosals
1m lementation Plan
Letters ofSuooort
1.0 ·cModei
Membership Votin~ Rules
Ooerational Plan
Ooerationai Plans
Ormmizational Chart
Robert's Rules ofOrder
Service A2:reements
Service C(K)rdination Forms
Service C(K)rdination Guidelines
Si~ed Service Contracts
Si ed Service Protocols
SulK:ommittee Report - Verbal
Sub-committee Reoort - Written
Sub-committee Terms ofReference
Sub-committee Worknlan
Terms ofReference
VisionPrinci les
Wo lam

Or:e:snizational Level
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwotk
HBHCNetwork
Public Health Unit!DePanment
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBRC Network
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
Public Health Unit!DePartment
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
HBHCNetwork
Public Health Unit/Department
HBHC Network
HBHC Network
Public Health Unit! Deoartment
PublicHealthU'
HBHC Network Sub-Committee
HBHC Network Sub-Committee
HBHC Network. Sub-Committee
HBHC Network: Sub-Comminee
HBHC Network
HBHC Network
HBRC Network
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We use what you would use in any organization. we useformal workplan.
formal year end repon and we have aplanning meeting at the beginning
ofthe year...a strategic approach, so where are we now, what are the needs
out there, where do we want to go..and then everybody goes and alters their
committee work.

From the local program manager's perspective, the negotiation of service

protocols with network members was a critical element oflocal collaboration. As part of

the government mandate for the HBHC program, they represented an agreement on the

service exchange relationships between network members in local commWlities. Even

though they are required by the provincial government, some managers stated that their

fOmlal nature and extensive development time made them difficult to implement. Others

suggested that the protocols helped to streamline the service co-ordination piece of

HBHC and clarified referral mechanisms between agencies.

A number of managers bad signed agreements with their comnnwity partners

such as hospitals and Children's Aid Societies (CAS):

It is an important step because aprotocol is an agreement and people sign
it and then you have the mechanism for at least some accountability, llike
it.

However, many managers did report that the collaborative process leading to the

development of the formal protocol was time consuming and difficult. Moreover, some

service providers resisted signing protocols once they were created.

We have formal protocols but they are not signed, there is still that
resistaru:e and hesitation.
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The ones we were worried about we did straight oway so the CAS we had
to do within the first few months ... the ones I was less worried about I
have been a little slower in doing and we are working on those, we
probably have ten draft protocols right now in the works.

Manager's identified HBHC service protocols as important mechanisms for

promoting collaboration. At the same time. they (managers) believed that one needed to

be realistic about the time and organizational constraints that accompany collaborative

processes such as formal service protocols.

5.1.3 Decision-making

Decision making was identified as a collaborative process factor in the conceptual

framework for this study. Two associated questions were used in the interview guide.

Question # 17 addressed the type of decisions that network members were asked to make

and Question # 18 addressed the decision making level of network members. Decision

making type was initially defmed as the type of decisions that network members have

been asked to make relevant to the HBHC Program. After analysis oftbe data, decision

making type was re-interpreted as decision~making stage. This appeared a more relevant

tenn, given that HBHC networks were at an early stage of development and did not

require complex or resource allocation decisions. Decision making level is defined as the

level of organizational decision-making power ofHBHC network members and their

influence on collaboration. The findings from this study affinn previous research that

identified decentralized decision-making (interpreted in this study as managerial

authority to make decisions for their organizations) as a factor that promotes

collaboration (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Mitchell & Shonell.2000).
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Thus, two dimensions v.ithin the decision-making sub-theme of Operational

Processes were identified: 1) decision-making level (based on the question from the

conceptual framework) and 2) decision-making stage (a reconceptualization of the

original decision making type) (Table C.5.1). The majority of managers reponed that

their networks contained managerial level members who were able 10 make decisions for

their organizations. This heterogeneity of decision making power was considered a

strength, as articulated by managers:

Ojfthe top ofmy head I think that when the decision-making power exists within
the group or around the table. the colloboration process is enhanced.

Well because ifwe have the main decision makers they are the
ones who have the influence on development and implementation
ofany policy andpractices that we come up with ... so things go smoother

A few managers identified a combination of managerial and direct service level

members. In these situations, where there were varying levels ofdecision-making power,

the work of the network appeared to be slowed down.

Because there are different levels ofagency representatives around the
table, they don't all have the same decision-making power. They go back
to their agencies to get approval.

While managers stated that lack of decision-making power appears to hinder

collaboration, there were some concerns about the exclusivity of managerial

representatives on the network. First, a few managers said that decisions made at

network meetings were not shared with direct service staff. Second, a few managers felt
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that they needed the input of direct service staff to make good decisions about the HBHC

program:

Direction does not getfiltered down to thefront lines and it is no one's
purposeful intent, it just happens and more effort needs to be made ifwe
are going to see change at the front line worker level.

1 would like to see more front line participation or an indication that the
ideas that are talked about at the table are actually passed on to the front
line.

Decision.making was related to the developmemal stage of the HBHC network.

The majority of managers stated thai their networks were advisory or infonnation sharing

at this early stage oftbe HBHC program. They indicated. that there had been few, if any,

discussions or decisions related. to resource demands and that network participation to

date had not required resource decisions from organizations.

We are not saying like contribute 1/3 ofyour budger to this process 1 mean
basically wefund with the bit ofmoney we have through HBHC.

We are not in the integrated model and we are not looking at duplications
yet.

Managers believed that the type of decisions networks are making appear to be

non-threatening and indicative of a beginning stage of collaboration:

Not at the stage weare at. We are not interfering because it is not
impacting on their resources.

It depends on what kinds ofdecisions you are making, it is like it is not as
ifyou are makingfunding decisions.
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While managers perceived that having managerial level decision makers

facilitated collaboration, they were concerned that this exclusive participation might lead

to a lack of staff participation and commitment.

Finally, the data suggests that the decision-making activities of nerwork members

were predicated on the developmental stage of the HBHC program. Given the advisory

and infonnation sharing activities of the HBHC networks, managers stated that there

were few decisions made that could threaten organizations at financial or service levels.

5.2 Organizational Processes

The Organizational Processes theme of collaboration was conceptualized in part

from the data that emerged from the open ended questions in the interview guide (#6 and

# 7) that asked managers to describe their definition of successful collaboration and their

ideal network and in part in response to a question (#14 a) based on a factor in the

conceptual framework that asked about membership participation in the HBHC network.

The Organizational Processes theme was a new classification developed from the

data in this study which challenges the collaboration literature to consider organizational

processes as another influence on collaboration that may be as relevant as the current

interest in the integration of organizational strUctures (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 2000;

Alter & Hage, 1993; Zuckennan & Kaluzny, 1991). Organizational processes were

defmed here as the process for developing organizational strUctures and sub-strUctures

that facilitated communication, stakeholder participation, community ownership and the

accomplishment of tasks in the HBHC network. Three sub-themes within the
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Organizational Processes theme of collaboration were developed from the data in this

study: 1) diversity of structure, 2) level of structure, and 3) complexity of structure

(Table C.5.6).

5.2.1 Diversity of structure

A wide variety oforganizational structures was utilized by local sites to promote

collaboration (see Table C.5.6). Many managers indicated that they had highly

fonnalized organizational processes which led to a variety of structures such as advisory

commiuees, executive committees, steering committees, sub-commiuees, work groups,

and network of net",orks.

S<J the tables that existed before 1997, when they announced HBHe, we
have now all integrated into one organizational structure. 1

What people suggested was a steering committee with smaller sub
committees ...so we had a network ofnetworks because we had people
lhat were representatives ofthe various constituent networks.

The tenninology used by managers to describe the HBHC networks (such as

advisory committees, steering committees, networks, work groups) also varied across the

study sites. An interpretation of the data suggests that, since the provincial government

did not require a specific organizational struetw'e, managers organized mandatory

collaboration in ways that were responsive to local needs.

l The tenn table means local planning table and is often used in Ontario by health and social service
providers.
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TableC.S.6
Organizational Structures: HBHC Network

Divenity of Structure

Ad Hoc Committees
Advisory Committee
Children's' Services
Committee
Coalition
Committee of the Whole
Community Advisory
Committee
Early Intervention
Network
Early Years Steering
Committee

Level of Structure

Sub-structure
PrimarY Structure
Primary StrUCture

primary Structure
Primarv Structure
Primary Structure

Primary Structure

Primary Structure

ComplWtyof
Structure

SinJ!;leIMulrip!e Sites
Sim'deIMultiple Sites
Single Site

Sin2leSite
SintZleSite
Sing1eSite

Single Site

Single Site

Executive Committee Sub-structure
Individual Task Groups Sub-Structure
Multi Ie HBHC Networks Sub-structure
Network ofNetworks IPrimarv Structure
S Committee I Primarv Structure
Sub-Committee Sub-structure
Umbrella Structure IPrimarv Structure
Worlciml: GrouP Sub-structure

Simde Site
Sinale/Multiple Sites
Multi Ie Sites
Siru: eSite
Sin eSite
Sin!; e/Multiple Sites
Situ: eSite
Siru: elMultiDle Sites
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It appears that the strength of this approach, from an organizational perspective, was that

managers could link the HBHC network with other local collaborative organizations. A

munber of managers referred to umb~lla organizations, defming those as larger

community planning netv.·orks to which the HBHC network was linked. One manager

explains:

We can't just go and create a HBHC network because politically that
would not work and it would be duplicating people's time and that kind
ofthing so the other thing that we have done more so now that we have
the time to do it properly is to set up working groups from members
ofthe HBHC Steering Committee to do ... now everybody is more
ready to do the work and sees how it fits and that kind ofthing so
we have ad hoc work groups.

5.2.2 LevelofStrueture

One of the themes that emerged from the data was the use of sub-structures such

as task force and work groups to carry out specific development activities (See Table

C.5.6). Managers said that using a variety of formal structures and sub-structures enabled

them to position the HBHC network in local communities. They joined previously

existing netv.·orks by becoming a sub-committee. They linked HBHC nem'ork to others

in a network of netv.·orks and they used differential participation to promote collaboration

by designing structures that met less often. Managers used a variety of task forces and

work groups to accomplish activities related to service provision such as protocol

development., service co-ordination planning and case management program

development.
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Managers believed that the organizational process of breaking down into work

groups facilitated the network's ability to respond to changing circumstances such as the

rapid expansion of the HBHC program.

Yes an organizational structure where you have sub-committees
within sub-committees I am sitting on a subcommittee looking at case

mafUlgement and each ofthese subcommittees then has their own
workplan, tenns ofreference but they devise that themselves and
they meetfor a particular length oftime and report back to the
committee as a whole we have been very careful to make sure
everything is fonnaljzed.

You know everybody is realizing that they cannot be sitting on a half
dozen committees and manage an agency at the same time so the potential
for collapsing some ofthese committees or turning them into work sub
committees really appeals to the directors ofagencies

5.2.3 Complexity ofStructure

Managers outlined the complexity oforganizational structures developed for

multi·site networks (See Table C.5.6). Working across large geographical distances and

providing staff support to multiple networks and problems with different ministerial

boundaries were also complicating. Managers responded to this complexity in a variety

of ways. One strategy was to use existing networks already in place in local

communities:

As communities. they have workedfairly well together which is probably
why we ended up going back to some existing committees to use them as
our advisory committees

In other locations, managers bad created co.ordinating structures with

representation from each individual network:
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Each nelWOrk has a history so you build on that history and so the speed
at which the networks are developing are different and you can't push
some ofthem to move whereas others would see themselves as quite
forward thinking

Some managers were working with individual communities that did not have an

organizationaJ structure. They spoke about their long tenn goal of co-ordinating these

separate networks into a structure that facilitated the operations of the network. Finally,

some managers had joint representatives between their separate networks to share

infonnation and c(H)rdinate their work together.

They have their own sort ofnetwork group and we have representatives
from that sit on our network and then I would sit on their network so there
is a real meshing ofinformation

In swnmary, this section of Chapter 5 has examined the Organizational Processes

that created strucrures and sub-structures as a mechanism to fonnalize the operations of

the HBHC Network. Findings suggest that HBHC network structures were organized

differently based on factors such as: I) pre-existing children's services networks, 2) the

multi-site nature of the HBHC networks and 3) the level of fonnalization that seemed

appropriate to the local community.

5.3 Relational Processes

The Relational Processes theme of collaboration was categorized from the data

gathered on the enviromnental pre-conditions and collaborative process factors in the

conceptual framework. Relational Processes was not a pre-existing element in the

original conceptual framework but was a new classification developed from the data in

this study that confirms previous research suggesting personal and professional
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relationships between community members can facilitate or constrain on collaboration

(Dunlop & Angell, 200 I; Ring and Van De Ven, 1994; Mizruchi & Galaskiewicz, 1993;

Oliver, 1991). Relational Processes have been defined as the history, nature and quality

of the interactional relationships between the members of the HBRC collaborative

network.

Data from questions in the interview guide based on two factors from the

Environmental Pre-Conditions in the conceptual framework, namely: I) previous

collaboration (Questions # 8 and # 9) and 2) the legitimacy of the convening organization

(Question # 11) were used to construct the sub-theme (Previous Relationships) and

dimensions of previous relationships.

The second sub-theme (Interpersonal Relations) of the Relational Processes

theme of collaboration was constructed from data on questions in the interview guide

based on three factors identified in the conceptual framework as Collaborative Processes,

namely: 1) membership costs (Question #14 b), 2) communication (Question # 19) and

the formality/informality of linkages (Question #21) (see Table C.S.I).

Examining the data on these questions led to an exploration of two dimensions of

relational processes: l) previous relationships and 2) interpersonal relations.

5.3.1 Previous Relationships

A description of previous relational processes is presented using three elements:

a) relationships of trust, b) previous collaborative relationships and c) public health

relationships.
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The majority of managers identified that they were able to build on their pre-

existing relationships with local organizations. Managers believed that trust was one of

the most important influences on collaboration and must be established over a long period

of time. One manager compared the relational processes in their network to family

relationships·

It is very much a long lerm process and thai lakes a 10l o/lime and it
almOSllike family relationships or marriage. There are a lot oflhings rhal
are in common like developing a sense oftrust, finding out each Olher's
strenglhs and weaknesses.

Other managers thought that the non-bureaucratic culture in their communities

facilitated the development oftruS! because people could communicate openly. They did

not have to be cautious about who was at the network table. In net"vorks where people

know each other well, they were able to keep the lines of communication open.

Tlrere must be a culture in this area that allows us to talk openly not
competitively, we are not as turfminded or bureaucralic

Well the trust piece, we are still building that trust wilhin the community
and I think lhat iflhere Juui been an existing commiltee that had been
working togelher on issues before, may be lhis piece would not have been
so difficult.

While the majority of managers confinned the importance of trust in netv..ork

relationships, a few managers found that a history of working together could also lead

network members to be wary and non-trustful of each other.

There is a history ofthings between agencies and that definitely influences
because illakeS longer for you to clear some oflhat away and to be able
to get on wilh it.
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Managers staled that they knew each other from working collaooratively in the

past;. From the program managers' perspective, the lime spent working with each other

bolstered their knowledge and trust of each other and their collaboration skills:

We were a really productive interagency group with some key players that
we already had good relationships with and we have various other
partners that we worked with on various tables before so we just called
them up and said "let's sit down here"

We have a good background ofworking collaboratively in our community.
We have had table, we have gotten different agencies together to develop a
proposal.

It made it easy because people knew each other so they walked
into the room and it was like hi, hi, hi and they just carryon ...
so I think that people already knew each other and that history
helped people 10 umurstand the structure

Managers perceived that the majority of relationships betv.·een public health and

other community organizations were generally positive. They stated that public health

had a great deal of credibility as the legitimate choice to provide the maternal and child

health services of the HBHC program. Managers agreed that most public health

units/departments had worked collaboratively with key stakeholders in the past. It

appears that these historical and positive relationships with community partners

facilitated the implementation of the HBHC network. As one manager noted:

:l The previous collaboration sub-theme discussed within Historical Conditions in
Chapter 4 refers to the local histor)' ofcollaborative projects CiUTied out by the community
but does not address the relationship aspects ofcolJaboration directly
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Something we did here and 1 think that is probably true across the
province because you have to work with your own community partners so
when we started the HBHC steering committee we had afair amount of
credibility and this is a group that nOI only were we used to working with
them they werefaMy used to working with each other as well

Some managers had difficulties with their community partners aroWld the

implementation of the HBHC program. They stated that community partners questioned

why public health would give up postpartum visiting services and then return to borne

visiting with the HBHC program. As one manager explained:

There is somefrustration about inconsistency about what you are doing
and not doing and part ofthat is a DISC problem too, how comefive years
ago you were not doing postpartum visits.

5.3.2 Interpersonal Relations

The majority of the managers believed that interpersonal relationships bad

influenced local collaboration in the HBHC program. The data suggested that four

dimensions of interpersonal relations influenced collaboration: a) informal relationships

b) local relationships c) open communication in relationships and d) conflict in

interpersonal relationships.

Some managers stated that their collaborative networks had developed infonnal

interpersonal relationships. They believed that the informal nature of these network

relationships could be considered a strength that facilitated the operational processes of

coUaboration. They stated that participants in the HBHC network did not have to change

their traditional infonnal manner of relating to each other to satisfy a provincial mandate.

A number of managers thought that trust had developed over time and that they had
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developed an infonnal way of problem solving that fostered local ownership ofHBHC.

For these managers, the informal nature of interpersonal relationships positively

influenced collaboration.

I think rhar is almost a strength o/the whole program, the informal
agreements .. ,some one will say that is not problem, [can do that.

Managers indicated that interpersonal relationships had helped them to achieve

collaboration in specific geographical areas. Managers said that, in small rural areas, it

was easier to break down barriers and get people working together within their own local

conununity (e.g. county). Managers believed that interpersonal relationships in small

local areas allowed netWork. members to have more face to face contact with each other

which led to more understanding, tnlSt and rapport. As one manager conunented:

We are small enough in this area, perhaps ....and not as bureaucratic that
we can look each other in the eye and talk and talk sense.

In addition, managers said that interpersonal conflicts appear to be resolved more

quickly in small local communities where it is difficult to avoid face to face contacts.

There are few barriers to shield conflicts between local stakeholders. As one manager

explained:

Because ofthe small rural nature, [mean ifpeople are ticked, they tell
you and you know them well enough to know that and it doesn't go toofor
before you deal with it ....oryou will go to another meeting and someone
will tell you, so and so is really ticked with you.

Research questions addressed the conununication style between program

managers and members of their HBHC networks. The data from the managers indicated

the importance ofopen conununication in the development ofpositive interpersonal
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relationships. In general, program managers identified their commitment to openly

sharing information with their HBHC collaborative network. A number of managers

agreed that they would not hold anything back from network members regarding the

operations of the HBHC program. Most managers circulated all provincial

docwnentation with the net\".,ork (after it was approved for release) and kepi network

members informed of any problems they were experiencing 'with the HBHC program. A

nwnber of managers expressed their professional commitment to being as hones! as

possible in their relationships \\.'ith local network members. Most managers indicated that

the development of honest and open relationships between public health and community

partners involved in the HBHC network was of primary imponance

My approach with them is very open dialogue aru:lI share myfrustrations
with them aru:l they share theirs and I don't find myselfdeferu:ling
anything... My own sense is toot they are very open. they have been there
a long time and know each other

Managers indicated Iinle interpersonal conflict among organizational members of

the HBHC network. Where conflict was experienced, it was attributed to difficulties

around HBHC resources. Some managers found community panners threatened by the

funding annOWlcements and expansion of the HBHC program. Managers stated that

some organizations resented funding to the health units and felt that they (the

organizations) could have carried out the HBHC program themselves. As resources were

diminishing for a nwnber of local organizations, funding for the HBHC program was

expanding.
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The idea that there had been job losses and then you had
an agency that was getting so much so there was some
difficulty to get through there.

In summary, the Relational Processes theme ofcollaboration has been examined

showing how local communities utilized their previous relationships and interpersonal

relationships to help implement the HBHC network.

5.4 Summary of the ProcessesofCotlaboration

In this study, data on the first dimension (membership) within Operational

Processes suggested that managers approached the recruitment of network members

using a strategic and sequential process. Although managers described their recruitment

targets as individual, organizational, community and government level stakeholders, they

were not very successful in recruiting parents and consumers. Second, stakeholder

participation as an evolutionary process in this study is similar to other research that

suggests that recruitment of network members is strategic and evolutionary (Castelloe &

Prokopy, 2001; Provan & Sebastian, 1998). Finally, this study suggests that, managers

perceived the rewards of participating in the network (e.g. increased knowledge and

service co-ordination) outweighed the time and resource demands of collaboration. This

finding supports other research on membership benefits (rewards) (lasker, Weiss, &

Miller, 2001; Wandersman, Goodman, & Butterfoss, 1997; Shortell & Kaluzny, 1994;

Mattessich & Monsey, 1992). More specifically, the data supports other research that

suggests the time demands required for collaboration are a constraining factor

(Mattessich, Murray-Close, & Monsey, 2001; Alter & Hage, 1993). In this study, HBHC
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program expansion, parallel mandates (the Early Years initiative) and increased referrals

due to HBHC screening burdened local network members. Managers reponed thaI local

communities tried 10 mediate the negative effects of time demands by: I) restricting

meeting limes, 2) joining agendas from disparate initiatives, 3) completing HBHC work

at meetings for other purposes and 4) using short-term work groups to reduce the lime

required for network participation.

Within the second dimension (fonnalization) of Operational Processes, this study

found more fonnal documentation of operational procedures characterized those

networks thaI were: a) incorporated into previously existing collaborative organizations

and b) in communities with multi-site networks. In addition, the negotiation of

mandatory service protocols (fonnal agreements) positively influenced collaboration in

this study and affinns other research that suggests that the formalization of procedures

and agreements facilitates collaboration (Lasker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Mitchell &

Shonell, 2000; Wandersman, Goodman, & Butterfoss, 1997; Meyers, 1993; Mattessich

& Monsey,1992; Gans & Horton, 1975). Despite research thai identifies excessive

formalization as counter·productive for collaboration (Ring & Van De Ven, 1994;

MacNair, 1993), the data in this study identified formalization as a positive influence in

some HERC networks.

Within the final dimension (decision-making) of Operational Processes (decision

making) two areas of decision.making influenced collaboration in this study; I) decision

making stage and 2) decision-making level. HBHC networks in this study were at an
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early developmental stage where the type of decisions they were making were non

threatening (e.g., decisions on program development and joint training but not on

fmancial allocations). Although, this study found data on decision-making stage (type),

it was only minimally concerned with addressing the types ofdecisions made within the

developmental stages of collaboration.

The majority of managers perceived that managerial level decision makers were

needed to expedite decisions in the HBHC network. Decision making authority is

defined as the number of levels that a decision bas to pass through in an organization's

control system (Powell, 1988). This study affinns other research that suggests

decentralized decision-making promotes negotiation and member participation

(Mattessich. Murray-Close, & Monsey, 2oot; Kegler, Steckler, McElroy, & Malek

1998).

The second "collaborative process" theme, Organizational Processes was

conceptualized from the data and was not part of the conceptual framework. This study

suggests that local conununities utilized a range of organizational structures and sub

structures to facilitate the organizational and operational processes of the HBHC

networks. Second, the data suggested that HBRC networks were organized at different

levels in local conununities. Some HBHC networks were incorporated into pre-existing

organizations as a sub-structure while others organized their own network and tailored

their level of formalization to respond to local considerations. Third, organizational

complexity characterized the HBHC networks across the study sites. Organizing multi-
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site networks across large geographical areas and conflicting ministerial boundari~

required the organization of complex multi-site and multi-level structures and sub-

structures.

The emergence of this Organizational Processes theme of collaboration in this

study raises questions about the primary focus of collaboration research on structural

integration of network organizations (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 2000; Mitchell &

Shortell, 2000; Alter & Hage, 1993; Zuckerman & Kaluzny, 1991). In the development

of the conceptual framework for this study, HBHC networks were assumed not to be at a

stage of development where organizational structures could be explored. However, the

data in this study supports research to identify the activities of collaboration within

initiating as well as later developmental stages (Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Florin,

Mitchell & Stevenson, 1993). The data from this study suggests that future research on

the organizational processes of collaboration may be an important complement to the

more prominent studies on the structural integration of organizations (Bailey & McNally·

Koney, 2000; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Kaluzny, Zuckerman, & Ricketts, 1995; Alter &

Hage, 1993; Zuckerman & Kaluzny, 1991).

The final "collaborative process" theme (Relational Processes) was categorized

from the data in this stUdy and was not a pre-existing element in the original conceptual

framework. In the first dimension (previous relationships) of Relational Processes, this

study suggested having a previous relationship with other members of the HBHC

network influenced local collaboration. Managers reported that trusting relationships
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required time, but once established, were an important influence on collaboration. In

addition, this study identified that collaboration was enhanced by a past experience of

working together and gening to know each other. The past relationships established

between public health units/departments and conununity organizations were another

positive influence on collaboration. This study afflrrns other research that suggests that

ITUSt is an important component of collaborative relationships (Lasker,Weiss, & Miller,

2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Kegler, Steckler, Mcleroy, & Malek 1998; Aller &

Hage, 1993; McKinney, Morrisey, & Kaluzny, 1993).

In the second dimension (interpersonal relationships) of Relational Processes,

managers identified trusl between network members as an important platform for skill

development in collaboration. This study suggested thai interpersonal relationships are

uniquely shaped by the "culrure offormality or informality" in each local community.

Other research bas found that interpersonal relationships influence collaboration and may

be more important than formal mandates (Gray, Duran, & Segal, 1997; Huxham. 1996).

More specifically, managers in this study believed that small local areas promoted more

face to face contact which in tum led to interpersonal relationships that facilitated

collaboration. At an anecdotal level, the data suggested that there were differences

between communities in the value they placed on informal or fonnal relationships. In

rural and ethnic communities, there was a culrure of infonnality that facilitated

collaborative relationships. Alternatively, urban areas were more likely to value
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formalization of interactional relationships, operational processes and organizational

structures.

In this study, most local communities had established interpersonal relationships

based on trust and open communication with little conflict between network members.

This study affirmed previous research that argues personal and professional relationships

between community members can facilitate or constrain collaboration (Dunlop & Angell,

2001; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994; Mizruchi & Galaskiewicz, 1993, Oliver, 1991).
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Chapter 6 Discussion: Implications for Policy, Practice, Research and Theory
Development

6.1 Implications of Findings Concerning Historical Conditions

The historical dimensions of collaboration and program delivery are critical to

understanding implementation of the HBHC network. Other studies have sho\Vll that a

history of collaboration has been an important pre-<:ondition to collaboration in the

present (Harbel1, Finnegan, & Tyler, 1997; Gray, Duran, & Segal, 1997). This study also

confinns that a past history of working together influences local collaboration. The data

reflects managers' vie\VS that collaboration is a skill that is learned, through practice,

over time by working together in collaborative networks. The twenty~two communities

in this study had diverse collaboration histories. The majority ofHBHC networks

consisted of people who had worked collaborative1y in the past to develop children's

services. Thus, almost all managers agreed that collaboration, whether mandatory or

voluntary, was not new. Local collaboration as part of federal and provincial government

mandates and other community initiatives (Children's Services Councils, etc.) was a well

established pattern in most of the communities in this study. Data suggested that some

communities had complex, formal structures that facilitated collaboration, while others

had created more infonnal ways of working. In most communities, managers tried to

integrate the HBHC network into an pre-existing community planning group for child

and family services to limit duplicate collaboration.

Given their past work together, most managers reponed that these local

communities had well established goals for the refonn of the child and family service
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system. The provinciaJ guidelines developed for the HBHC program were adapted to fit

local scenarios, rather than the reverse. In the literature, the development of common

purpose is considered essential to collaboration (Meyers, 1993; Gray, 1989). This may

be much more important in voluntary collaboration than in this state-mandated example.

In this study, local communities with a history of collaboration already had developed

their own local vision and goals. They did not need central govenunent directives. The

response to state mandated goals in this study was simply to encapsulate HBHC goals

into existing community networks. Most managers thought that the public health

unit/department as the convening agency did not have to seH local stakeholders on the

mission ofHBHC. Rather, local communities had already established (on a vo[Wltary

basis) a common purpose for children's services refonn.

In other communities, with previous negative experiences of collaboration,

managers reported that this history made implementation of the HBHC network more

difficult, in spite of the government mandate. As the literature suggests, it is not enough

to engage willing stakeholders in collaboration; it is also necessary to "enfold and pacify

potential enemies" (Morgan, 1986, 173). It appears, from this study, that managers

focused on their vision and goals for improving services for children and families as a

strategy for resolving past conflicts benveen stakeholders in local communities.

Managers reported differences in implementing the HBHC program between

communities who had never given up their historical public bealth bome visiting services

and those wbo had stopped home visiting during the 1980's and shifted to population
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health approaches. In communities where established home visiting programs had

required collaboration between service providers (e.g., public health and Commwtity

Action Programs Canada, (CAPC», there was more receptivity to the HBHC Program.

Managers perceived that local stakeholders actually welcomed HBHC as enhancing

existing home visiting services. Stakeholders already had well established collaborative

relationships and HBHC could be enfolded into the community infrastructure.

On the other hand, commwtities who had abandoned home visiting programs and

championed population health approaches found implementation ofHBHC more

difficult. Managers in communities who had given up home visiting programs during the

1980's reported barriers to implementation of the HBHC program. Stakeholders

struggled to understand the new mandate of public health and lacked a history of working

together collaboratively on home visiting initiatives.

This study suggests that future research on collaboration should consider the

service provision history of the convening organization when decisions are made about

leadership of state mandated collaboration. Local stakeholders appeared to accept public

health unit/departments as the convenors of HBHC collaborative networks where their

credibility as scrv:ice providers was established.

The data suggests that central government mandates were less important than the

previous collaboration history of communities. This raises the possibility that differential

responses from communities should be considered in central government planning

guidelines. First, local communities should have an opportunity to identify existing
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planning groups and to incorporate new mandates into present structures to prevent

duplication ofcollaboration. Second, central government should respond differentially to

local communities who have previous experience with collaboration and to those that do

not. Third, implementation guidelines should consider the program delivery history of

each community and the differential responses that may occur when central government

designates convening organizations. To impose the same expectations and time lines for

implementation on all HBHC networks was unrealistic and counter-productive to

program goals.

6.2 Implications ofFindings Concerning Institutional Conditions

Institutional conditions are defmed as the relationships of authority and

accountability between the central government Office of Integrated Services for Children

(OISC) and the local HBHC networks. Three themes related to the control and direction

of the Healthy Babies! Healthy Children (HBHC) program by central government have

been explored: 1) the effect ofthe government mandate on local communities 2) the role

of provincial HBHC consultants and 3) the differentiation ofcentralllocal responsibilities

Almost all managers agreed that state mandated collaboration in the HBHC

program created an institutional environment that constrained the development oflocal

collaboration and changed interorganizationai relationships in local conununities. First,

they reponed that they experienced the mandate as very prescriptive with centrally

determined goals and implementation parnmeters. Second, they stated that the role of the

provincial consultants was controversial and was seen in the later stages of
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implementation as overly directive rather than facilitative. Third, they identified a lack of

provincial govenunent support for centralized marketing and linkage building among

programs. Finally, managers suggested that the lack of communication and integration

between the provincial level Ministries (Ministries of Health and Long-Tenn Care,

Community and Social SelVices, Education and Culture and Citizenship) and between the

Office oflntegraled Services for Children (OISe) and other provincial level associations

created barriers to local collaboration.

State-mandated collaboration met with a differential response from managers in

the sample. Some managers stated that communities were indifferent to or supportive of

the mandate and simply enfolded it. For others, the resistance to government intrusion

created local solidarity. For some, the mandate pushed people together who bad bad no

history or desire for collaboration until it became mandatory (a few communities had not

developed a network despite the mandate). For several others, the mandate was [Jot

enough to convince them to come together to work with the HBHC program.

Although there were different responses to state mandated collaboration, almost

all managers reported that the mandate constrained their implementation of the HBHC

program. In this study it appears that, no matter the mandate, local solutions to local

problems must be uniquely configured to match community needs and stakeholder

preferences. The fmdings suggest that local collaboration (whether interpreted as

mandatory or voluntary) 'W3S influenced by the expertise, community Imowledge and

interpersonal relationships in each unique community.
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Several managers thought that the mandate had facilitated coJlaboration in their

communities. Anecdotal data from this study suggests that there was linkage between

positive attitudes towards the state mandate and those managers with little management

or local community experience. In a few communities, where lhe manager was new to

the area or had little management and community development experience, lhe presence

of a state mandate was viewed as facilitative of collaboration. Several managers

suggested that it forced people to work together who would have resisted a voluntary

collaborative initiative. Despite these few instances ofpositive regard for the mandate,

almost aU the managers agreed that it constrained their attempts to implement the local

HBHCnetworX.

It appears that the mandate could not force people to work together who did nol

wish to. A few managers reported that the stakeholders in their community were not

willing 10 engage in HBHC network. activities. Further, the data suggests that service

agreements developed at the direct service level may be the best place to begin state

mandated collaboration. This study showed that developing service protocols between

two agencies was difficult, but not impossible. Although many managers reported that

they did Dot have signed protocols, they did comment on how difficult they found the

process of developing service agreements between organizations.

Managers viewed these service agreements as a learning experience in

collaboration thai allowed them to work out relationships on a one to one basis. Almost

all managrn viewed service agreements as a step that would enhance future planning for
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service integration (one of the goals of the mandated HBHC Program). As Woodard

(1995) noted, such service agreements can reinforce mandated ties. This study confinns

the pro{Xlsition that mandated service agreements between agencies can be an important

pathway to collaboration in communities with no history of successful collaboration. In

this study, service agreements were also v1ewed as im{Xlrtant by communities whose

collaborative relationships were well established before HBHC.

Mandated collaboration also heralded a change in programming for public health.

The prescriptive nature of the HBHC program was experienced by managers as provincial

command and control. First, the HBHC program, with its focus on targeting, was a shift

from the popuJation-based approach of public health. Second, local managers found the

ISCIS data base (that centralized program monitoring and accountability for HBHC) to be

intrusive and potentially compromising ofclient confidentiality. Third, managers were

adamant that the mandate for HBHC should not tum public health into an agent of social

contralto supplement the work of local child protection agencies. Their professional

ethics surrounding client confidentiality and quality of services guided their

implementation of the HBHC program. Some managers felt that the infonnation

requested by the prov1ncial government was too intrusive and they used their professional

judgment about the level and scope of infonnation exchange that was necessary to meet

provincial requirements and to protect client confidentiality.

Relationships between locaJ managers and the central government also reflected

differential responses to provincial oversight. Managers stated that, initially, the
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provincial OISC consuhants were almost peripheral to the work of the HBHC network.

Most managers believed that provincial consultants tried to be helpful during the

implementation process, but concluded that they had little JXlwer to influence provincial

government decision-making. In general though, local managers felt that there was no

need for consultation on the implementation ofHBHC networks from the provincial

Office of Integrated Services for Children. More to the JXlint, they felt this would have

intruded on the knowledge and skills of public health staff and local managers. At an

anectodallevel, it appeared that managers who were experienced with collaboration

neither believed the expertise existed at the provincial level nor desired interference with

the HBHC network. For others with less management experience, the lack of consultation

on collaboration by provincial consultants was an issue. This suggests that provincial

level consultation on the collaborative network should be available upon the request of

the local HBHC manager.

Clarification of the roles and responsibilities of provincial consultants and local

managers would have increased the targeting of those communities requiring more

intensive consultation. Some managers were still struggling with collaboration and

would have welcomed more assistance from provincial consultants. It appears that the

mandate for collaboration was initially of less interest to the provincial government than

the actual implementation of the direct service level ofHBHC. Consequently, what did

evolve in the local communities was based on local conditions and local expertise.

The data suggests that two areas (marketing and linkage building) required more
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provincial govemment support for local communities. Managers stated that each

program had 10 develop its 0'Ml media campaign for HBHC. Because of the time and

money needed to create local HBHC materials (including a logo), local media campaigns

were not viewed as efficient or effective to implementalion ofHBHC at local or

provincial levels. Managers suggested that other public health programs in Ontario (e.g.,

Heart Health) have been developed and marketed through a central govemment resource

that provided province-wide marketing programs and communication support to local

programs, thus ensuring a consistent message across the province.

The second area of linkage building addresses innovation and diffusion of the

HBHC program across the province. Without official regionalization of HBHC, program

managers did not share information in a StrUctured way, although managers in some

regions met each other informally without provincial consultants. Information lechnology

(e.g., websites that answered frequently asked questions, email lists, list-serves, chat

rooms) could have been used to promote program innovation and knowledge diffusion

across HBHC sites in the province.

The provincial government created parallel mandates for local collaboration

between the HBHC Program and the Early Years initiative introduced in 2001. The Early

Years initiative also required mandatory local collaboration but used government (Order

in-Council) appointments to establish the collaborative group and its paid co-ordinator.

With Early Years, the provincial government seemed to have shifted the mandate for

local collaboration for service integration from HBHC to this new initiative.
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At the same time as the introduction of the Early Years initiative, the number ofHBHC

provincial consultants was reduced, which lessened their availability and helpfulness to

the local HBHC networks. When the governance oftbe Early Years initiative was given

to the Ministry of Conunwtity and Social Services, the HBHC managers found

themselves interacting with another set of consultants from another central Ministry. As

responsibility for locaJ collaboration shifted to the Early Years initiative, the role of the

provincial HBHC consultants became more regulatory, concerned more with fiscal and

program monitoring.

The provincial government changed the interorganizational environment at a local

level by designating public health units/departments as the lead local organization in the

HBHC Program and the Early's Years initiative. Initially, the Ministry of Conununity

and Social Services was expected to provide co-leadership to HBHC but this study

suggests that this joint partnership was difficult in a number of commwtities. Managers

agreed that, once released, the Early Years Study (McCain & Mustard, 2(00) appeared to

be the provincial government's blueprinl for reform of children's services. The

overlapping provincial mandates for HBHC and Early Years created local confusion as

public health managers struggled to explore and explain their respective mandates and

accountability frameworks. Local communities also had to try to understand the

complexity of these paral1el mandates. Managers identified the need for local autonomy

and a strong community voice in the era of downloading and resource scarcity of the

early 210l century.
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The data from this study suggests that as the Ontario government funded and

promoted the growth of regulatory services such as HBHC and Children's Aid Societies,

they decreased resources for voluntary non-profit agencies, creating a service

environment conducive to privatization. While only one Canadian example, this srudy

suggests state-mandated collaboration can re-en.gineer the autonomy, service system and

interorganizational environment of local communities.

6.3 Implications of Findings Concerning Financial Conditions

The exclusivity of the provincial allocation ofHBHC resources to public health

did not always engender positive community response. In addition, the lack of

administrative funding for developing and managing the HBHC network has been a drain

on local public health resources. Did the infusion of government funds influence HBHC

implementation? Specifically, are resources an environmental pre-eonditioD that

motivate organizations to collaborate? Is a state mandate enough to produce local

collaboration or must mandate and resources be tied together?

The data in this study suggests that, without the financial resources dedicated to

the HBHC program, locaJ stakeholders may have been much less willing to collaborate.

Managers perceived that the infusion of new money for services that accompanied the

HBHC program encouraged participation in the HBHC collaborative network.

Downloading in Ontario reduced funding for health and social services and created

pressures on local service systems. Local responses were both positive and negative, but

resource provision profoundly altered interorganizational relationships for public health
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units/departments and their community partners. The HBHC program placed public

health at the center of health and social service co-ordination in local communities and

altered their previously existing relationships with service providers such as hospitals and

Children's Aid Societies. There were tensions between public health and Children's Aid

Societies as managers tried to maintain the family support orientation of the HBHC

Program. They were uncomfortable with the in-home component ofHBHC being used

as a fIrSt-level assessment for child protection and that their staff was spending too much

time in court testifying in child protection cases.

The screening component of the HBHC Program brought service providers such

as hospitals and Children's Aid Societies into close contact with the program and

required they develop mandatory service protocols. This created human resource

demands on their organizations. Many managers reported that the dedication of

resources for HBHC to public health units/departments strained relations between some

hospitals and public health units/departments. Hospitals were required to screen all in

hospital births without resource allocations from the provincial government. In spite of

these pressures, communities were also positive about public health returning to maternal

and child health home visiting and welcomed the additional resources in HBHC to do so.

These findings are not generalizable to other contexts and do not prescribe how

government should carry out financing oflocal initiatives. However, this study does

illuminate the complexity ofthis issue and identifies positive and negative aspects of

resource provision by central government.
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The need for administrative funding was another serious problem. A central

government, serious about mandatory collaboration in HBHC. should have funded

administration of the local collaborative network. However, the downloading of public

health programs in Ontario bas been associated with resource allocations confined to

direct services. Costs for administration and delivery of programs and services have

been absorbed by local governments. Managers revealed that public health

unitsldepamnents shifted scarce resources from other programs to fund the

administration of the HBHC Program. Managers suggested that it seemed like the

HBHC Program had taken over and that other mandatory programs were being

marginalized.

This study showed administration ofthe HBHC network to be complex and

demanding for managers. The demand on HBHC managers increased with the Early

Years initiative as they were required to participate in another mandatory collaborative

initiative. The HBHC collaborative network was difficult to develop without funding for

administration and without provincial government recognition of the complexity oflocal

network development. As outlined in Chapter 5, Managers reported that administration

was a huge drain on both the financial resources ofthe public health unitsldepar1ments

and on the personal resources of the HBHC managers themselves.

Consequently, as the HBHC program continued to expand, the lack of

administrative funding for network development became an even more serious

impediment to local collaboration. local collaborative networks were required to take
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more and more responsibility as the program expanded but without the resources to

implement the mandatory components. In spite of these costs, most local service

providers supported the HBHC network. Further investigation will be needed to see if

local stakeholders can maintain their commitment to the HBHC network without funding

for collaboration.

6.4 Implications of Findings Concerning Membership

Managers described the recruitment of members to the HBHC network as a

strategic and sequentiaJ process that utilized a variety of fonnal and informal techniques

of engagement~. They experienced some barriers to recruittnent of the stakeholders

mandated in provinciaJ guidelines. These barriers became more pronounced once the

Early Years initiative was implemented and these parallel mandates (HBHC and Early

Years) overburdened community capacity for collaboration. Moreover, the rapid

expansion of the HBHC program negatively influenced collaboration as demands for

interorganizational participation by stakeholders increased dramatically.

Most managers agreed that there were barriers to the recruitment of parents

and/or consumers to the HBHC network. The extent of the problem for managers

depended on their philosophy of parenticonsumer involvement in collaboration for

service integration. Managers reported different approaches to the inclusion of

parents/consumers in their HBHC network. Many managers reported that they were

~ A5 IqlOIted previously in Chapter S, the terms stakeholder and membership were used interchangeably
througbout tbis study.
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disappointed that they could not recruit parents and/or consumers. They believed that

parent/consumer advocacy would strengthen planning for local needs of children and

families in their HBHC network. In a few instances, managers had set up mechanisms

where parents and consumers could provide ad hoc input to HBHC planning even though

they were not part of the official network. Several managers felt that parent/consumer

participation in the HBHC network would constrain collaboration and believed that either

consumers/parents should have a separate working group or be added to the network at a

later developmental stage. The data suggests that managers, who were interested in

parent/consumer involvement in HBHC networks. perceived that their recruitment efforts

were complicated by the fact the provincial guidelines for the HBHC program did nol

specifically include these groups.

The demands associated with member participation are defined in the literature as

the time and resource obligations that accompany a commitment to participate in a

collaborative network (Mitchell & Shortell, 2(00). The rewards of participation are

defmed as the benefits that accrue to members through actively engaging in

interorganizational network relationships (Mitchell & Shortell, 2000). In this study,

managers reported that demands of membership participation in the HBHC network were

increased by the parallel mandates created between the HBHC and Early Years Initiative

which produced a seemingly overwhelming volume of meetings. One overarching

problem was the extensive amount oftime members had to commit to participation in the

HBHC collaborative network.
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One ver)' important difference between the time demands of managers and

net"vork members was the complexity of management responsibility for the development

and implementation of the HBHC netWork. Managers had more to do than just direct the

HBHC program. They also had responsibility for clarifYing the increasing scope of the

HBHC program as it expanded and the parallel mandates ofHBHC and Early Years that

were confusing to local communities. With each program expansion, resource reduction

and parallel mandate, it became increasingly difficult for managers to find the time

required for collaboration in the HBHC network.

This study did not explore either central government or local network perceptions

of the costs associated with the multi-dimensionality of their role with the HBHe

networks, but this should be the subject of further research. Notwithstanding increasing

complexity, HBHC managers were convinced that both the professional and personal

demands associated with collaboration were outweighed by the rewards ofcollaboration

for the children and families of their local communities.

Overall, in the managers' view, rewards for HBHC network members outweighed

the associated demands on network members' time and resources. Managers identified

the rewards of membership participation in the HBHC network at individual,

organizational and community levels. They cited examples of rewards such as:

I) increased communication between service providers, 2) increased ease of referrals

between service providers and 3) increased knowledge about the programs and services

offered by other agencies. This is consistent with the literature which suggests that
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interorganizational collaboration seemed most meaningful to service providers when it

increased service co-ordination, reduced duplication and eased referral mechanisms.

In this era of devolution, where funding for health and human services in Ontario has

been reduced, thc rewards of membership participation in the HBHC network appear to

local managers to partially counteract these reductions by increasing service co

ordination and joint planning and training among organizations.

Local managers saw the increased interdependence of organizations at the local

level as a reward ofHBHC network participation. Managers believed the HBHC

program (despite its exclusive funding to public health) substantially enhanced the

service system through its provision of new programs. However, it also altered resource

exchange relationships and some created conflict in previously established relationships

between public health and other service providers (e.g., hospitals and Children's Aid

Societies).

6.5 Implications of Findings Concerning Fonnalization

The formalization of the HBHC networks varied across the study sites, reflected

the diversity of local communities and appeared to evolve. First, the rapidly expanding

guidelines for the HBHC program required more complex fonnal agreements in local

conununities. For example, the negotiation of service agreements between two service

providers helped build collaboration skills that were useful in the HBHC network.

Second, geographical complexity compelled multi*site networks to formalize their

operational processes and structures to facilitate communication and decision making.
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Finally. some HBHC networks were enfolded into local organizations with existing

fonnal structures and procedures for collaborating on children's services.

The varied level of fonnalization in HEHC networks identified in this study

mirrors the variation reported in the collaboration literature. Formalization of exchange

relationships has been found to facilitate and constrain collaboration (Ring & Van De

Ven, 1994; Meyers, 1993; Mattessich & Monsey, 1992; MacNair, 1993). In this study,

the level of formalization was site dependent but anectodal examples suggested that rural

and ethnic conununities tended to be more infonnal while urban centers were more likely

to fonnalizc their operational processes and structures.

Although the HBHC networks were state mandated, according to managers, this

mandate only indirectly influenced the structure and processes of collaboration in local

conununities. HBHC guidelines did not specify particular structures or operational

procedures. Hence, the formality/informality ofHBHC networks was based on unique

local parameters such as: 1) existence ofa previous network, 2) the existence ofmulti

site networks that covered large geographical areas and separate counties and 3) attitudes

oflocal stakeholders towards fonnalization.

But is formality/infonnality related to stages of collaboration or to a particular

geographical context? In this study, a number ofpre-existing networks, beyond the

beginning stage of collaboration, had formalized their operational processes to manage

local collaboration. Fonnalization of the operational processes of collaboration may be

site-dependent and reflect the fonnaVinfonnal culture of a community. Needless to say,
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this study was not structured to identify a causal link between fonnality/infonnality and

developmental stages or geographical context. However, anecdotal data suggests that

urbanlruraVethnic communities took different approaches to fonnality/infonnality of

structures, processes and relationships in the HBHC network. Although this study did

not address these differences, this would be a productive area for future research.

This study excluded the service components of the HBHC program. However,

ultimately various components cannot be isolated as they exert an interactive and

developmenlai effect on each other. So it is here, as an aspect offonnalization, that

service components play an important role in this exploration of collaboration.

Provincially mandated service protocols provided a mechanism for collaboration between

public health managers and individual organizations. It appears that, in dyads, local

network members practiced their collaboration skills. These newly acquired skills could

then be used to facilitate the operational processes of tile HBHC networks.

A striking aspect of this dimension of operational processes was the multiplicity

of types of formalization utilized by HBHC networks. These were organized into

indicators offonnalization in (Table C.S.S). The decisions that HBHC networks made

about formalization merit further investigation in the future to determine how local

community characteristics, (e.g. previous history of collaboration) may have influenced

this operational process.

Given that the provincial guidelines contained no directives on organizational

structures and processes for the HBHC network, the variation in formalization across the
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study sites was not surprising. Notwithstanding the provincial evaluation of the HBHC

program outlined in Chapter 3, the diversity of formalization across the networks would

make evaluation difficult. This thesis research could not explain the adoption of formal

or less formal mechanisms by HBHC networks. Previous research suggests that

fonnalization may be positively related to effective collaboration (Rogers, Howard·

Pimey, Feighcry, Altman, Endres, & Roeler, 1993). The indicators offonnalization

from this study could be used in the future to gather qualitative and quantitative data

across the HBHC sites to explore the relation between fonnalization and collaboration.

6.6 Implications of Findings Concerning Decision-making

Two dimensions of decision making: 1) decision making stage and 2) decision

making level were clearly articulated by the managers. They perceived that HBHC

networks were at an early decision-making stage of development wherein the network

decisions were relatively benign, did not require resoW'Ce commitments and thus were

not threatening. Most managers reported that network members were asked to make

decisions on program development and joint initiatives such as training, but not on

administrative issues like budgets and hiring ofstaff. It appears that the HBHC

networks, at the time of this study, were advisory to the public health units/departments.

There was a perception though that as the HBHC network moved to achieve its goal of

service integration, decision·making would become more complicated as organizations

addressed service duplication and restnlcruring. This study could not address decision

making type and its influence on collaboration within developmental stages but this
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could prove fruitful for funrre research (Bailey & McNally-Koney, 1995; Florin,

Mitchell, & Stevenson, 1993).

The exploration of decision-making level revealed diverse opinions about the

level ofdecision makers who should participate in a HBHC network. Most HBHC

managers believed that collaboration is facilitated when network members have

approximately the same amount of decision making power (management-level) in their

agencies. To expedite network progress, managers need to make commitments for their

organizations. Second, managers can ensure that network decisions are communicated to

relevant direct service staff. Third, the network needs members with authority to commit

resources as they move toward service co-ordination and joint training. Finally,

managerial level participants can attend more consistently because they are not carrying

responsibility for direct service.

Although most managers did not discount the views of direct service providers.

parents. consumers, lay home visitors and community members, managerial level

participation was seen as strengthening network decision-making. However, for some

communities, managers felt that the participation of direct service providers, consumers,

parents. and lay home workers was critical to HBHC network decision making.

While not fully explaining disparate opinions about the level of decision-maker

required in the HBHC network. preference for managerial level decision makers may

have been shaped by previous local collaboration and by expediency. Also some

managers present rival argwnents that HBHC decision-making should be inclusive of
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parents, consumers, direct service staff, lay home visitors, community members and

managers. HBHC program guidelines do nOI address the decision.making level of

network participants. Local autonomy in this matter prevails.

6.7. Implications of Findings Concerning Organizational Processes

The literature on collaboration described the fonnaUinfonnal nature of the

structural integration of collaborative arrangements. While a variety of formal (service

integration, network structures, coadunation) and infonnal (alliances, collaborative

networks, coalitions, partnerships and consortia) fonns were described, the research

questions did not address structural integration directly. Given that HBHC networks

were at an early stage of development, an assumption was made that it would be

premature to address dimensions oforganizational structure. Instead, questions that

addressed the fonnaUinformal nature of collaboration in the HBHC networks were used

to capture data on this phenomenon. However, these questions yielded data thai

suggested organizational structures were important in this study of state-mandated

collaboration. The assumption that it was premature to explore the structural components

ofHBHC networks was wrong: rather, organizational processes were found to influence

collaboration in, this study. Accordingly, organizational processes became one of the six

major themes in the model of collaboration developed from the research study. The data

in this study suggests that local collaboration (whether interpreted as mandatory or

voluntary) was influenced by the expertise, community knowledge and interpersonal

relationships in each unique community. The organizational structures utilized in the
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HBHC network were characterized by type of structure, level of structure and complexity

of structure (Table C.5.6).

The finding of diversity of structural forms reflects the encompassing of the

HBHC network within the "culture of fonnality/informality" existing in local

conununities. There were limited resources available for HBHC net\1lork development.

Nevertheless, local sites reconfigured their existing community collaboratives to

incorporate or initiate the HBHC network.

In the previous section on fonnalization ofoperational processes, diversity was a

prevalent theme. Managers reported: that a wide variety of organizational structures were

utilized by HBHC networks. Provincial guidelines did not dictate the type of

organizational fonn for the HBHC network. From a conununity organization

perspective, the structuring of differential participation in HBHC networks was an

important finding in this study. lbrough a variety of structures and sub-structures, the

HBHC network organized stakeholders by: I) incorporating them into previously existing

children's services cQo-Ordinating groups, 2) creating mechanisms for infonnation sharing

and decision-making across large geographical areas with multiple sites. 3) creating

"umbrella" organizations that served: as a network of networks, and 4) increasing local

collaboration by creating structures and sub-structures where differential participation

required more or less involvement in collaboration.

Organizational structures that were designed as umbrella organizations or a

network of networks facilitated information sharing. Indeed, this was critical with
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HBHC program expansions and the introduction of the Early Years initiative. The

complexity associ~tedwith HBHC networks that spanned large geographical areas,

diverse political bowlliaries or complicated local government bureaucracies required

local solutions. Thus, organizational structures evolved that reflected the integrity of the

state mandated HBHe network within the context of the local social, political and

economic environment.

The variety of organizational processes revealed in this study suggest commWlity

organization models based on locality development. The organization of the activities

and communication channels of the HBHe networks into existing or newly created

structures was not a top down implementation process. Although provincial government

directives had encouraged the use of pre-existing community collaboratives, this study

found that local sites decided for themselves how to structure the implementation of the

HBHC network. These organizational processes resulted in differentiated structures to

support network activities and prevent collaboration collapse. Community organization

skills were evident across the sites as complex structures and sub-structures were

developed in response to unique local contexts.

Communities carried out organizational processes in various ways. However, this

study suggests that the process of organizing the activities and communications of

networks into organizational structures and sub-structures positively influenced

stakeholder representativeness, communication and decision-making across the sites.

The presence of pre-existing organizational structures appeared to facilitate network
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development. Other characteristics of the local conununity such as: 1) large geographical

areas that required multi·site networks and 2) the level of formalization of organizational

processes that represented the local site also played a role in structuring networks. This

study suggests that further research on this organizational process dimension of

collaboration should explore its implications for collaboration and community practice

theory.

6.8 Implications ofthe Findings Concerning Relational Processes

Chapter 5 suggested that several aspects of interpersonal relations influence local

collaboration. Although several studies have addressed interpersonal relations and

collaboration, fuMer research is needed to develop collaboration theory in this area

(DW'llop & Angell, 2001; Seabright, Levintbal & Fichman, 1992; Oliver, 1990). In this

study, a relational theme of collaboration was developed from the data gathered from

managers. This relational dimension of collaboration was not part of the existing

conceptual framework developed in the review of the literature and shaping the research

questions. So, this is the second theme of collaboration that emerged directly from the

data. The relational dimension of collaboration is therefore notable.

A history of interpersonal relationships among managers and other service

providers was perceived by managers as an imponant catalyst in the development of

HBHC networks. However, relational processes were not without conflict.

Conunwlities with a history of collaboration most often identified the positive influence

of trusting relationships, but managers also reponed instances of resistance to the
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mandate, funding and continual expansion of the HBHC program.

The data suggests that the continual expansion of the HBHC program altered

previous interorganizational relations in local communities. In some cases, dissonance

developed between the HBHC program and local hospitals. Some local hospitals found

the screening responsibility for the HBHC program burdensome, especially without

fmancial compensation. In addition, continual HBHC program expansion created

tensions between public health and other community partners as service demand

increased because of the screening component ofHBHC, while govenunent resources for

non-profit providers decreased.

Managers perceived that interpewnal relationships between themselves and

other service providers were characterized by a high degree ofnust developed through

working on previous collaborative ventures. This study points out the imponance of

communication to the development of trust in interpersonaJ relationships.

The communication style of HBHC managers was explored at three levels:

provincial, local and network. Most managers perceiVed themselves as very open in their

communications with provincial consultants. They reponed that they confronted

provincial officials on rapid program expansions, budget allocations and unrealistic time

demands for implementation. On the other hand, managers suggested that consultants

could not reciprocate with open communication because of political constraints. These

constraints interfered with trust building in the relationships between managers and

consultants.
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The communication between the local managers and network members was

reported by managers as open. For example, they indicated that they distributed to

network members all the documentation they received from the provincial office of

OlSC. This included copies of guidelines for the expansion of the program,

correspondence and, in many cases, copies of the budget for the HBHC program. This is

not to say that the managers reported that they released guidelines to local communities

while they were in draft form and not approved by the provincial office. Most managers

perceived that they communicated openly with local network members and few reported

that they had filtered the content or timing ofinfonnation to local communities.

This study suggests that open communication between managers and network

members created a dimension of trust in local relationships. How, then, did this openness

of communication influence collaboration in the HBHC network? First, it created

transparency at the local level, thus allowing local network members to know exactly the

parameters established by the provincial government mandate. Second, it encouraged a

sense of belonging among network members who could identify with the difficulties

HBHC program managers faced in response to provincial mandates. Finally, it

illustrated HBHC managers' commitment to local autonomy and local decision-making:

indeed, open communication appears to have minimized community resistance to

mandatory collaboration.

The previous discussion considered some of the ways that trust and open

communication influenced relational processes, but this does not exhaust the conclusions
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from this study. The multi-dimensionality ofrelationaJ processes was confirmed by

another pattern, informality, which emerged from the data in this study.

Finally, informality characterized some, but not all, of the collaborative networks.

It appears that informality is pan ofa culture of"community organization" that bas

developed in some local sites. Some managers stated that the ease with which people

called on each other for assistance, coupled with their mutual support ofthe HBHC

network, reflected the community's valuing of informality. It is asswned that these

interpersonal relationships reflect the informality that comes from knowing and trusting

each other as people rather than as role occupants. Managers perceived that the loyalty

engendered in some of these HBHC networks offset worries about competition and

conflict and solidified comminnent to local collaborative efforts. They believed that

network members relied on each other, understood each others' organizations and trusted

that their mutual cornminnent to children and families would overshadow whatever

problems were created by the government mandate.

In general, most local sites had already established patterns of interaction from

working together on previous initiatives. They simply proceeded to enfold the HBHC

network into their communities, shaping it to fit the existing local culture of informality

or formality. So, local history and local autonomy again shaped collaboration in the

HBHC networks.

Ifwe are to understand the importance of these relationships, be they fonnal or

informal, some of the interpersonal connections between local community members will
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have to be explored in future research on collaboration. This study was one step in

illustrating the importance of informal relationships and their influence on local

collaboration. This study did not identify the type ofcommunity that adopted these

informal relationships, but does provide fruitful topics for research in the future.

6.9 Summary of Data Excluded from Thematic Analysis

Nine per cent (9"10) of the data collected through interviews with the managers of

HBHC was excluded from the analysis in this study. Although it was possible to include

more than ninety-percent (90%) ofresponses in the development of the six major themes

ofcollaboration, data for twenty-two codes was minimal. Excluded data can be clustered

into four areas: 1) leadership, 2) advocacy, 3) planning and 4) membership.

In the first area, leadership, it appeared that managers were not interested in

expressing their views on leadership in the HBHC collaborative network. Few managers

were participating in provincial level advisory committees to the Healthy Babies! Healthy

Children Program. They did not identify their participation as building leadership that

could be useful at the local level or could describe their participation in detail. This

suggests that IinJe attention was directed to the concept of recroiting community leaders

to the HBHC during the period of this smdy(1998-2001). His unknown whether the

Early Years initiative, which appointed community leaders to its advisory committee

through Order-In-Council appointments, influenced this aspect of collaboration.

The perceptions oftbose managers who did mention leadership was that it needed

to be informal since they believed that neither strong leadership nor a lack of leadership
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positively influenced local collaboration. The interpersonal relations focus of managers

as previously reponed may have influenced managers. They may have preferred not to

engage in leadershlp discussions which would set them apart from their netWork

members and/or bring up issues of power. Or perhaps, since the managers were

operating in a mandatory environment, they were more comfortable not pushing the

leadership question but simply presenting themselves as informal leaders who were

encouraging not directing network operations.

Second, the excluded data contained comments on the need for advocacy for

children in local communities. The rival viewpoints of managers about the inclusion of

parents and/or consumers bas been previously discussed. Managers, concerned with

advocacy, reponed a nwnber of issues: 1) the lack of involvement of multi-cultural

populations, 2) the potential intrusiveness ofHBHC in client's private lives and 3) the

dual role of service providers who identified themselves as both provider and advocate.

Although, advocacy issues were excluded from the analysis in this study, some managers

did attend to the need for inclusiveness and advocacy in collaborative practice.

Since HBHC networks had mandated service provider participation, it might be

assumed that client engagement was secondary for managers. In addition, Ontario

subsequently created. an Aboriginal HBHC program. Managers suggested that this

changed their previous focus on engaging native communities. Few managers mentioned

the need for advocacy and their concerns about the direction oftbe HBHC netWork and

its lack of inclusiveness and parentlconswner involvement.
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Third, the study excluded data concerning community planning processes such

as: I) central government goals, 2) decision·making context, and 3) organizational

autonomy.

In terms of the fIrSt community planning issue, managers were concerned about

the diffuse nature of central government goals for HBHC. They perceived that the lack

of clarity of the central govenunent goals and language changes in government

implementation guidelines complicated local planning (e.g., Phase I-HBHC

Collaborative Network changed in Phase II to Integrated Services for Children

Committees).

In the second community planning issue, managers thought that network decision

making was constrained by the unpredictable legislative and funding changes of the

provincial government. They suggested that local organizations operated in a turbulent

environment where decisions made one day would be changed the next. They believed

that this uncertainty constrained locaJ HBHC network member's ability to provide input

into local collaborative planning.

In the third community planning issue, managers perceived that network members

recognized bow mandatory collaboration compromised their organizational autonomy.

They suggested that organizations feared that the state mandate would force the scrutiny

of each other's policies and procedures in order to develop service protocols. Finally,

some managers believed that organizations were afraid oflosing their identity because

mandatory collaboration in the HBHC network required them to abandon their individual
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pursuit of funding.

Finally, some data on membership, relevant to the operational processes of

community planning, received minimal anention from HBHC managers. In general,

membership questions elicited large amounts of data. However, the following

membership issues were rarely mentioned and were excluded from reported results:

I) membership terms (i.e. the length of time of panicipation), 2) initial core

implementation group, 3) volunteer resources (e.g. provided supplied meeting rooms,

photocopying, staff resources), 4) meeting refreshments (as rewards ofpanicipation), and

5) network cliques (i.e. sub-sets of members that allied with each other).

In summary, this exclusion of data represents the minimal responses of managers.

This apparent inattention given to these collaboration issues by public health managers

has implications for development of social work practice in collaborative networks.

6.10 Limitations of the Research Study

This research is one example of state mandated collaboration that was

implemented in the province of Ontario. There are limitations inherent in qualitative

research methods such as those used in this study, notably that findings are context

dependent (i.e., Ontario from 1998-2001). This study does however contribute to the

literature on collaboration. Theoretical knowledge about collaboration is generally based

on case study research. The six themes of collaboration found in this study extend

knowledge of collaborative practice.

In addition, the results of this study are based on the perceptions of a sample of
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individual public bealth managers who are responsible for the implementation of the

HBHC program. One of the methodological limitations of Ibis study was the decision to

only include public health managers. Consequently, the data collected, based on the

perceptions ofHBHC managers, reflects their bias about how they operationalized their

responsibility to implement the program. The research would have been strengthened by

the inclusion of the total population of public health managers responsible for HBHC

implementation rather than a fifty plus one per cent sample of the population. Moreover,

the findings are based solely on the perceptions of managers responsible for the

implementation of the HBHC program. The perceptions ofother community

stakeholders about the pre-conditions and processes that influenced collaboration in the

local HBHC network were not included. Consequently, the findings reflect the particular

orientation of public health units/departments in the sample and the common responses

of the managers of the HBHC program. The managerial orientation of these public

health stakeholders does not take into account the opinions ofother service providers or

of consumers. The study would have been enhanced by data from wider sources such as

HBHC network members, HBHC direct service staff and home visitors and parent

representatives, board members/administrators of public health units/departments and the

policy makers within the Office of Integrated Services for Children.

Future research could gather data on ruraUurban differences across Ontario

(polivka, Dresbach, Heimlich, & Elliott, 2001). Additionally, an in-depth case study of

urbanIlllIaI differences and their effect on local collaboration could infann practice as
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state mandates for collaboration are increasingly used for service integration in urban and

rural communities.

In addition, another level of analysis looked promising. The research proposed to

analyze the data according to the managerial experience and education of managers of

HBHC. As outlined in Chapter 3, only a small number of managers had less than the

mean of 6 years of experience. This level of analysis was not carried out, but future

research could address level of managerial experience and education and its impact on

implementation of state~mandatedcollaboration. Anectodal data in this study suggests

that less experienced managers viewed the mandate as a tool to bring resistant

stakeholders into the HBHC network. On the other band, more experienced managers

did not place the same importance on the mandate but simply adapted it to fit their local

community.

Finally, the study could have been strengthened by use of a wider variety of

methods and data sources such as: 1) secondary data review of (e.g. minutes, proposals,

budgets and other documentation associated with the HBHC network) and 2) primary

data collection with other stakeholders (e.g. survey questionnaires and focus groups of

network participants).

6.11 Sununary of Implications for Future Research

The area of formalization of operational processes and recruitment of

stakeholders for the HBHC network offers another potential research pathway. One of

the strengths of this research was the identification of indicators offonnalization of
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operational processes and identification of the strategic and sequential recruitment

activities of HBHC managers. These indicators of formalization and stakeholder

recruitment activities could be operationalized as quantitative measures that would

provide province·wide data on these dimensions of collaboration through a survey

questionnaire.

Further research is also needed to address the influence of organizational structure

on collaboration. There was no a priori attempt to gather data on this aspect of

collaboration. However, interesting fmdings suggested that managers used their

community organization skills to organize local stakeholders. They created a diversity of

organizational forms (e.g., umbrella organizations, multi-site net\\!orks, working groups)

and offered differential levels of participation in the netWork (e.g., minutes only, quarterly

infonnation sharing meetings). Collaboration theory addresses the level of integration of

organizational structures in collaboration but pays little attention to the processes used to

organize collaboration at the local level.

Other studies have identified that the relational processes of collaboration should

be explored in future research (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Rivard, 1999; Payne, 1998; Ring

& Van De Ven, 1994; Oliver, 1991). It was outside the scope of this study to explore

social relations in depth, but future research on the relational processes associated with

collaboration seems indicated, given their thematic importance as identified in Chapter 5.

Finally, a number offuture research pathways should be explored. One of these is

the unit of analysis that will best capture the representation of collaboration in local
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communities. This study used aggregated individual level responses. Funrre research

should attempt to triangulate the data by using both individual-level and network-level

responses to accurately portray local collaboration across the study sites in Ontario.

Because of constrained research funding, it was not possible to collect and analyze more

than individual level responses. Further research could include a more inclusive study

population by conducting interviews with the population of managers across the HBHC

sites. This proposed research would also focus more intensively on the six themes of

collaboration by incorporating other units ofanalysis (network), secondary data sources

(such as minutes, tenns of references, implementation plans, protocols, reports), and key

infonnant interviews (e.g. policy makers and network members) and additional methods

(such as focus groups and surveys).

The provincial evaluation of the HBHC program also addressed the development

of the collaborative network within local communities. Although the results of this

evaluation were not available at the time oftbe completion oftbis study (see Chapter 2

for discussion oftbe provincial HBHC evaluation), further research on the HBHC

program should compare findings of the HBHC evaluation with research study.

6.12 Implications for Theory Development

The data collected in this study consisted of interviews using questions based on a

conceptual framework developed from the literature on factors found to influence

collaboration. This conceptual framework consisted of three dimensions from the

literature that were defined for this study as pre-conditions of collaboration: I) history of
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previous collaboration, 2) mandatory/voluntary model and 3) legitimacy of the convening

organization. An analysis of the data in this study led to are-conceptualization of two of

these dimensions into two new themes of collaboration (Historical and Institutional

Conditions) In addition, the data analysis yielded a new pre-condition theme (Financial

Conditions). The re-conceptualization of these three new themes of collaboration has

been discussed extensively in previous chapters.

In addition, the conceptual framework for this study contained eight dimensions

from the literature that were defined for this study as collaborative processes that

facilitated or constrained the operations of collaborative networks namely: I) stakeholder

representation, 2) membership participation, 3) costs and benefits of membership,

4) decision-making levels, 5) communication style, 6) formality/informality of links,

7) common purpose development and 8) sufficient resources. An analysis of the data in

this study led to are-conceptualization of the collaborative processes identified in the

conceptual framework into a new operational process theme of collaboration (Operational

Processes), as discussed in previous chapters. In addition, an analysis of the data led to

the creation oftwo new collaborative process themes (Organizational and Relational) that

were not part of the original conceptual framework also discussed extensively in previous

chapters.

The Organizational Processes theme of collaboration emerged from the data in

this study as previously discussed. Although the literature on organizational structures

was reviewed, neither the original conceptual framework nor the subsequent interview
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specifically addressed this dimension of collaboration. The importance of the

organizational processes used to create collaborative network structures and sub

structures was unforeseen and unexpected. Across the local sites, collaboration was

enhanced through the creation of primary and secondary network structures created to

respond to local communities. While collaboration theory does address the structural

integration of organizations and the stages of development of integration, there is little

that addresses the actual organizing processes used by managers to facilitate structure

development in collaborative networks. What did emerge in this study were descriptive

accounts of the organization and maintenance of a variety of complex and multi-site

structures that support the importance of context to implementation of collaboration. The

diversity and complexity of structures found in this study confinns collaboration research

that suggests that the degree of fonnalization of collaborative structures must be matched

to the characteristics of the participants and the local environment (Mitchell & Shortell,

2(00).

The Relational Processes theme of collaboration also emerged from the data in

this study. The data suggested that several aspects of inteJperSOnal relations influence

local collaboration. The relational processes theme was not a pre-existing element in the

conceptual framework, but confirms previous research (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Rivard,

1999; Payne, 1998; Ring & Van De Ven, 1994; Oliver, 1991) identifying the importance

ofmis dimension of collaboration. Research questions on communication, the legitimacy

of the convening organization and the extent of infonnality in network relationships
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yielded data on interpersonal relations and collaboration. These findings were then used

to explore two dimensions: I) previous relationships and 2) imerpersonal relations.

These relational processes have been extensively discussed in previous chapters.

The importance of the interpersonal perspective in this study contributes to the

recent knowledge about the dynamic and interactive nature ofcollaboration and its

inherent managerial challenges. Both the negative and positive aspects of state-mandated

collaboration and its effect On interpersonal relationships were highlighted by managers

in this study. Although there were different perceptions in the data about whether the

mandate facilitated and/or constrained relational processes, almost all the managers

suggested that the mandate constrained collaboration in their local community. They

also reported on the importance of the interpersonal perspective in collaborative network

development. Despite the focus on a small sample ofpublic health managers, the study

adds important infonnation to collaboration research and has implications for theory

development, research and practice.

The findings on facilitators and barriers to collaboration extend collaboration

theory by challenging the asswnption that a previous history ofworking together will

always promote collaboration. Analysis of data in this study showed that a negative

history of working together may constrain local collaboration. When community

stakeholders come to the collaboration table, they bring their past history ofcommunity

relationships with them. If this history includes negative experiences, then collaboration

will not move forward until this conflict is resolved. In this study, managers suggested
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that they used a variety of negotiation, mediation and conflict resolution skills to resolve

conflicts between their organization and other service providers in the lcoal community.

In general, collaboration theory has not focused on the specific differences

between implementation of networks in urban and rural communities. This study did nol

examine urban/rural differences but did identify a sense of uniqueness and difference

across local communities. The responsibility for collaborative networks that cover large

geographical areas made communication difficult, increased time and travel pressures

and required complex management skills to deal with jurisdictional fragmentation across

multiple sites. As identified above, an in-depth analysis ofruraVurban differences in

building collaborative networks could enhance theoretical knowledge ahoUi the

management of interorganizational collaboration in diverse locations.

The literature on the developmental stages ofcollaboration was discussed as one

dimension to be explored. The unique history and development ofHBHC networks

precluded this type of analysis because HBHC networks were diverse across the

province. Local sites had unique histories of previous collaboration, or lack of it, which

was a major influence on implementation of the HBHC network. At this early stage of

development, the influence ofa previous history of collaboration and previous

interpersonal relationships were found to be important facilitators of local collaboration.

This study could not address the factors that influence collaboration within

developmental stages, but this could prove fruitful for future research (Bailey &

McNally-Koney, 1995; Florin, Mitchell, & Stevenson, 1993).
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6.13 Implications for Social Work Practice

The practice issues concern the management of collaborative networks designed

to promote the integration of health and social services at local commWlity levels. They

are relevant to social work practice \\ithin institutional and commWlity settings at policy

and commWlity levels of intervention. The complex managemenl tasks associated with

collaboration suggest thaI social workers need to build practice competency in its

promotion. The suggestions also suppan the need for social work education to develop

policy and commWlity practice curriculwn designed to strengthen management

competencies in the area of collaborative practice. Collaborative practice in social work

requires curriculwn development that addresses knowledge and skills in areas such as·

1) multidisciplinary practice, 2) planning for integrated service delivery systems,

3) conflict resolution, 4) negotation, 5) mediation and 6) leadership. Social work's

historical commitment to community practice has always been at the core of the

profession. These suggestions are presented to enhance understanding among social work

practitioners and educators about the management challenges of building local

collaborative networks in an era of downloading.

State mandates have forced local communities to reform child and family service

systems while national and provincial governments shift the burden of social provision to

local government As govenunents increasingly mandate collaborative networks as a

mechanism for integrating health, social service and educational policies and programs,
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social workers will be needed who can provide managerial competencies in collaborative

practice at institutional and community levels.

As previously discussed. managers reported that had they were overloaded with

responsibility for the HBHC program. They indicated that sufficient resources are

needed for the development and administration oflocal HBHC collaborative networks.

The data suggests that the tasks of stakeholder recruitment, organizational development

and planning for integrated service systems are too complex to be carried out without

specific resources dedicated to the administrative role. Managers stated that these kind

ofcollaborative initiatives need to have a full time CIrOrdinator's position to carry out

the community organization functions required for collaboration. To illustrate, they used

the example of the Early Years initiative where a full time CIrOrdinator's position was

funded. Interpretations of the responses of the HBHC managers suggest that central

government agencies need to be realistic about what can be accomplished in

collaborative networks when the responsibility for building such networks for service

integration are not given sufficient funding. More specifically, this study concluded that

the dedication ofadministrative resources to fund the implementation ofthe collaborative

network should have been a priority for a provincial government serious about

integrating services for children.

Managers in this study identified specific functions and roles that the provincial

office (OISC) could have carried out to improve local commwrities' abilities to

implement the networks. More specifically, a mass media campaign targeted to the
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whole community would have been the best vehicle to explain the Healthy Babies!

Healthy Children Program.

Managers suggested a number of ways that the provincial OISC could have

supported their local initiatives. An interpretation of their responses led to the conclusion

that centralizing fwlctions such as I) marketing, 2) training, 3) evaluation, 4) information

dissemination and 5) education would have ensured a more consistent, organized

response by local HBHC sites across the province. Managers stated that since this type of

centralization was already established for other Ontario public health initiatives, (e.g.,

Hean Health), it would have been easy to adopt this model for HBHC. They believed

that centralizing the marketing function wouJd have provided a consistent message about

the HBHC program across the province, supponed the work of local networks and

contributed valuable resources to local communities.

Managers identified the need for a concerted effort by provincial level managers

to work with provincial associations of service providers (e.g., physicians, audiologists,

hospitals) so that negotiations between the provincial govemment and associations did

not jeopardize the relationships in local communities.

From an interpretive framework, it is difficult to assess whether the provincial

government concerned themselves with designing specific functions that shouJd be

carried out by the central office and those that should be the responsibility of local

communities. It would have been helpful if the division of functional responsibilities

between central policy makers and local implementors had been addressed. The
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development of interorganizationallinkages between the provincial government,

provincial associations, local service providers and the HBHC managers and networks

could have been negotiated by the Office of Integrated Services for Children in a more

strucrured and integrative model.

Managers believed that in many oCthe HBHC sites, the lack of communication

between the ministries comprising the HBHC program (Ministry of Health and Long

Term Care, Ministry of Community and Social Services, Ministry of Education and

Ministry of Citizenship and Culture) compromised local implementation. They reported

that jurisdictional boundaries at the local level complicated and even prohibited

participation because the geographical service areas of each ministry involved were not

compatible.

This study suggests that, although managers did their best to work within these

geographical complexities, the resolution of these boundary issues should have been

addressed by the Office of Integrated Services for Children before the province wide

implementation of the HBHC Program. Since the ultimate goal of the HBHC

collaborative network was the development of an integrated children's services system,

these jurisdictional boundary issues should have been negotiated among the ministries

prior the implementation of local collaboration.

Managers suggested that provincial level HBHC consultants needed to be more

realistic about how they were going to manage communication between provincial level

ministries and local communities. They reported that the introduction ofa parallel
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mandate (Early Years Initiative) caused confusion and conflict at the local level. Further,

they felt that the fragmentation of these two initiatives within separate ministries (HBHC

in Ministry ofHeailh and Long renn Care and Early Years in Ministry of Community

and Social Services) was a great concern to local communities but was not recognized as

a problem at the provincial level.

This srudy found that some degree of horizontal communication at the top and at

the bottom. but lack of vertical commwtication between central bureaucracies and local

organizations contributed to conflict and strain among HBHC network members. The

data suggests that HBHC managers were vel)' well informed by the OlSC and the

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care about program expansions and changes. This

was not the case with other local service providers whose respective central

bureaucracies (Ministries of Community and Social Services. Education and Training,

Citizenship, Culture and Recreation) did not infonn them of changes. This created

difficulties for local managers as funding and program changes affected other service

providers who were uninformed of these changes. Planning for the HBHC network at the

provincial level should have included a task force or work group whose primary purpose

was to insure that inter-ministerial communication facilitated rather than constrained,

implementation across the province. A more sophisticated planning process (such as the

long·term care initiative of 1990) was needed within the provincial Office of Integrated

Services for Children to facilitate inter.governmentallinkages, planning and

communication.
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Managers in this study were reticent to discuss the concept of leadership in

interorganizational collaboration. As previously noted, an interpretation of Ihe data thai

was excluded in this study suggests that the mandatory nature of the HBHC program may

have influenced their perception of themselves as leaders. Perhaps it was the word,

leader, thai they found difficult since the word may have suggested something more

directive than they intended. No direct questions addressed leadership of the

collaborative network. Rather, the concept arose in discussion. The leadership skills of

public health managers reflected their administrative competencies rather than a

community planning orientation to practice. This is not to say that they were Dot

successful in organizing the HBHC networks. More to the point, it is a comment on their

perceptions of their role as managers of the HBHC program and all its components.

Some managers may have been uncomfortable with the word leader because they

had a community ernpowennent or "bonom up" approach to network development.

Many public health managers in this study were comfortable with advocacy roles. In

retrospect, this study could have explored collaboration using ernpowennent or conflict

theory, either in place of or as welt as an organizational theory perspective. More public

health managers than the researcher expected were committed to client and systemic

advocacy. Public health managers could benefit from progressive models of social work

practice (e.g., social action). Although the advocacy strategies ofHBHC managers did

not reflect models of social work practice, they were strategic and political.

The implications for social work practice suggest a need for leadership that can
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bring stakebolders together to work in multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral

collaboratives. The new management skills required for interorganizational collaboration

are based on relationship building and community building. Social work seems well

suited to the non-bureaucratic type ofleadership that will be required for collaborative

practice.

Social work leaders of collaborative networks will be required to engage a broad

base of stakeholders through outreach activities. bring together diverse partners to build

consensus and transfonn local communities through collective action. The type of

leadership necessary for building collaborative networks can be found in the social work

skills of community organizing, negotiation. conflict resolution, outreach, cultural

competency and boundary spanning (Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Lasker, Weiss, & Miller.

2001; Mitchell & Shortell, 2000; Cbrislip & Larson, 1994; Mizrahi & Rosenthal, 1993).

Boundary spanning is another management competency that is emerging in the

literature as an opportunity for social workers to playa part in revitalizing community

(Dunlop & Angell, 2001; Lasker, Weiss & Miller. 2001; WeB. 1996; Edwards & Yankey.

1991). Community practice as a boundary spanner requires social work leaders to build

relationships among diverse partners in Wlcertain and competitive environments (Dunlop

& Angell. 2001; Dunlop & Holosko, 1995). Boundary spanning, as a conummity

practice skill, allows social work leaders to bridge these diverse perspectives and to build

collaboration through relationships based on trust and respect.

The lack of data on leadership in this study of local collaboration suggests that the
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social work profession may still be able to find a niche for its conununity practice skills

in the restructuring envirorunent of the early 21" century. Trends in nursing have

addressed the need to shift from institutional to community based settings and identified

the need for nurses to upgrade their qualifications to work in the community. More

recently, the collaboration literature has addressed leadership issues by using the

concepts of synergy and facilitator to discuss leadership roles (Lasker, Weiss, & Miller,

2001). Social work, with a proud history ofcomnumity organization, must seize the

leadership opportunity or risk being marginalized in an era characterized by downloading

and restructuring of health and social services.

In this study, the inclusion of consumers, parents and advocates was minimal at

best. Most managers expressed the need to solve this participation problem in the future.

Managers reported that there were potential channels open to consumers, parents and

advocates through ad hoc mechanisms but recruitment plans did nOI include specific

instructions for involving parents, consumers and advocales. It appears that the stale

mandate for collaboration in the HBHC network did not include the possibility for the

kind of grassroots collaboration that might have been fonned by consumers, parents and

advocates not associated with service organizations. Social workers would note the

exclusion of diverse groups of stakeholders which constrains potential to build

community capacity to promote social and t(lonomic justice. This suggests that advocacy

may be needed to insure the inclusion ofparents, consumers and community members in

the HBHC networks.
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The findings from this study imply that local collaboration in the HBHC program

could have benefitted from a community development approach to build inclusiveness.

Social work practitioners should use community development as a strategy for increasing

democratic participation in local collaboration. Recent scholarship on collaboration

suggests that many different voices need to brought together to build community capacity

(Ulsker, Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Lalxmte, 1997; Minkler & Wallerstein, 1997; Mattessich

& Monsey, 1992).

Transfonnation for social change could be effected through a community

development approach to collaboration. Locality development, a community

development model, builds community capacity by recruiting a broad base of

stakeholders who engage in an interactional process of identifying and solving their own

problems. (Rubin & Rubin, 2001; Rothman, 1996; Weil, 1996; Adamson, Briskin, &

McPhail, 1988; Taylor & Roberts, 1985). This approach provides opportunities for

people to identify problems and take collective action to improve their social conditions.

Community development approaches to collaboration would bring together a diversity of

individuals, organizations and community stakeholders in advocacy coalitions to

transfonn the way that communities define problems and devise solutions (Ulsker,

Weiss, & Miller, 2001; Mayo, 1997).

Whether mandated or not, the development of local community collaboration

requires the advocacy skills ofcommunity practitioners. It is imperative that the social

work profession stake a claim that reflects their professional history ofadvocacy and
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community development before the restructuring ofthe health care system excluded

social workers from practice with communities (Levin, Hebert, & Nutter, 1997).

Managers reponed that they had organized HBHC networks using a variety of

activities, sources, sequences and varying levels of participation. They suggested that

they made a distinction between those stakeholders who had to be involved at the outset

of the collaborative process and those whose panicipation was more issue focused and

secondary to the network. Although managers believed that they needed to set up

differential participation to achieve a broad base of support in the HBHC network, they

did not perceive that they were using recruitment strategies that could be identified as

community organization models such as locality development, social planning and/or

social action (Castelloe & Prokopy, 2001; GalVin & Cox, 1995; Rothman & Tropman,

1987).

Managers reported that they planned for differential participation of stakeholders.

However, they did not suggest that this differential recruitment was designed to enlist the

support of powerful individuals, organizations, institutions, community members and

parenlslconsumers in the community. The managerial orientation to oetwork

development in this study appears congruent with the rational planning model. For social

workers this is typified in the profession's community organization model of social

planning with its focus on task accomplishment and a belief in the technical skills of the

planner (Rothman & Tropman, 1987).

Unfortunately, it appeared there was no recognition by public health managers of
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the community organization models that characterize current and historical community

social work practice (Weil, 1996; Garvin & Cox, 1995). It appears that, JUSt as

community organizing is coming to the fore, community social work seems remote from

the action. An alternative to social planning offered by social work could be the

community organization models based on locality development (organizing community)

and social action (community empowerment) that identify the need to expand community

involvement to address problems and take collective action (Rothman, 1996; Poole, 1997,

1995; Rothman & Tropman, 1987).

The management and administrative skills needed to facilitate interorganizational

collaboration for service integration are not exclusive to either public health nurses or

social workers trained in administration. Social workers have community organization

process skills that concentrate on: 1) engaging a broad base of stakeholders (individuals,

organizations, institutions, community members and conswnersladvocates) and

2) building relationships among stakeholders for the plll'JXlse of collective action. These

skills may give social workers a niche in future collaboration initiatives. \\'hile it appears

that public health managers were unaware of social work community ptactice models,

this study illustrates the need for a renewed commitment among social work practitioners

and educators to rebuild community social work practice.
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r.O Introduction to the Research Study

This research protocol outlines the dissertation research to be conducted by Judith

Dunlop, a Ph.D. candidate in the Schoo! of Social Work. Memorial University of

Newfoundland and Assistant Professor, School ofSocia! Work, University of Maine.

The research supervisor for the study is Dr. Leslie Bella, Professor, Memoria! University

ofNewfowuiland.

The study will examine the perceptions of public health managers about the

factors that influence the implementation ofIocal collaboration in the Healthy Babies!

Healthy Children (HBIHC) Program.

2.0 Key Concepts in the Research Study

Terms Definitions

Eovironmentai Pre--conditions Factors in the environment that act as incentives
and disincentives for organizations to work
together.

Previous Colltzhoration The nature and type ofpast interpersonal and
professional relationships in local communities and
how these previous relationships influenced
collaboration in the fIBHe network.

Mandatory Collaboration The nature and degree to which a formal
government mandate affected collaboration in local
HBHe networks.

Voluntary Collaboration The nature and degree to which informal
agreements, operations and relationships
characterize collaboration in local HBHC networks
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Terms Definitions

Legitimacy as Lead Organization The extent that individuals and organizations agree
that public health has the legitimacy and status as
an organization to lead the implementation of the
HBHCProgram.

CoUaborative Processes The operational. organizational and relational
processes that facilitate interorganizational
collaboration.

Stakeholder Representation A process of recruiting stakeholders who as
individuals, organizations and conununity groups
have an investment in and influence on the process
and outcome of collaboration in the HBHC
network.

Membership Participation The nature and type of membership participation in
the HBHC network. The identification of
participation in the HBHC network as consumer,
advocate, community or organizational
representative.

Costs ofMembership The real or perceived negative effects of
participation in the HBHC network that may accrue
to individual members or their organizations or
gro"",.

Benefits ofMembership The real or perceived positive advantages of
participation in the HBHC network that may accrue
to individual members or their organizations and
groups.

Decision-making Influence The stage, level and influence ofdecision making
power that characterizes the HBHC network. The
decision making stage of network development
(advisory, planning, information sharing, joint
resoUI'Ces). The decisioDMmaking power ofHBHC
oetwork members including indications of authority
to make decisions for their organizations. The
influence of decisionMmaking power 00

collaboration in the HBHC network.
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Terms Defmitiolls

Communication Style The open or filtered nature ofcommunication
between local managers, the provincial government
and local HBHC network members. Indications
that managers share information openly with the
provincial government and the local networks.
Indications that managers filter the content, timing
and target of their communications with the
provincial government and the local network.

Formality ofLinkages The degree of formalization of the o~tions of the
local HBHC network (terms of reference, minutes,
agendas, service agreementslbylaws). The degree
of formalization of interorganizational relationships
in the local HBHC network through the use of
organizational structures (committees, sub
committees, working groups, umbrella
organizations., multi-site networks, service c0

ordination networks).

Informality ofLinkages The degree of informality of the operations and
organizational structures oftbe local HBHC
network that characterizes the local community
(informal relationships, informal service co
ordination, no written agreements).

Common Purpose Development The extent to which individual members of the
collaborative have developed: I) a voluntary
consensus on their common mission and goals in
the local HBHC network and 2) the extent to which
government mandated goals have influenced the
development of common mission and goals in the
local HBHC network

SujJkient Resources The narure and extent of resources provided by the
provincial government for the implementation of
the HBHC Program in local communities. The
impact ofresource provision for HBHC on local
public health organizations and local communities.
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3.0 Research Questions

The research questions address two dimensions that have been associated in the

literature with collaboration: I) envirorunental pre-conditions and 2) interorganizational

processes. Collaboration in the HBIHC Program was addressed by asking a sample of

public health managers ofHBHC Programs the following broad research questions on the

pre.conditions and collaborative process factors influencing coUaboration:

1) What environmental pre-conditions do public health managers perceive

facilitated and/or constrained the implementation of local collaboration in their

implementation of Healthy Babies! Healthy Children?

2) What coUaborative processes do public health managers perceive facilitated

and/or constrained the implementation of local collaboration in their

implementation of Healthy Babies! Healthy Coildren?

4.0 Research Process

A random sample of twenty-two public health managers were selected on the

assumption that public health units/departments have responsibility for the mandated

Healthy BabiesIHealthy Children program designated by the provincial Ministry of

Health and Long Term Care in Ontario.
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A random 50 plus one per cent sample of health units/departments and sub-units in

each of the seven Public Health Planning Regions was selected. The Seven Public Health

Planning Regions are shown in Appendix C.3.A 1. There were forty-two Ontario public

health units/departments and sub-units listed. All public health unitsldepartments and SlIb

unrts in Ontario are contained within one of seven Public Heahh Planning Regions.

An Interview Guide has been developed which contains a combination ofopen

ended and focused questions based 00 environmental ~nditions and collaborative

processes identified in the literature (Appendix C.3.A7). Qualitative content analysis will

use pre-determined categories derived from the tbeoreticalliterature on interorganizational

relations and interview data from the open-ended questions. The instruments and

documents to be sent to participants are contained in Appendix C.3.A These include: 1)

Intt~etory Letter to Participants (Appendix C.3.A2), 2) Informed Consent Form

(Appendix C.3.A3), 3) Infonnation Sheet for Public Hcolth Managen (Appendix

C.3.A4), 4) Participant Profile Data Fonn (Appendix C.3.A5) and 5) HBHC

Collaborative Network Stakeholder Participatioo ChecIdist (Appendix. C.3.A6) and 6)

Intcrviow Guide for Public Health MlInagen (Appenrtix C.3.A7).

4.1 Harms and Benefits (Section I.CI, p.I.S). Tri-Council Policy Statement

(1998). National Council on Ethics in Human Research (NCEHR).

There is some risk to participants despite written assurances by the researcher that

ocUhc>' indMduaIs nor bcaJth unitsldeputmonrs and -..mrs will be KIcalified. Any

information that would iderrt:ifY indMdual public health managers or public heahh
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unitsldepanments and sub-units will be amended to protect the confidentiality ofthe

respondents. Informed Consent will be sought before research interviews begin. The

Introductory Letter, Information Sheet for Public Health Managers and Informed Consent

Form indicate the purpose of the research and the expected risks and benefits oftbe

proposed study (Appendix C.3.A). Although, participants are told in the Informed

Consent Form that their names and the specific public health unitsldepartments and sub

units in the sample will not be named, there is a risk that people may assume they can

identify which opinions Wtte held by which participants. Funher, there may be some risk

if the findings are critical ofthe implementation ofmandatory collaOOration by Public

Health UnitslDepartments and sub-units across the province ofOntario.

The Informed Consent Form outlines the steps to be taken to protect the identities

of individual participants and the public health unitsldepartmeots and sub-units. The

participants will be given copies ofthe Introductory Letter, Information Sb.oct, lnfonned

Consent Form, Participant Profile Data Form, HBHC Collaborative Network: Stakeholder

Participation Checldist and Imerview Guide for Public Health Managers prior to the

interview and will be given an oPPOttunity to ask questions about the interview (Appendix

C.3.A).

Originally, it was proposed that the data would be reported by region which meant

that respondents could be more easily identified than ifthe data were to be reported as

provincial data. It was assumed that the 50 per eem plus one random sample of public

health unitsldcpartmen:ts and sub-units protected participants as the sample contained
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contained more than one health unit/deparunent and sulrunit in all regions of the

province. At the time of the implementation of the research protocol, this regional

analysis was not carried out. An application to conduct the research was required within

one of the seven planning regions. This application was approved on the condition that

the confidentiality ofthe planning region was protected. Since it was impossible to

report on more than one health unit/department within the region, the regional analysis

was not conducted. The interview text was not analyzed by region thus protecting the

confidentiality of respondenlS by insuring that themes v.rill be difficult to attribute to a

particular health unit/department and sub--unit. The participants will be asked about their

individual experience v.rith the HBHC Program's local collaboration, but no data will be

linked to individuals and the findings will be written so that individual public health

units/departments and sub--units will be difficult to identify. All identifying information

will be removed and any quoted material will be written so that it cannot be attributed.

No information on individual clients or clients as a group will be elicited during

the interview. Information is based on the perceptions of public health managers about

bow collaboration has been implemented in their local areas. No names ofindividuais

and/or organizations. agencies, community groups or conswner advocates who are

participating in the collaborative will be used in the research flndings. There is still some

risk, however, that people may attribute certain opinions to specific individuals or public

health units/departments and sub-units at a regional level despite the researcher's

attempts to minimize this risk through non.identifying infonnation.
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The benefits of participation for individuals interviewed are increased knowledge

about the collaborative process and successful implementation of collaboration in the

refonn of child and family service systems. The benefits for the public health

units/departments and sub-units are increased understanding ofthe factors that influence

successful collaboration. Since mandatory local collaboration is increasingly a condition

of government funding for new programs. exploration of the environmental pre

conditions and collaborative processes and stages will support collaborative practice in

public health.

The public health unitsldepartments and sub-units will be infonned in the

introductory letter that they will receive a summary oftbe key research findings when

they are published. The proposed research will increase the public health

unitJdepartment and sub-unit's understanding of the factors that influence successful

collaboration and improve public health manager's collaboration skills at a local level.

The research study will also document a variety of responses to local colla~tion in the

Healthy Babies! Healthy Children Program in Ontario, and suppon improved

collaborative netWork development in local communities. The public health managers

will be advised in the Informed Consent Form that the results of the proposed study will

be published as a doctoral dissertation and may be published as jownal articles and book

chapters. They will be also be infonned that the researcher may present the findings at

conferences and utilize the findings OD collaboration to consult with other agencies in the

United States and Canada.
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4.2 Free and Informed Consent (Section 2, p.2.1) Tri-Council Policy Statement
(NCEHR) • Informed Consent (Section 2.0, pp.2.5.2.8)

The Introductory Letter to Participants (Appendix C.3.A2) and Informed Consent

Form (Appendix C.3.A3) and Information Sheet for HBHC Public Health Managers

(Appendix C.3.A4) indicate the purpose and expected risks and benefits of the study.

The Introductory Letter and Infonned Consent Form invite participants to inquire about

the research before consenting to the interview and provide the name and phone number

ofa third party, Dr. Rosemary Cassano, Associate Professor, School ofSocial Work,

University ofWmdsor. The consent forms advise participants that they may withdraw

from the study at any time up to the publication ofthe thesis.

Participants are public health managers in public ageocies in Ontario and the

consent fonn outlines steps to protect the identities of individual participants and the

public health unitsldepartmeuts and sub-units. Participants are told in the consent form

that their names and the specific public health unitsldepartments and sub-units in the

sample will not be named. The participants are warned in the Introductory Letter,

Information Sheet for HBHC Public Health Managers and Informed Consent Fonn that,

ahbough the researcher will not identify them as individuals nor their public health

unitsldepartments and sub-units, there is some risk: that people may guess about the

opilliom: apressed. They are cautioned that some may attribute statements, even if

incorrect, to certain individuals or certain public heahh unitsldepartments and sub-units.
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The Interview Guide, Introductory Letter to Participants, Informed Consent Form,

and Information Sheet will be sent to public health managers prior to conducting the

telephone interview. A random sample of twenty-TWO public health managers ofHBHC

will be contacted to ascenain their interest in panicipating and an interview date will be

scheduled.

The participants will be asked to review the Interview Guide, Participant Profile

Data Sheet and HBlHC Stakeholder Participation Sheet (Appendix. C.3.A.) prior to the

date of the interview. The Participant Profile Data Form and the HBHC CoUaborative

Network: Stakeholder Participation Checklist and Consent. Form can be returned by fax

before the interview date. The interviews will be conducted from the researcher's office

on the date scheduled and will be audiotaped ifthe participant consents.

4.3 Privacy lUld Coofidentiolity (Seotion 3, pp. 3.1-3.6)
Tri-Council Policy Swemem (NCEHR)

The interview transcription and process notes will be kept separate from the record

to promote confidentiality ofthe data. The researcher will do the transcribing ofthe

audiotapes and the transcription, process notes and audiotapes will be kept in a locked file

cabinet. Audiotapes will be destroyed upon successful defense ofthe thesis.

A description ofparticipants will be prepared from the Participant Profile Data

Sheet and will insure that no identifying information is wed which might compromise the

confidentiality of participants. A description of the local stakeholders participating in the

collaborative network will be prepared from the Stakeholder Participation Checklist to
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The researcher's process notes of lhe interviews will be completed as soon as possible

after data collection to ensure the relevant details are remembered and documented. All

process notes will be labeled with the date and identifying infotrnation. The database

will consist of the transcripts of the interviews. A record sheet of the interview and

process notes will be prepared that lists the date of the interview, the person interviewed,

the health unit/department and sub-unit and the code assigned to the individual interview.

The interview transcription along with the process notes will be coded with the number

assigned to the individual health unit/department and sub-unit.
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Appendix C.3A.

HEALTH UNITS BY 7 HEALTH PLANNING REGIONS

Health Planning Region

Centr.ll East

Centr.ll South

Central west

East

North

South West

Toronto

Public Health Unit

Regional Munidpality of Durham Health Department
Haliburton-Kawartna, Pine RJdge District Health Unit
Peterborough COunty-City Health Unit
Simcoe County District Health Unit
Yo!1l; Regional Health servtces Department

Bnlnt County Health Unit
The Regjonal Munidpality of Haldimand·Norlolk: Health
Department
Region of Hamilton-Wentworth Sodal services and Public
Health services Divisjon
Regional Niagara Public Health Department

Hatton RegiOnal Health Department
Regional Munldpality of Peel, Health Department
Regional Munidpallty of Waterloo, Community Health
Department
Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Health Unit

Eastern Ontario Health UnIt
HaStlngs·Prince Edward Counties Health Unit
Kingston, Frontenac and Lennox l!lnd Addington Health Unit
Leeds, Grenville, and lJInark Dtstr1ct Health Unit
Region of Ottawa-carleton Health Department
Renfrew County and District Health. Unit

Algoma Health Unit
Muskok:l!l-Parry Sound Health Unit
North Bay and District Health Unit
Northwestern Health Unit
Pon::uplne !iealth Unit
Sudbury and District: Health Unit
TImiskaming Health Unit
Thunder Bay District Health Unit

Bruce, Grey, Owen Sound Health Unit
E'gin-St.1homas Health Unit
Huron County Health Unit
Chl!ltham-Kent Health Unit
lambton Health Unit
Middlesex-london Health Unit
Oxford County Health Unit
Perth District Health Unit
Windsor-Essex County Heelth Unit

Toronto Public Health
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Ap~dix C.3.A.2

IamiDteruted.iD.thefaclorstbll)'ClUpcrceivebve&ciliwedor~edthe

i"1'lemartlilioa oftbe Healthy &biaIHealthy Oildreo con.bc:at.il'll' Dih<lrk iJJ)'OUT~
eomlll\lll.Cy. lbis~anlocalcoJlatxntiooiDHBHCinOntarioisbeinSe:uriedouttoc:ompkte

my Ph.D, in Social Wad:; at the School ofSocial WOJk, MemcxW UaiYel'li:y ofNrwfOUDdland. Dr.
Le!llie Bdb. hofessor, SdlooI ofSoQal Work. M::moriaJ UDivIttty ofNewIiloImdlmd is die &cuky
~i)r1hisnseard1$l11Cly.TheOfficeoflnteptcdServi.e;e,ForChildrea.,M"lI\iItryollkaldl
aDd lalg-TetmCale is l~ofthi1 reseaxb IIId hal pnMdedheJpfillba~ iDf'onmtK:aCID
tbeprcgram butwiJI DotlM~~t:omyoftbedatalDdisnc:t ~thcrtMUdl. 11Ie
f!zwfuLpfrornthis_rd:lODtbecdJabomiv.enetwodl:willbesca1t:oalIHBHCp~~

in Ontario.

n. iDterview will take &bcu ODe hvur IM;-!d caly be~ by1hepub~ bsltfJ
J:lIIllIgef with direct respouibiliyforlhe~ cetworlt in tbeHBHC Pn!gnuIa. Eodosed ue
ID IIIremew Gllide mat ctlI3bins • .et ofqDIStions. a ParWip••t I'nfilt Data Sited CID your
~alld. a.eddiIt of.StakcWder PlII"tic:ipuioll furth8 coJlaboratiw oetwCJrk in your 1oc:al
tOIllmUlIi.y.IhavaalsoincladedlDlDfOl"JDedCGuutFOI"U1u_IJlIor1laario.Sbectthat
q)tams6JnJlertbeptUp05eofthe1eSurchmdlh.~OIlIofyow~.

I trill look fonRJdtoyowpanieipatiou iD dd! study. twill be c:aI1iD3ycutodilal#&
potentialdate_timcforcurm:rn_. Tf)":ll1have",y~pleaaeCOlU(lJodithDunJopat

the l,hiwrsityofMaiDe, SchooldSocia.\ Wortlt (201)511·2397 «.borne atrzgTJ 166-40S1or
byemaiI&tjdlmJop@maine.eduIt~widlll;lspeaktoatbirdpmy.tlcu:1IUs1.CMltdl.pMao

~J)r.Rosemaryeu-o.Assoeiate Pnlf_. SQoo1 ofSoc:ialWork, Ua..illl:lt1kyofWIllCbor.
Wmdsar, 0Jdari0 a (5J9} 25).4ZJ2 x 3010. - -

Yourstnllv.

\

JoJn.JDunIopM.S.W.•
Piir(<:.mdidat.t)

~...il.M:W.)i.6.' - "VI
""""""
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AppendiX C.3.A.3

HBHC RESEARCH STUDY
INFORMED CONSENT FORM

I understand that this research is being conducted as part ofthe Ph.D. thesis requirement by Judith
Dunlop, M.SW., Ph.D. (Candidate) who is a doctoral student in the School of Social Work at
Memorial University ofNewfoundland. The official title of the study is Public Health M01Ulge(s
perceetimy paoc/orsthat influence local co1loboration: The Ontario Healthv Babies/HealtJrv
Children example in Ontqrio. I understand the puTpOSe ofthis resean:h is to better understand
the process ofcollaboration in amario. I understand that ifl participate, I will be asked questions
about my experience with the Healthy Babies! Healthy Children collaborative netwOJk as shown
in the Interview Guide provided to me. I understand that I may refuse to answer any questioo in
the Interview Guide and may withhold information from the Participant Profile Sheet

1understand that Jwill be asked to participate in one telephone interview lasting about one hour
and that this interview will be tape recorded and ttanseribed by the researcher_These tapeS and
the transcribed data will be stored by the resean:her in a locked file cabinet. The transen"bed data
will be retained indefinitely by the researcher, wbile the tapes will be destroyed after the defense
of the thesis. I will receive no compensation for my participatioo.

I understand thattbere is a some level ofrisk involved ifl agreetoparticipate in the study. 1ft
agree to participat.e in the study, identifying material will be removed from the interview text and
DO data will be linked to me as an individual participant or to the public health unit.. The final
resuhs ofthe study will be written that individual manager5 and individual public health units will
be difficuh to identify. There is some risk however, that people may incorrect.ly attnbute
opinions to individuals or public health units even though nOll-idmtifying infonnatiOll is lq'0J".ed.

I Wlderstaod'llm participating in this research project may be beneficial to me. I may increase
my own knowledge about the collaborative process and will also be providing valuable
informatioo on how to successfully implement collaboration which may improve services for
children and families.

I UDderstandthatthe findings from this raearch will be published as a doaoral dissertatioo and
may be published as journal articles and book chapters. J understand that the findings from this
research will be presen1ed at CCIlferences and may be used for to provide consultation to other
agencies.

I W1derstand that my consent to participate can be withdrawn by me or by the public health unit at
anytime up totbe completion ofthe thesis without losing any beDefitstowhich I may be entitled.
I have been given the right to ask and have answered my questions regarding this study. I have
been offered the opportunity to comact a third party, Dr. Rosemary Cassano, Associate Professor,
School of Social Work, University ofWmdsor, Wmdsor, Ontario for fuJther informatioo. about
this researth. I have read and wderstood this COOselJt form

Participant
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Appendix C.3.AA

INFORMATION SHEET FOR HBHC PUBLIC REALTIf MANAGERS

What uthf!purpt)$f! olthis study?

To explore the rnClors that public health managers of Healthy Bahies! Healthy Children programs
in Ontario perceive have facilitated or constrained implementation of the collaborative netWork in
their local communIty.

Why should I amsidu thu srudy imponont?

Recemly many government initiatives have mandated the inclusiou oflocal collaboratioo as a
condition of funding new programs. This dissertation study explores the pre<onditions and
processes ofcollaboratioo that influence successful collaboration. The study will help to promote
an undemanding oflocal collabomioo in the province of Ontario. The findings from this
research will be published as a doctoral dissertatioo and may be pUblished as joumal articles or
book chapters. The findings may also be presemed at conferences and may be used to provide
consultation 011 collaboratioo for ocher agencies in the Canada and the United States.

What will I h~to dotopanidpatf!in thf!reuarch?

a Review the questions in the Interview Guide to prepare your responses forthetelephooe
internew

o Complete the ParticipaDt Profile Data sheet and the Stakeholder Participation Sheet and
return hyfax or answer atthe beginning ofthe iDterview
Sigo an Informed Conseut Form and return tothe researcher.
Complete a ooe-hour telephone interview-to share your perceptions as a public health
manager responsible for HBHC about. the environmental and col1abor.Wve process factors
that have influenced the implemeutatioo ofthe collabonrtive network in your local
community.

How K'i/J you Ulsun thai my answers will nmtWr amfll1mtUtJ? All the information that
you provide will be treated confidentially. J will code the information you provide so that it
cann<:( be traced back to you ortothe public health unit. Absolutely no identifying information
regarding individual respcmes will ever be released orpublished. All identifying material will be
removed from any individual quotes so that no individual and nopublic health WItt can be
identified. There is some risk however that people may tty to guess and incorrectly attribute
qJinions to certam individuals or public health units despite attempts to protect the confidentiality
ofparticipants.

Do I h~ th~ choia ofK'ithdraK'ingjrom tIr~ study ifI_t to: Yes., the choice
whether or Dot to participate is up to you. You may withdraw from the study at anytime up tothe
completion ofthe thesis.
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HuwwilJ this interview benefit my agency or me! We realize that your time is valuable
and appreciate yoor assistaIlce. A swnmary of the key findings from the research study will be
sent to each HBHC Program Manager in the Province of Ontario and the Integrated Services for
Children Division ofthe Ministry ofHealth and Long Tenn Care and will provide infonMtion on
local collaboration in the Healthy Babies! Heahhy Children Program across the province of
Ontario.

Huw much time will be uquired! The interview will take about one hour to complete.

IfI agree, huw wUJ the interview process be handled? I will send the lItterview Guide,
Participant Profile Data Sheet, Stakeholder Particip3tioo Checklist and lnfonned Consent Fonn
before the scheduled telephone interview time so that you will have an oppornmity to think about
what you would like to tell me. I will anange the interviews at a time that is convenient to you
and will place the phone call to you from my office. The Informed Consent Form can be mailed
to me at my office at the School of Social Work, University of Maine, 5770 Social Work
Building. Orono, ME, 04473 or &xOO to my office at (207) 581·2396. The Participant Profile
Data Sheet and the Stakeholder ParticipllDt Oleck1ist can also be mailed or fuxed to me before the
interview or I can record your answers at the beginning of the telephooe interview.

Who iscondueting this study? Judith Dunlop M.S.W. isa Ph.D. Candidate, School of
Social Work, Memorial University ofNewfOWldland. She has an exleIlsive background in
collabor.rtive planning in the beahh and social service field in Canada and the United States. The
study has been funded bythe Social Sciences.sud Humanities Researd! Council of Canada
through a doctoral fullowship awarded to Judith Dunlop. Curreotly, she is an Assistant Professor,
School ofSociaJ Work, University of:Maine. She is originally from the Province ofOntario and
has worked extensively with public health units across Ontario since 1986 in various planning
and development initiatives.

Is there SOItlLOIl~I CilIf conuu:1'ijI want more injomuztion? For additiooal information,
COIItactJudith Dunlop, atthe SdJool ofSocial Work, University of Maine at (207) 581-2397 or at
home at (207) 8664058 or by email: jdunlop@maine.edu Ifyou wish to speak toa third party
about this researdl, please cantaa. Dr. Rosemary Cassano, Associate Professor, School of Social
Work, Univenity ofWmdsor. Wmdsor, Ontario at (519) 253-4232 x 3080.
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Appendix C.3.A.5

PARITCIPANTPROFILE DATA FORM

Genual instructwns

This participant dat.1 sheer. is intended for public health managers ofHealthy Babiesl Healthy
Children programs and should be completed only by the person who is participating in the
telephone interview. It includes questions that will help me to develop a profile ofpubIic health
managers ofHBJHC in the province of Ontario by identifying yow education, employment and
experience with collaboration ata local conunlUlity level.

This part ofthe research should only take a few minutes to complete and can be faxedto me at
(207) 58l-23960r reported during the first few minutes ofthe interview time.

AU the infonnatiOll that you provide will be treated confidentially.

Ifyou have any-questions, feel free to contact Judith Dunlop between 9 am and 6 p.m. (Ontario
time) at (207) 581-2397 or after 6:00 p.m. and weekends at home at (207) 866-4058 or by email
atjdunlop@maine.edu.

PUBLIC HEALTH MANAGER PROFD..E DATA

1) What is your official title as the person responsible for the Heahhy Babiesl Healthy
Children prognun7

2) Please list your professiClOal degrees starting with the most recent

3) In years and mombs, how loag have you worked as a public health nurse, c:duding a
management rolt7
(Include leave ofabsence,. e.g. maternity leave)?
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5) In years and months, have long have you been a public health manager?

__Years_Months

6) In years and months, how long have you been responsible for the HBJHC progrnm?
(Include leave ofabsence, e.g. maternity leave)

7) Have you had any specialized training in community development?
Ifyes, please identifY the type of training
(i.e., worksbops. university course, college course, on site progrnm)

8) Have you been in a leadenbip role in a community planning group prior to HBHC?
_Yes_No

Ifyes, how many years and months have you had a leadenbip role in a community
planning group?

Years_Manhs_

9) Have you been a memberofa oommunityplanninggroup prior to HBHC?

Ifyes, how many years and months have you been a memberofa community planning
group?
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Appe:ndix C.3.A.6

HBHC COLLABORATIVE NETWORK: STAKEHOLDER PARTIOPATION
Please check off the stakeholders who are panicipating in your HBHC collaborative netWork and
add any others. You can fax the list to me at (207) 581-2396 orrepon on it during the interview
ti~

No
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Appendix C.3.A.7

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PUBU( HEALTH MANAGERS

Introduction

Thank you for agreeing to panicipate and for your consent to a taped interview about the

colJaborative network in the Healthy BabiesJ Healthy Cllildren program. Before we begin, I

would like to just confinn with you that you are willing for the interview to be taped at this time

given the confidentialily prorectioo outlined in the consent statement.

SECTION A· PARTIQPANTPRO:rn..E DATA SHEET

I) If you have Dot returned the fonn. I would like to gather your responses to the questioos as

sbovm. in the Participant Profile Data Fonn.

SECflON B· STAKEHOLDER CHECKLIST

2) Ifyou have not reDJrnedthe form, I would Iilceto gatberyour responses to the HBHC

Collaborative NetWork: Stakebolder Participation Fonn.

SEmoN C - GENERAL 0UESTlONS

Now 1 wOlIld"tiJ:e to ask)'01l obout}'Ollr experle~s with colklboration os the public heolth

monoger responsible for your locol HBHe collaborotive network.

3) Could you elaboJate 00 the involvement you have had in the past three years with the

proviDcial Office ofiDt:egrated Services for Childreo (OlSC)?

4) To what extertt has the proviDcial OlSC belped you in implementing the local

collabotativener:work?

5) In what ways could the provincial OISC have been more belpful in implementing the

local eoUabonrtive network?

6) Has your collaborative netWOrk development been successful? Please CJq)Wn your

de£nitioo ofsuccess.
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7) Ifyou were designing an ideal collaborative network for Healthy Babies! Healthy

Children, what would il look like?

SECfIOND·ENVIRONMENTALFACfORS

History O(PrrnqlLf Cqllqboration

8) To what extent have stakeholders worked together collaborarively before HBHC

in YOUt local community?

9) How do you see this previous history influencing the collaborative process in HBHC?

Man4gJqrylVoluntary Conrep

10) In your view, how bas !be govcm.mCnt mandate facilitated or consttained the

development ofthe HBRC collaborative oetwork in your community'?

Legitimacv q(qmyening organjzation

II) To what extent have local stakeholders a.ccc:pted the mandate for public health to lead

implementation ofHBIHC ar.d bow bas this affected collaboration in your community?

SECDON E • COlLABQRA'I1VE PROCESS FACTORS

12) How would you describe the process for identifying and recruitiDg stakeholders for the

collaborativeoetwork'l

Membership Participation

13) In yourpeteqtioIf, bow do members participate in tbecollaborative network:

a) As individuals?

b) Asrqlreseutativesofthcirgroupororgani2;ation?

c) As consumc:rs or advocates?
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Costs and Benefits ofmembership

14) a) Whal do you perceive 10 be the main beDefits for stakeholders who participate in the

collaborative network?

b) What do you perceive to be the main "costs" to stakeholders who participate in the

collaborative oetwork?

Common Pwpose DeveJoume1lt

15) In what ways have the provinciaJly mandated goals for the HBHC collaborative netWork

changed and/or expanded over the pas! three years'?

16) In what ways, bas the collaborative ~ork developed a common purpose unique to the

localcommunily?

Pecision-making

17) To what extent are members ofthe collaborative network able to make deCisiollS for their

organiutions'?

18) How do you think this decision-making power or lack ofpowCl' influences the

coI1a~eprocc:ss'?

CommunicationSrvle

19) Would you describe comm.unicatiou as opeD orfikered between.:

a) The local HBHC program manager and the lutegrated Scvicc:s for Children Division'?

b) The local HBHC program manager and the HBHC collaborative network'!

c) The members oftbe HBHC collaborative network themselves?

ForrruJirylIriformaliN ofLinkam

20) Dcscn'betbe ex1eut to which fonnal agrcemenu(e.g. written !etter'Sofundcrstanding,

terms of rcfcreDCe) bave heeD utilized in the HBHC collaborative DCtwork.

21) Dcscribetbeexten1towhicb informal agreements chaIac:tcriu: the operations ofthe

HBHC collaborative oetWOrk.
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Sufficient Resources

22) Tov.iutt exr.ent do you believe provincial provision of resources to the public health \lJ:Iit

for administration ofHBIHC has affeaed stakeholder participation in the collaborative

netWork?

Thank you (or your response to these questions.
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